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Bursting
pipes are
avoidable
by Don Lee
staff reporter

For off-campus students who
don't want to come back from
Christmas break to apartments
and houses full of belongings
ruined by water from burst
pipes, local realtors offer the
Mowing suggestions.
Dick Newlove, vice president
of Newlove Realty, said heat
should not be turned completely
off during the long break. Some
heat should be left on to keep the
temperature above freezing.
He recommended thermostats
be set between 55 F and 60 F
when the dwelling will be vacant.
Cabinet doors under sinks and
lavatories should be left open to
allow heat to reach pipes there,
Newlove said.
"A lot of pipes freeze and
burst along outside walls"
where interior heat cannot
reach them, he said.
Newlove also said doors
should be checked to make sure
they are secure and will not be
blown open by high winds. Pipes
in several dwellings froze and
burst last year because of the
temperature drop experienced
whentloor.* cuddenly blew open,
be said.
DOUGLAS VALENTINE,
Bowling Green developer, recommended pulling drapes or
curtains to Keep heat in the
house over break and keeping
the thermostat at 55 F to 60 F.
"People don't realize if it's 50
degrees in the house, underneath them (where the pipes
are) it's freezing," he said.
Valentine said the majority of
homes that freeze up are not
properly prepared for winter.
He recommended closing
storm windows or, if there are
no storm windows, covering
windows with sheet plastic over
the winter. Not only will it keep
the pipes from freezing, but,
according to Valentine, ft "will
make a big difference in the gas
bills."
Many students lost belongings
to water damage last January
when pipes froze and burst in
record cold temperatures over
the Christmas holiday.
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Cla-zel theater part of BG history
by J. Douglas Gurnlck
staff reporter

The Cla-zel theatre has been
a part of Bowling Green history for nearly 60 years and its
name is a reminder of the man
that brought the theatre here.
According to a 1926 article in
the Wood County Democrat,
theatre owner Clark Young
began a city-wide contest to
find "the most appropriate
name for his new theatre."
Hundreds entered the conteat and the theatre was
named Cla-zel because "the
first three letters of Mr.
Young's name (Cla-rk) were
employed and also the last
three letters of Mrs. (Ha-zel)
Young's name."
The winner, Dorothea Osborn, was awarded $5 and a
one-year pass for two to the
theatre.
The Cla-zel opened for business in April 1926 and became
a cohesive part of the city's
social atmosphere. According
to Bowling Green Attorney Leland Middleton, the theatre
was very important to the city
in the early 30s.
"IT WAS just a country town
at the time with a population
about 6,500 people, mostly
farmers," Middleton said.
"People would be on the
streets until midnight on Saturdays. The Cla-zel was a nice
theatre, very modern, and it
was always crowded."
For the first four years, only
silent films were played at the
theatre, so a piano was added
to play between films. The first
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"talkie" debuted March 15,
1930.
According to a 1974 Daily
Sentinel Tribune article on the
theatre's history, "Those were
the days of Tonerville Trolley,

Mutt and Jefi cartoons, Mack
Sennett's bathing beauties in
bathing costumes of kneelength skirts over bloomers."
When the theatre first
opened, it was one of four in

town. Clark Young invested
$100,000 in the Cla-zel and
promised "a list of high-class
shows which will be announced
in a handsome package on
opening night."

Young has retired and. as of
November 1963, was living in
Vermont. But his theatre remains open, keeping his promise ofproviding Bowling Green
with family entertainment.

Schroeder to get benefits, thanks to Reagan
WASHINGTON (API- When
President Reagan, the caseworker-in-chief, goes to bat for
some hard luck case, be usually
gets quick results.
That's how it worked yesterday for William Schroeder, the
artificial heart patient who became Reagan's latest client
when he complained about "getting a runaround" from Social
Security.
Less than 24 hours after the
president spoke with the feisty
Schroeder, the Social Security
Administration announced that
it was awarding ihe artificial
heart patient disability benefits

and would hand-deliver his first
check to the Humana Hospital
Audobon in Louisville.
The president had called Schroeder on Wednesday to wish
him a speedy recovery. Schroeder cut through the pleasantries and told Reagan, "I'm
just getting a runaround (from
Social Security). I'm not getting
anything at all... (I) just keep
on calling and keep on calling
and I don t get anywhere."
Reagan replied. "Bill. I will
get into it and find out what this
situation is... I'll get on it right
away."
Reagan had his chief domestic

adviser, former Social Security
Commissioner John Svahn,
check out the situation.
SOCIAL SECURITY spokesman James Brown said the
White House asked Martha McSteen, the acting Social Security
commissioner, "to have this
problem worked out. The problem has been worked out ...
and, because the president
asked us to take speedy action,
we are having a check delivered

to him (yesterday) for the monies that Social Security owes
him."
Brown said Social Security's
disability examiners decided in
October that Schroeder was disabled, but the agency had to find
out whether Schroeder was affected by a law that reduces
Social Security benefits for
some federal pensioners.
Brown said mat after checking with the Office of Personnel
Management, officials found

Schroeder is not affected by the
reduction.
Schroeder, 52, of Jasper, Ind.,
was a quality assurance special-.
ist at an Army ammunitions
facility until his failing health
forced him to retire earlier this
year.
Democrats have charged that
notwithstanding Reagairs charity toward individual hard-luck
cases, the poor and helpless
have suffered because of his
budget cuts.

SLS lawyer discusses court
by Don Lee
staff reporter

It's a good idea to refuse to take a bloodalcohol test if you are pulled over while
driving and know you will test as legally
intoxicated, according to Karl Sutler, Student
Legal Services Inc. attorney.
'That's just my advice as a lawyer," Sutler
said Wednesday night at a sparsely-attended
lecture on the city court system. "I'm not
advocating drinking and driving."
Refusal to take Qw test, which may be a
breath, blood or urine test, can result in
automatic suspension of the driver's license
for a year.
If a person arrrested on a DUI charge
(driving under influence, either of alcohol or
of a controlled substance) refuses to take the
test and pleads guilty in court, the judge has
the option to lift mandatory suspension and
impose a suspension of (Odays to three years,
Sutler said.
Under Ohio's new DUI law, anyone driving a
car in Ohio is legally assumed to have consented to taking a^blood-alcohol test anytime a
police officer orders one.
"It's a very proiecution-oriented law," be
said "It's designed to make the prosecution of
drunk drivers easier.''

Buy back

Photo/c^Kiin

Kent Kokomoor, assistant manager at Student Book Exchange, 530 E. Wooster, adds a book to the stack of
returned books accumulating In the store. Buy back began Dec. 12 and ends the 21st.

FIRST OFFENSES generally result in a 60day suspension in Bowling Green, he said.
There also is a nrinnnurn three-day jail term
and 1150 fine plus court coats. The total fine in
Bowling Green usually comes to $350, Sorter
said.
"Most people can handle the three days In
JaiV'hesaidT". .It's the not having a license
DBP M VAST

thev cant stunri "

Bowling Green and Wood County also require the driver to attend treatment sessions
or meetings if convicted, he said.
Not all driving privileges are taken away,
Sutler said. In most cases, drive-to-work-only
privileges are granted.
Sutler also discussed the workings of the
dty court system and how it relates to UniverDiaputes over security deposits are common
smali-cuumi court cases involving student
tenants, be said. If the security deposit is not
returned by the landlord within 30 days after
the lease expires, the tenant can take the
landlord to court.
There are generally no lawyers present at
small-claims disputes, be said, adding the
referee, or small-claims judge, will often
advocate one side if the other side goes to
court with a lawyer.
COURT COSTS include $12.50 to file a ebaim
for less than $580 or $20 for a claim between
$500 and $1,080, Sutler said, and an additional
$8 per half-day to subpoena witnesses.
The loser in the suit generally pays all costs
except when the judge divides the cost between litigants, Sutler said.
He said the defendant can file a counterclaim. For example, the landlord accused
of withholding a security deposit can file
against the tenant for damages caused to the
_ disputes are the kind of
court case a student will be involved in, Sutler
said.
"The student's not used to the responsibility. It's Ms first time away from home." he
said. "The landlord might take advantage of
this."
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-^EditorialShock delay cruel
Alpha Otis Stephens struggled to breathe for
eight minutes in a Georgia electric chair on
Wednesday, when the state's first try at executing
him failed. Such treatment of a human being should
be condemned.
The fact that Stephens was sent to the electric
chair on a murder charge does not justify the
prison officials' lack of sensitivity.
Even if the type of behavior he exhibited in the
past was violent and inhumane, it is not Justifiable
for the state to let a convict suffer for eight minutes
in the electric chair before a second jolt is administered.
The point of having the electric chair is not to
prolong the suffering of the criminal. It is to carry
out the death penalty with the least amount of
suffering possible.
Whether capital punishment is right or wrong is
not the question at hand. The issue is the unjustified
suffering which accompanied Stephens' execution.
What type of society allows a man to endure such
pain before electrocuting him?
It's embarrassing to see this happen in the United
States, supposedly a civil country compared to
more barbaric nations of the world.
If the electric chair is going to be used by a state
as a way to carry out an inmate's sentence, better
precautions must be taken by prison officials to
prevent the unfortunate situation that happened to
Stephens from occurring again.

Accounting for the
Republican budget
by Jeff Hayes
Many people hear Democrats
criticize defense spending and
automatically assume that they
are against a strong defense.
Republicans twist the intent of
the criticism into implying that
their opponents want to weaken
the U.S. and thus the Republicans are the party of a strong
America.
They are wrong. What Democrats want is some sane accounting of our exponentially
increasing defense investment.
Many stories are finally starting
to surface indicating that unchecked spending in the Pentagon is in need of some balances.
These stories sound very
much like those presented by
our president with regard to
abuses of government entitlement programs such as foodstamps. He is quick to tell of the
man from West Virginia who
bought liquor with food stamps
but never mentions the $1,700
automatic coffee maker in use
at the Pentagon.
We are told time and again
that "we are now strong where
we were once weak." When was
the realization that we were
weak? Do the Republicans, who
were in the White House 12 of the
last 16 years, mean to imply that
our strength caved in so much
during the four short years of
the Carter administration? Is
"peace through strength" the
reason we lost 270 Marines in
Lebanon and why our allies and
enemies are contused as to who
they are in this region? How
come President Carter was able
to pull off the nearly miraculous
Camp David Peace Accord
while we were so weak? How
come the only reasonable period
of detectable land reform and
quieting of the rebellion in El
Salvador and thus a decrease In
the supposed communist threat
of takeover occurred during the
Carter administration while we
were so weak? Now that we are
stronger, how much more peace
is there now? President Reagan
is the only president in modem
history not to form an arms
aggreement with the Russians
and, in fact, has tightened Soviet-US. tensions to a frightening degree with his cruise
missiles and stealth bombers.

Does he call that more peace?
The intent of the Armed
Forces Procurement Act is constantly being superseded
through exceptions supported by
our president. The system of
free trade and fair bidding for
defense contracts does not seem
to apply as it does in other
industries. For instance, Reagan refuses to interfere with the
influx of foreign steel on the
basis of free trade while at the
same time 75 percent of all defense contracts are handed out
to specific corporations without
competition just because they
happen to have connections in
the Pentagon rather than because they can do the best job at
the lowe price.
Kurt .,. Harden's article a
few weeks ago so eloquently
explained the Russian prime
directive of.global domination
as support for our back-breaking military investment. However, what Mr. Harden fails to
realize is, as President Kennedy
once said, that a country's
strength can decrease even as
the number of its arms increase.
This occurs when an overkill
point is reached, from which
additions to arms stockpiles
only serves to destabilize. Is it
being weak to realize that piling
missiles on top of missiles does
not make us any stronger but
rather reduces the chances of a
lasting peace? Our country will
not be any weaker if we expect
fair trade and competition
among the defense industries. It
will not be weaker because of a
system of checks and balances
where defense spending is concerned causing us to defer dollars wasted on building useless
missiles to perhaps trie more
productive use of salary increases for armed forces personnt' When we have enough
nuclear firepower to destroy every Russian 1,000 times over,
why aren't we putting our
money to better use through
modernizing upkeeping existing
systems? Recent history shows
us that large defense buildups
give the U.S. only a fleeting
military superiority.

Jeff Hayes is a Graduate
Student in the Department of
Chemistry. He is from Youngstown, Ohio.
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''A vain, oily, reptilian. Stalinist''

British labor leader scorned
by George F. Will
After nine months of a strike
engineered by a union leader
who is president of his union for
life, and who evaded the union
requirement for a strike vote,
British coal miners are destitute
of everything, including hope.
Even the public sympathy normally accorded miners has been
forfeited because of miner's violence. There have been 8,000
arrests, 2.000 injuries and three
deaths. The violence is an emanation from the union leader,
who is one reason British politics today is more bitter than it
was in the 1930s.
If Britian named, as Time
magazine does, a "Man of the
Year," meaning the person who
most dominates the news, the
winner would be the most detested man in Britain, the union
leader. He is a vain, oily, reptilian Stalinist named Arthur Scargill. The name is as Dickensian
as "Wackford Squeers," a comparably unpleasant character.
Scargill is called "the Jim Jones
of British labor," and his behavior is compared, in terms of
suicidal folly, to that of Charles

dering seven coal miners.
Although Scargill is Moscow's
poodle, he is not Marxist. The
philosopher who sleeps in London's Highgate Cemetery knew
better than to think that thuggery could substitute for history
in producing revolutionary conditions. But assault, arson and
murder are being used in futile
attempts to stop miners from
returning to work.
The Thatcher government,
seeing the strike coming, allowed miners to work as they
wanted. That tactic, and mild
weather last winter, produced
high coal stocks. But Scargill
has been sustained by the cowardice of the Labor Party, and
especially of its leader, Neil
Kinnock.
If Kinnock had the kidney to
denounce Scargill as a vicious
anti-democrat, Kinnock might
not be so generally considered
invertebrate. Bolder people call
Scargill "a fascist of the left,"

The ostensible cause of the
strike was the government's decision to close a few of the most
uneconomic coal mines. (The
Thatcher government has
closed few mines than the previous Labor government, and
has retreated from most of its
mild plan.) But Scargill's announced objective was to bring
down Britain's democratically
elected government.
To do so, he needed to create
industrial chaos. In 1974. nationwide chaos, with Scargill's miners at the center of it, brought
about the fall of Ted Heath's
Conservative government. But
times have changed, and so has
the mood of most unions. The
more prudent leadership is a
product of 13.4 percent unemployment and new laws requiring union democracy - votes on
leaders and strikes. (Ironically,
the conservative Thatchers
most lasting legacy may be the
democratization of the British
unions.)
A quarter of Scargill's miners - including the most productive - never went out on strike.
To keep his strike going, he has
sent union funds overseas to
keep them out of the hands of
British courts and has taken
money from what he calls
"trade unions" in Libya and the
Soviet Union. The Soviet money
can be considered payment for
services rendered. He has denounced Poland's Solidarity as
anti-socialist, his denunciation
coming at about the time Gen.
Jaruzelski's gestapo was mur-

and it is true that a fascist
theoretician (Maurras) once defended fascism as socialism pur6ed of its democratic element,
ut there is a perfectly serviceable word to describe Scargill and
some of his likeminded supporters: communists.
A London limes editorial
notes that Scargill left the Communist Party because he objected to its de-Stalinization and
he has never deigned to disguise
his totalitarian aims and methods. The Times says Scargill's
strike may have done Britain a
favor by dramatizing the wide
involvement of formal and informal communists in industrial
and political life: "The reds are
not under the bed. They are on
the television screen, on the
radio. They share Labor platforms .... They intimidate Mr.
Kinnock."
Incalculable damage is being
done to Britian's public life by
corrosive extremism. Recently

a mob of Labor MPs, operating
at the margin of violence ana
practicing emotional intimidation, surged around the floor of
the House of Commons, tore up
the notes of the minister who
was speaking and forced adjournment of the session. When
the leader of the Trades Union
Council was insufficiently ardent in a speech in support of the
miners, and criticized the violence, he was howled down and a
noose was hung over his head.
It will be a bleak Christmas in
many mining communities. But
Scargill will go traipsing from
rally to rally, bellowing lunatic
promises of "victory, flailing
his arms and calling to mind the
title of a volume of Stevie
Smith's poems: "Not Waving
But Drowning."
George F. Will is a writer for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.
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Letters
Writer the madman
not Ronald Reagan
This is a rebuttal to the article
that appeared in the BG News on
Nov. 14 entitled: "Madman Ron
belongs in the Oval Office."
To call yourself a.?. American
and a well informed voter should
be taken very lightly. Your
views, both politically and socially are pompous to say the least.
Yotx vote in this past presidential election was a sure cutand-dry case of stupified peer
pressure. You probably voted
Democrat because your parents
are Democrat or y ..u read the
Enquirer during the entire debates.
Most Americans, like myself,
voted for Ronald Reagan because of his strong views on

world peace, defense and his
concern for the American people. For you to call these Americans "media-oriented idiots" is
like calling the kettle black. You
voted your way because of the
less informed media networks
and now you call the majority of
us (Americans) self-centered
and egotistical.
Ponder this thought Mr. Mahoney-Ferraro: If "Fritz"
(i-lghting Republicans Ai 7he
Zone) was so right for the job as
president, why was he soundly
de.'eated in every state but one
(Minneso*-)?
The American people voted
for the right man and if these
other people who call themselves Americans cannot come
together and support our president, then they are not worthy of
the GREAT US of A. We needto
unite and become one, but nonconformists are still out there
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who will never let fact be fact.
We did elect a president, and a
darn good one, but we still have
those apostate, frivolous people
out there that don't support him
and his views, but still call themselves faithful Americans.
Jeff Driscoll
OCMB1475
Some people just
don't want to work
Let's talk about people, 34
million people. Those people
which are below poverty level.
The so-called "freeloaders" of
society. The ones on welfare
more specifically. Who are those
mythological ignoramouses who
believe that people are poor
because they want to be or their
own attitude causes them to be
poor?
It's easy for the well-off or the
average person to say that,
when uiey haven't been below
the poverty level. Poverty IS
caused by economics, discrimination, cultural factors and political factors which the
impoverished have little control
over.
Mythology was a popular belief during the days of Greece
and Rome, but it doe3 not hold
water in society today. The common myth that personal attributes are the reason why people
are poor is a conservative view.
That is a fact. The majority
of those people are UNABLE to
work. The rest either work, lack
Job skills, or live in areas of high
unemployment. Thus another
concept from those who believe
in poverty mythology.
wise up people. Learn more
about society. Take a sociology
course, read a book on society,
talk to a sociologist, do ANYTHING. Learn to solve prob-

lems by learning about them. If
you still believe in those mythological concepts, narrow minded
conservatism has made you into
closed minded robots.
Eric Ceaser
141 Bromf ield Hall

Zeller should have
his temper modified
Regarding Richard A. ZeUer's
editorial column in the December 13,1984 BG News: Obviously
Us mother's efforts to modify
his temper tantrums were unsuccessful.
Carolyn Keefe
413 Wallace
Bowling Green

My name, WDHO, is
Bond, James Bond
Ever wonder why we have
public television? After what
television station WDHO-Toledo
did this weekend, I think you'll
know why.
I saw a commercial for the
James Bond movie "Moonraker," one of my favorite
James Bond flicks. I made sure
I had my computer program and
my piano recital critique finished before James Bond was to
match wits against Hugo Drax
and "Jaws."
Sunday night the mamagement of WDHO pulled James
Bond in order to present a rodeo.
Fortunately, I was able to
watch hotter programming on
the other networks. I'm sorry,
but replacing "Moonraker" with
a rodeo is like replacing "Deep
Throat" with "Attack of the
Killer Tomatoes."
R.J. Chavez
1M6 Offenhaoer West
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Make-up exam policies up to the prof
Dlna Horwedel
by Dina
slaff reporter
siaff

You have a big exam tomorrow and you haven't prepared
for it. It looks like an all-nighter.
By 3:30a.m., you realize nothing
is sinking in and you try to get
some sleep.
The next day you panic.
Rather than take the exam and
kill your GPA, you decide to
play sick and make up the exam
at a later date.
Although this may sound like a
typical scenario from high
school, it seldom happens at the
University, according to several
University professors.
Those interviewed said most
students are aware of exam
dates because they are given to
students at the beginning of the
semester on a syllabus and stu-

dents are prepared for the
exam.
According to Michael Robins,
chairman of the University Academic Honesty Committee,
there is no written University
policy for make-up exams.
"It s not the responsibility for
the faculty to give make-up exams," Robins said, "and it's left
up to the individual faculty
member about whether or not a
make-up exam is issued."
Arlo Boggs, professor of
chemistry, said if a student
misses an exam, "I accept their
word. They're adults."
HE SAID he tries to set up a
make-up exam within a reasonable amount of time, usually a
week.
Josef Blass, professor of
mathematics and statistics, said
his make-up policy differs for
large and small classes, but "I

always give a make-up exam,"
he said.
He said in a small class, he
has more personal contact with
students and can work with
them to schedule a make-up
exam. He said he realizes that in
large classes, "sometimes my
policy is abused by students who
need more time, so I try to give a
slightly harder test the second
time.''
Dennis Bauer, professor of
business, said he drops the lowest exam grade, so if an exam is
missed, that score is dropped. If
more than one exam is missed,
be requires that the absence be
excused.
Many professors consider illness or a death in the family as
an excused absence.
Milton Wilson, dean of Student
Affairs at Kent State University,
said Kent does have an excused

absence and make-up exam policy.
"TYPICALLY, IT'S going to
be left at the discretion of the
professor involved - but typically it (the excuse) must be
reasonable," Wilson said. He
said students can appeal the
instructor's decision to the department chair and to the dean,
if necessary.
He said there are two areas of
the policy. One concerns the
student's responsibilities and
the other concerns the instructor's responsibilities.
He said students are expected
to attend classes regularly and
instructors are expected to
make attendance policies known
within the first week of classes.
He said if a student happens to
miss an exam or assignment,
the instructor is expected to give
a make-up exam or assignment

if the absence is a protected
absence.
Wilson said protected absences include illness, death in
the family, religious observances, university-sponsored
field trips, concerts and sporting
events. These university-sponsored activities usually involve
students' participation in the
event.
For absences that are not protected, Wilson said it is up to the
instructor to decide whether to
give make-up work.
DARYL HART, dean of men
at Miami University, said there
is no university absence policy
at Miami. He said, like Bowling
Green, it is up to the instructor
to decide whether or not makeup work will be given.
In large lecture classes, there
usually is concern that students

may have another student take
an exam for them. The University professors interviewed said
they don't worry about this because another student would not
be familiar with their lectures
solely from looking at lecture
notes.
Also, the professors said they
are familiar with faces in their
large lectures and would recognize an unfamiliar face.
At Miami, some professors
request students to snow a university photo I.D. before taking
an exam.
Richard Weaver, professor of
speech at Bowling Green, said
he breaks his large lectures into
small exam groups administered by graduate assistants. He
said this is because there is not
space enough for all students to
take exams together.
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Rec offers health buddy system

Leakage found in
Conklin microwave
by Ellen Zimmerli
staff reporter

For the first time, an oncampus survey of microwave
oven radiation found leakage
exceeding the maximum
standard set by the Federal
Department of Health and
Human Services.
Dawn Kuns, senior environmental health major, who
conducted the study for Environmental Services, said she
found a microwave in Conklin
one milliwatt over the set
standard. She said she
doesn't know why it had so
much leakage since it was not
that old or dirty.
The legal limit is five milliwatts per cubic inch of oven
space.
The microwave was removed from service.
Kuns said she found students' reactions generally
positive while she was measuring the leakage.
"A lot (of students) would

by Denis* Erwin
assistant copy editor

New "M & M's" come in all
shapes and sizes, according to
Mary Kay Zajac and Kathleen
Sheehan, graduate students in
College Student Personnel.
"M&M's"are mentors and
mentees in the spring semester
Recreation Center student
buddy system program. The
mentor is an individual leading
an active, healthy lifestyle who
is willing to educate a mentee
who wants to learn more about
healthy living but may need a

say, 'Oh good, at least we
know we re not getting
nuked,' " she said, adding
that many people do not know
the difference between microwave and nuclear radiation.
Microwave radiation does
not have as much energy or
the same effects as nuclear
radiation.
RESEARCHERS disagree
on the effects of microwave
radiation, Kuns said.

by Tim Denhoff
reporter

Community and University interaction are taking place in
Bowling Green this holiday season, according to a local Jaycees
member.
The Christmas Elves, a project to help needy families in the
area, is being sponsored by the
Bowling Green Jaycees. The
project s goal is to provide baskets of food and toys to about 35

352-8408

BROTHERS, inc.

FOR FREE
DELIVERY

"What Good Pizza Eatin's All About
i— ■ COUPON —"- —
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$1 off
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wilt)
i.pirn 12/22/84

I
I
I

Any 2 Items

FREE
On Any Size Pizza
(Oo«i Not Include Foldovcri)

WITH THIS COUPON
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i<P-rn!2
23 84

836 S. MAIN B.G., OHIO
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"We've identified a need in the
student body for this program
and we have such excellent faculties at the Rec Center," Zajac said. "It's perfect mentoring
when you bring someone into a
healthy lifestvfe."
Speakers and programs are
Claimed throughout the semes•r on such topics as nutrition,
weight training, stress and time
management and new skill development. A fitness pre-screening also will be offered.

"Health and leisure are all a
part of taking care of yourself,"
Zajac said. "Our program
stresses wellness principles to
help pairs of people incorporate
a healthier lifestyle."
RESIDENT Student Association (USA) and Commuter OffCampus Organization (COCO)
have been approached to help
recruit participants. Faculty
and staff also will be incorporated into the "M&M" pilot
project directed by Terry Parsons, Student Recreation Center
director, and Michelle Rolston,

assistant director.
"We expect SO our first semester, but we're hoping it will
catch on and expand every
year," Zalac said. "The rewards of getting involved include camaraderie and other
benefits. We're also thinking of
having some incentives uke
"M 4 M's" T-shirts.
Applications for interested
mentors and mentees will be
available through Dec. 15 at the
Rec Center. Applicants will be
paired with students who have
the same recreational interests.

Jaycees, USG play elves to area families

Most believe these effects
usually are confined to heating of body tissues, but Kuns
found that some researchers
also have claimed that effects
include cataract formation
and birth defects.
She said an important part
of keeping a microwave from
leaking is cleanliness. Leakage may result if food particles build up, especially
around the door seals.
Kuns said in all the ovens
that leaked, the leakage occurred around the door.

PI22A
COUPON

little nudge, Zajac said.

IM COUPON—1MB

"EXAM SPECIAL"
Family Size
Deep Dish Piiza
Party Tray
1 Topping

30 Slici of Piua
with your choice of topping

area families at Christmas,
according to Tim Harris, Jaycee
member in charge of this year's
event.
The Jaycees' 58 members are
accepting donations from area
organizations.
To aid the Jaycees, Undergraduate Student Government
and local elementary students
are sponsoring a food drive.
Also, the Bowling Green High
School Future Farmers of
America are responsible for

making toys for distribution.
The Voluntary Action Center
and four local banks are promoting the Christmas Elves project
by providing "drop-off" boxes to
receive donations.
Contributions from such corporations as Nissan are increasing the Jaycees' morale,
according to Harris.
"WE'VE COLLECTED nearly
|600 and are expecting to exceed
that bv a large amount if the
trend continues," Harris said.

"What we need the most is food,
toys and money for the people.
That way we can order items
like turkey and ham, some of the
3 food stamps can't buy."
ih food products are
needed, Harris said it is easier
for the Jaycees to work with
money donations so they can
purchase and distribute food
and gifts more evenly.
"Once we're given a family,
we check the names and the
ages of the children so we can fit
their needs better," be said.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SECOND SEMESTER
* Heat
* Cable

* Water
* Trash Removal
all included

KMt,

"° now $9.99

IMPIVM 11/22/M
t...... THIS
t..u COUPON)
wwwrwr./
(WITH

"Come in and enjoy our
spacious dining room"

1 and 2 bedrooms furnished & unfurnished
For a perfect place to live stop by
400 Napoleon or Call 352-9135
Hours: 9-5 Daily and Evenings by Appointment

Earn Over $900 A Month
While Still In School.
Juniors! Seniors! If you're ;• math, engineering or physical sciences major,
you might qualify to get a check for
more than $900 every month.
/' j*
mmm

OFF ALL NON-SALE
LADIES APPAREL & JEWELRY
through Dec. 31,1984
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

* FREE GIFT BOXES WITH PURCHASE

113 RAILROAD ST.
• BOWLING, GREEN

Hours: Mon-Fri

352-8130

Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12-5

between Dorsey's &
Sterling Store

10-8

It's part of the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. And the nearly
$22,000 you can earn while
still in school is just the
start.

When you successfully
complete your studies and'
become a Naval officer, you'
receive an additional $6.(XX)
bonus. On top of that you receive a year of graduate-level training you can't
get anywhere else at any price.
As an officer in today's Nuclear Navy you have a career advantage no civilian
job can offer. The Navy operates over half the nuclear reactors in America.
The early responsibility and unequalled experience you get as a member of
the nuclear propulsion officer team place you among the nation's most
respected professionals in one of the world's fastest growing fields.
In addition to the professional advantages, as a nuclear-trained officer, after
four years with regular promotions and pay increases you can be earning as
much as $37,400. That's in addition to a full benefits package.
Find out more about the unique and rewarding Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program. Call or write the Naval Management Programs Office:
16101 SNOW ROAD, INTERPORT PIAZA III
BRCOKPARK, OH 44142
216-676-0490

JMavy Officers Get Responsibility Fast
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Dateline

will perform at 3 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall of Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free
and open to all.
Basketball - The men's
team will play Morehead
State University at 8 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.

Friday, Dec. 14

Teacher Education Seminar - The leaders of two Ohio
teacher organizations will be
featured in a forum on "Teacher Education: The Professional Organization
Perspective" at 3 pjn. in
Gish Theater in Hanna Hall.
Free and open to all.
Concert - The University's
A Cappella Choir will give a
concert at 8 p.m. in Kobacker
Hall of Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free and open to all.
Public Skating - There will
be public skating 8 to 10 p.m.
at the Ice Arena. Cost for
students is $1.25 with a valid
ID. Skate rental is 50 cents.
Saturday, [
Concert -

Drop/add
continues
by Dtna Horwedel
reporter

Sunday, Dec. 16
Concert - The BG Philharmonica will perform at 8 p.m.
in Kobacker Hall of Moore
Musical Arts Center. Tickets
will be on sale between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. at the Kobacker Hall Box Office in
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Public Skating - There will
be public skatine at 3:30,5:30,
7 and 9 p.m. at the Ice Arena.
Cost for students is $1.25 with
a valid ID. Skate rental is 50
cents.

The Collegiates

ATTENTION All "RMI htm 53*71
6»t tin mmdiias whiU studying? C«H BJ.'t for tfta fait
Subs, Hat Digs, Burgers, Niches, French Fry*, & other qeulies, in
We deliver to All baUngs on & iff camfut. You won't have to
letve your banks for IOOU food.
Call at hi quick Jtliniy
JM-760J

BJ.'s f-od Emporium
«*». «J.OO

MJ I. WoMtar

One Urge One Item Pizza

*5

FREE DELIVERY

352-3551 ■
Drop/Add

(Yes, even already reduced items)
Open Evenings 'till 9:00 pm Mon. thru Fri.

ZJne J-^owder [ Uff
525 Rut?, St.

Photo/Joe Phelan
Linda Helverson and Lindy Hendershott, both senior psychology majors,
get their schedules fixed at drop/add, held in the Administration
building yesterday.

Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino's
Pizza. In just 30 minutes
we'll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!
Our drivers carry less

Frt* Parking

than $20.00.
limited delivery area.

FREE SIX
PACK OF
COLA

With drop/add drawing to a
close for this semester, many
students will face next semester
with the choice of settling registration problems in the first two
days of class or paying a $5
change of schedule fee for later
alterations.
Roger Newman, director of
registration, said, "Basically it
(the fee) is used somewhat as a
deterrent. It does not cover the
cost of doing our drop/add."
Newman said even with the
fee, "there are days we'll reach
1,800 changes of schedule the
first week of classes."
The fee covers such things as
maintenance costs for the building used for the service, computers and pa v for people who work
at drop/add.
"We certainly are here to do a
service to the students," Newman said. He said the goal of the
Office of Registration and Records is to make the registration
process "if not an enjoyable
experience, one you don t regret. You should be treated
courteously ... even with a
smile."
He said students' situations
often are not pleasurable when
trying to get into courses, "but
the best we can do is everything
humanly possible."
He said about 5,700 students
received partial schedules for
next semester classes.
"The key number to remember," Newman said, "is that 85
percent of all registration requests were filled. He said this
places the University in the upper berths compared to other
institutions.
"The problem really isn't in
registration," Newman said, "It
is in the supply and demand of
courses."

PurchoM ony 16" pizza
w/ 1 lt«fn of moro 1
rocoivo WEE >i«
pock of Coca-Colo

($3.48 value,)
Fo»t, fr— D»llv«ry~
1616 E. Wooster
Phone: 3S2-1S39

Omit EXMHS 12/21 /M

One coupon p*r order
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BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE
BOOK BUY BACK!
SELL YOUR
USED TEXTS
FOR TOP PRICES!

MTV has video monopoly
by Carol* Hombcrger
staff reporter

A television series hits big.
Soon, similar programs begin to
air. It happens with most popular television shows and it happened with Music Television
(MTV), the 24-hour music cable
service.
Experts call it the Xerox effect but the problem with copying MTV is it has a virtual
monopoly on the industry,
according to R. Serge Denisoff,
University professor of sociology.
Denisoff, who has written an
outline to a book about MTV,
said when Bob Pittman, who is
MTV's chief operating officer,
Warner Brothers and American
Express got together, they did
something no one had ever tried
by airing rock videos.
According to Denisoff, this
was done by MTV telling companies such as RCA, Columbia and
Electra that it would give rock
artists free exposure. Such companies would give MTV exclusive rights to videos for 30 days
free of charge.
With this approach, Denisoff
said MTV got the most popular
songs and artists in the industry.
Denisoff said this type of business deal makes it hard for
others to compete.
However, Robert Edward

Turner HI, of Turner Broadcasting in Atlanta, tried in September. He launched the 24-hour
Cable Music Channel. But he
failed to get it off the ground and
it went off the air in October.
DENISOFF SAID Turner
thought he could take on MTV
and geared his channel to the 25
and older market, unlike MTV
who claims its age median is 23.
Denisoff disagreed with
MTV's median.
He said if he took a random
poll on campus, he probably
would find 90 percent of the
students do not watch MTV for
three hours straight. Instead, he
said if they have it, they use it as
background noise.
He said he believes the crowd
who watches MTV is teenagers
up to 18.
This may be why Denisoff said
Turner's channel had the wrong
demographics. He questioned
whether people over 25 would
watch videos.
Denisoff said Turner expected
to have his channel in 10 million
homes by the time it aired. In
actuality, he had only 350,000.
MTV is in 24.1 million households, making it the second largest cable network in the country.
Denisoff said Turner realized
he was losing money - between
$5 million and $10 million - and
decided to sell his cable rights to
MTV.

Difficulty in obtaining new
video releases because of MTV's
exclusive rights may also account for Turner's failure, Denisoff said.
ACCORDING TO Denisoff,
pie want to see the new reSuccess has brought MTV a
third competitor anda lawsuit.
Discovery Music Network has
brought a suit against MTV for
its exclusive rights practice.
Discovery claims the practice
restrains trade and should be
prohibited.
Denisoff said MTV's defense
is that legally, videos are produced by a record company and
are the property of that company. So the companies can do
what they want with their videos.
Denisoff said that as long as
Discovery can last economically, the case will end up in the
Supreme Court and be there for
a long time.
Until then, Denisoff said getting another rock network on
cable is very doubtful.
He said he has interviewed
such cable companies as Wood
TV Cablevision in Bowling
Green. These companies believe
that even if another rock cable
network were created, they
probably would not air it because tney already have one.
Denisoff said there is no question but, "Pittman is a genious."

I NEED MONEY FOR Give a little high tech for X-mas
FINALS - SELL
1? \NOW, DON'T WAIT/\
Some of the most popular gifts
under Christmas trees this year
will be high tech.

Brian Kutza, manager of Radio Shack at 1616 E. Wooster,
said some of these gifts include
home stereo systems, large
screen televisions, compact digital audio players, video cassette recorders, mini televisions
and computers.
Another popular item may be
video cassette recorders, said

Happy Holidays

Loren Phillips, owner and general manager of Phillips Television Company at 1028 N. Main
St.
A variety of video cassettes
are available. At the Video Spectrum, 110 W. Wooster, owner Sue
Wilkins said she has a large
supply of blank cassettes, music-video cassettes and movie
cassettes.
She said the store is selling
many cassettes because video
recorder sales are up and people

are buying or renting cassettes
to use with recorder units.

Kutza said they sell small
pocket computers for about $49,
home computers for $99 to $200
and business computers for $600
to $1,500.
Radio Shack also sells other
high tech commodities. Kutza
said many people find mini televisions very interesting. The
screen size on these minis is 2.7
inches.

STUDENT CHRISTMAS
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE
Sunday, December 16th at 7:30 p.m.

■:■■■

■■■■:

•;*

COMING
SOON
THE
ONLY

REAL
TRIP
TO

DAYTONA
372-2343
ttxw-x-w-:™™.;.^^

First United Mehtodist Church
1506 E. Wooster Street
a service of carols, scripture, candles and special music
sermon meditation i"A Star-Crossed Gift"
especially presented
for BBSff students

Everyone welcome
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
THEIR NEW OFFICERS:
President
1st Vice
2nd Vice
3rd Vice
Assistant Pledge Educator
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Rush Chairman
Assistant Rush Chairman
Cabinet Director
Social Chairman
Scholarship Chairman
Senior Panhel
Junior Panhel
Alternate Panhel
Chaplain
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Warden
Asst. Social
Society and Key
Historian
Song Chairman
Elections and Composite

Wendy Gray
Elly DeBlase
Cheryl Ferkany
Lora Helfrich
Katie Zimmer
Renee Rush
Linda Reed
Mary Biacsi
Patty Burell
Karyn Bonnick
Michelle Murphy
Beth Barmann
Leigh Hume
Karyn Bonnick
Susie Van Curen
Val Ciptak
Susan Biegal
Molly Hock
Susie Van Curen
Jenny Staudt
Holly Govito
Kirsten Anderson
Holly Govito
Kirsten Anderson

Thank you old officers for a Job well done!
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXQ
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Local Briefs

Applications accepted
by CoUccn A. Ryan
reporter

The application process for all
graduate students interested in
being a student program coordinator or an orientation leader in
the Graduate Student Orientation Program will begin at the
start of next semester.
The orientation is a five-day
series of workshops and seminars to be held Aug. 19-23,1965.
Graduate assistants are required to attend but all incoming
graduate students are invited to
participate. Between 35 and 40
orientation leaders will be selected for next summer's program.
Marti Smock, full-time doctoral student in the Department
of Educational Administration
and Supervision, was an orientation leader for two years. She
said it gave her a chance to meet
graduate students in other fields
and help incoming students get
established on campus.
She said it was motivating to
watch the students grow over a
year.
"It really is a lot of fun and it
got me excited about doing what
I'm doing," Smock said.
The graduate orientation pro-

gram focuses on three main
areas, according to Martha
Tack, professor in the College of
Education and director of the
program. They are personal student development, understanding the instructional process and
getting acquainted with research and methodology.

BGSU offers to mall paychecks home over break

areas of responsibility, each
coordinator will be part of the
steering committee which plans,
implements and evaluates the
program. They will have an
opportunity to be involved in all
areas and will receive an honorarium for contributions.
The orientation leader selection process will begin in February. No student will be
accepted without a recommendation from a department chair.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL sessions for graduate assistants
offer tips on teaching techniques, organizing effective lectures, testing and grading. Time
and money management, financial assistance and leisure time
pursuits are among topics discussed in the personal development portion of the program.

Students who work on campus can have payroll
checks mailed to their homes over Christinas
break, according to Sandy White, clerk in the
Payroll Office.
white said students must submit a businesssize, self-addressed, stamped envelope to the
Payroll Office, 322 Administration Building, before leaving for break.
Students should legibly print their name and
address on the envelope and write their social
security number under the flap on the back of the

SELECTIONS WILL be made
in March and at least one organizational meeting will be
planned before the end of the
school year.
A two-day training session,
just before the program, will
teach orientation leaders necessary skills, Tack said. About
460 incoming graduate students
participated in the program last
year.

The research portion provides
students with information on the
research process and helps alleviate anxieties about conducting
graduate research.
Tack said there are student
coordinator openings in instructional programming, research
programming, personal and
professional development and
social and special programming.

Interested students should
write a letter to Craig Vickio,
assistant director of the orientation program, indicating interest in a position, their strengths
and characteristics pertinent to
the job, and should include a
resume. Application materials
should be sent to Craig Vickio,
Graduate Student Senate, Student Services Building.

"The applicants will be
screened by a committee, and
it's a highly selective process,"
she said.
In addition to their specific

Center offers a place for exam cramming
The last week of classes may be cause to
celebrate, but University students still need to
keep their heads in the books and find quiet places
to study for finals.
According to Jamie Ruggiero, off-campus student center facility coordinator, the center will be
open 24 hours a day from Sunday at 5 p.m. to
Thursday at 10 p.m. The center is located in the

Prepare your Christmas gift lists and make
room for the reindeer because Santa and Mrs.
Claus are coming to the University Sunday.
The couple, who will travel all the way from the
North Pole, will visit the campus from 1 to 4 p.m.
in the lobby of the University Union.
All University faculty and staff are welcome to
bring their children and grandchildren to the

1

536-3701

YOUR TEAM :
PLAYS HERE! j

AMERICAN CANCER SOOETY
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FREE DELIVERY
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TWO / OI¥E
GREAT V^REAT
PIZZASX PRICE

Dec. 15 vs. Morehead St.
8:00 p.m.
Dec. 18 vs. Princeton
8:00 p.m.

•
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FALCONS!
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WEAR ORANGE * WEAR ORANGE

(DerpDish Sicilian and Monntrr' Ilua available al tingle price*)
Knjoy our Hand-Tonoed Round Pizza
igh ia made from ncratch and
hand-toaaed nyhi before your
eyea. Rich tomato aauce,
specially blended cheeaea and
your choice of topping* makea
this claaaic pizza a favorite at
Noble Roman'*' - Now offered
at theae npecial TWO-FKR'K
PRICES! (COrPONK NOT
honored on TWO-FER'8)
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Union to chat with Old St. Nick and Mrs. Claus.
During their visit, Santa and Mrs. Claus will
distribute treats to the children and hold a drawing to give away a gift to a lucky girl and boy.
The Classified Staff Advisory Committee is
sponsoring the Clauses' University visit for the
first time, said Martin McDole, committee member.

\ TTTIIIIIIIIIII:

One Urge One Item Pizza
CMAT-CRE LSAT

basement of Moseley Hall.
Ruggiero said the center will be open to all
students. He said coffee and tea will be available
free of charge, with monitors keeping the noise
level down.
Ruggiero said no radios will be permitted because the center will be operated with the focus on
studying.

Famous two from North Pole to visit BGSU

No one races cancer alone
Callus.

Host an exchange student

envelope, she said.
For students who worked between Dec. 3 and
Dec. 16 payroll checks will be out Dec. 28 and
those who worked between Dec. 17 and Dec. 30
checks will be out on Jan. 11.
Students receiving both checks who want them
mailed home must submit two envelopes, White
said.
The Payroll Office will hold checks until after
break for students who do not want their checks
mailed.

*
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Thinking about a sandwich?

TWO-FEK'S PIZZA
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300 E. WOOSTER ST.-BOWI.ING GREEN
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BOWLING GREEN, OH §

NEW YEARS EVE
CHAMPAGNE DINNER
FOR TWO

Choose from five great big Rax. sandwiches:

• CHICKEN •TURKEY BACON CLUB
• BIG RAX «BEEF. BACON & CHEDDAR (BBC,
• PHILLY BEEF 'N CHEESE™

Don't get stuck on
■ street corner!

MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS
NOW!

354-1232
\mti0i<+
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Now think
50Com
5(K" off your choice of any
s
Rax Big Sandwich: Big ~Rax.
BBC™. Philly Beef 'N Cheese™,
Turkey Bacon Club, Chicken.

J
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RES1AURANTS

Now think

50$ off!
50C off your choice of any
Rax Big Sandwich: Big Rax,
BBC,-. Philly Beef'N Cheese™.
Turkey Bacon Club, Chicken.

1006 N. Main
at Poe Rd.
Bowling Green
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MB N. Stan St
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News Briefs—

Uranium leak went unreported
CINCINNATI (AP) - Officials
of a company that operates a
uranium enrichment plant for
the U.S. Department of Energy
waited too long to report a suspected leak of radioactive uranium dust into the atmosphere,
a department official says.
Energy Department officials
planned to conduct a public
meeting last night at Crosby
Township Elementary School
near the Fernald uranium enrichment plant to discuss the
incident, the federal investigation and how the plant operates.
The Fernald plant, located 18
miles northwest of Cincinnati, is
operated by NLO Inc., an Ohiobased company, under contract
to the Energy Department.
Bobby Davis, chief of environ-

mental protection for the Energy Department's Oak Ridge,
Tenn., office which oversees the
Fernald plant, said that "in
hindsight, NLO officials should
have notified DOE officials in
Oak Ridge verbally as soon as
they were aware that radiation
monitors indicated a uranium
leak in mid-November. Davis
did not say whether the department would take any action
against NLO.
"I THINK we would have ezKcted to hear something earlier
ui we did," Davis said. "It is
my understanding that this was
a rather unusual occurrence."
The uranium dust is thought to
have escaped through a rupture
in one of a series of cloth bags

( GREETING
\EXCHANGE

used to filter exhaust air at the
Fernald plant before the air is
vented through a smokestack
out into the atmosphere. The
plant's work space is covered
with a hood which takes in the
air that is filtered through the
cloth bags.
The dust-collecting system
was shut down on Dec. 7 on the
recommendation of supervisor
Richard Blank after four separate stack test samples indicated that uranium was
escaping.
As much as 350 pounds of the
radioactive dust may have escaped, NLO and department officials have said.
"Based on the sampling data
we collected, certainly some
quantity was released," said

k

Davis, a health physicist.

Personnel from NLO, the Energy Department and Ohio Department of Health say there is
no apparent health threat to
area residents or the plant's 1,062 employees. The heaviness of
the uranium dust makes it likely
that the dust fell on the Fernald
plant's 1,050-acre property, NLO
officials said.
SAMPLING MONITORS at
the outside fences of the Fernald
plant's property didn't indicate
contamination at those points,
NLO officials have said.
NLO personnel are investigating the incident along with an
Energy Department team which
arrived at the Fernald plant
Wednesday.

Seasons Greetings

^f^kinko's

MOST ALBUMS
99

ALL THE
SELF SERVE
COPIES YOU
CAN MAKE!

3

Great Christmas Gifts

WE-NESS-CONCERN FOR OTHERS,
FRIENDLINESS,
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS

m
z
m

These people nave Men selected as recounts ol the presbgnus We-Ness Awards Their kindness aid helpWiess towards
students has been noticed and is appreciated Many thanks to them The* efforts single them out. and mey are to be highly
commended.

• SHIRLEY AGEN

Expires 12/31/84

SAN DIEGO (AP) - A 10-year-old boy testified on videotape
at a murder trial yesterday that he remembers being awakened by a scream on the night of a bloody attack in which his
father, mother, sister and friend were killed.
But Joshua Ryen said he has blocked out most of the other
details, including having his throat slashed so badly that he
couldn't speak until his windpipe healed.
"I think happy thoughts," said Joshua, whose hour long
testimony was played for jurors in the trial of Kevin Cooper,
accused in the June 5,1983, slayings in Chino Hills.
Joshua, who was eight when the attacks occurred, was
interviewed Sunday by prosecutors and defense attorneys.
They agreed it would be easier on the boy to videotape his
testimony rather than ask him to appear in court.

We'll Miss

I

^.^r^Ja^e-Jr*^

GREG A. CLICK
Marty Christmas

Much happiness and success in
the "real world."
Good luck Graduate!
We are sure going to miss you!

Ham New ittil

Julie & Tracy

• MADONNA MARSDEN

Clerical SpewfclMmri and Development

Boy blocks out throat slash

DELTA ZETA GRADUATES
Laurie Lalonde
Michelle Dittro
Debbie Holt
Laura Vradelis

2/2*

WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS

"WE-NESS" AWARDS

MADISON, Wis. (AP) A library visitor, apparently angered
when two chatting women refused to heea his "shhh has been
charged with battery for allegedly bopping them with a book.
John Dunn, 34, of Cross Plains, was released on a signature
bond Wednesday after being charged in Dane County Circuit
Court in Tuesday's altercation at the Madison Public Library.
Police said two women would apparently not heed Dunn's
repeated "shhh."so he allegedly walked up to one and hit her
on the head with the book. The woman then called police.

CONGRATULATIONS

ONLY

VALID ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

When he said *shh' he meant it

Instructor - Engfcsh

• DR. ROLANDO ANDRADE

• DR. ROBERT MOOMAW

Associate ProfessorEthrac Studies

Prolessor • Education

• DR. HAROLD BRUBAKER

• LISA SULLIVAN

Associate Professor • Education

Food Operations Management and Fulltime Staff
wish the following Student Employees a

Happy Holiday Season

Consultant • Computer Services

• DR. RICHARD BUCHANAN

• DIANE WHITMIRE
Secretary-Puoicfflions
Office

Assocate Professor - Markebhg

• VANLOUHUNGLING

•DR. ROBERT YONKER

ChMSpKMft
Dean's Office, Uwty

Assocate Professor - Education

LuiAngefch

CarrJR*

JuaLyM

lymeAHlM

Sherry Gteon

art Bar

Saran OUIng

BmctMcNal
ImfiyMym

JenSathM

WrBoWs

KnnadMrt

Benarei Cms

CM mm

QaUe BuAJ^aii

JemesHeroy
amnlUmw

Fawnond run

Jdnwaaiii

Knatinobraon

Saywoodaorti

RyvComn
CeneComgexi

Gregory Kater

Cheryl tamo

•UyZaig

WcnoyKiig

SuanSaMl

John Mmfc

Haulm
Majajaaaj
Tluna FflMrt

OmaKoari

GusSeponen

JornLraf

tancySKrp
Dane Shoo

BetiCatay

CONGRATULATIONS - KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!)
The "We-Ness' Committee
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS

^\ .

AMANI

TnoVryLuca

We give you
more...

16 oz.
BOTTLES
of

•tpai

r*.

(2 ©PS

KmeenSBng

1/3 more pop for
the same price

-50«-

FREE DELIVERY

PlZZCV 362 5166

IT'S SNOW FUN BEING
BROKE FOR CHRISTMAS

#

%

A great
gift idea.

feMiS
memberships
for
Christmas.;

M

BRING IN YOUR USED BOOKS
University Bookstore
Student Services Bldg.
DECEMBER 12-21
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY

M-Fri
Sat.

Special Spring Semester Hours
Saturday, January 12 9am-5pm
Sunday, January 13 noon-6pm

fHsuBuraagwi

±'Aiil.'AJ±

'

D S REQU,RED

Save 18.06
There's a ix'rfect wat
n» sohe your jjlfi giving
for any.driver on yourllst—gl* e an AAA Membership! AAA Is ihe
world's most populit
motorist organization.:
and a gift membership
includes all Ihe service
and protection that
made us famous:
Kmergency Road Ser
•s. AAA Triptlks.
discounts on Hertz and,
ar rentals. AAA iirBooks, Bali Bond .:
all today for
■ details!

f'V'V
'■
m*

■

Sports
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BG icers seek revenge against Ferris State

■Sports CapMEN'S BASKETBALL —
The men cagers will host
Morehead State tomorrow
night and Princeton on Tuesday night at Anderson Arena.
Both games begin at 8. Over
winter break they will compete in the Rochester University Classic on Dec. 28 and 29
opening against Duquesne in
the opening round. They will
face Syracuse or Detroit in
the second round. The Falcons open the Mid-American
Conference season on Jan. 2
by hosting Kent State and
continues at Ball State (Jan.
5), home against Miami (Jan.
9) and at Ohio University
(Jan. 12).
WOMEN'S BASEKTBALL —
The women's team travels to

Cincinnati tomorrow for a
5:45 p.m. tipoff. The Falcons
return home for MAC games
with Kent State Jan. 2 and
play at Ball State Jan. 5. BG
will return home to face Miami on Jan. 9 before playing
at Ohio University.
GYMNASTICS - BG's gynastics team opens its season
against Michigan State tomorrow at East Lansing.
They will not have another
meet until Jan. 12 when they
host defending MAC champions Kent State.
SWIMMING —Both men's
and women's swim teams will
not compete until Jan. 19, but
will be training in Ft. Pierce,
Fla., during winter break.

0(1 looks for new coach
by The Associated Pie»i

An Ohio University campus
radio station poll shows Glen
Mason, Ohio State's offensive
coordinator, as the overwhelming favorite to become the Bobcats' football coach, although
the Mid-American Conference
institution is taking its time in
making a selection.
The position opened when
Ohio Athletic Director Harold
McElhaney fired Brian Burke
after six seasons at the Athens,
Ohio, university. Burke posted a
44-1 record in 1984 and was 3134-1 overall with the Bobcats.
Listeners of WOUB, the
school's radio station, gave Mason 67 percent of their vote.

by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

The last time Bowling Green
and Ferris State met, BG lost
both games and it looked as if
FSC was going to be a team to
look for near the top of the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association standings.
Since then, BG has turned its
0-2 record to a 9-7 mark, good
enough for a second place tie
with Lake Superior as the season's first half concluded last
weekend. And FSC has won only
three of its last 14 conference
Sames, lowering its mark to 50-1.
This weekend's series will be
played tonight and tomorrow
night at 7:30 in Big Rapids,
Mich.
Scoring has been the chief
Kroblem for the Bulldogs. They
ave put the puck in the net just

Cleve Bryant, a former Bobcats
quarterback who is an assistant
coach with the New England
Patriots, received 22 percent of
the call-in vote. Mike Kelly, the
University of Dayton's head
coach, got 11 percent of the
votes.

214 Napoleon Rd.
3521195

\

W£Sr HUTCH

for Second Semester

1 Furnished
Efficiency

*225/month

'200/month

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

r

i

:

15% off
10% off

TROPICAL FISH

2forl

♦SALE ON PUPPIES & KITTENS

Tenant pays gas ^
and electric
i
t

10-30% off all Bird

♦TANK SELUPS

*250/month

All utilities paid
■

* BIRD SPECIAL
♦BIRD CAGES

Unfurnished Apt.

270/month

One Urge One Item Pizza

*FOR UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFTS:

2 bdrm.

s

* 352-8459 *

1011 S MWn SI Bowling QrMo OH 43402

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency

1 Bdrm.
Furnished Apt.

ft.—.*- ............... .........

round.
After the tournament, BG resumes CCHA plav Jan. 4 and 5
by hosting LSSC for a two-game
series. The two teams split the
first series in Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich., early in the season.
BG only has a day's rest after
the series as they will travel to
the Richfield Coliseum Jan. 7,
and play a select team from the
Soviet Union.
"It will be an outstanding
opportunity for our hockey team
to play a team from the Soviet
Union," York said. "We've
never played the Russians before, so it should be a learning
experience, both culturally and
athletically. We still don't know
who we play. They won't tell
us."
The winter break schedule is
concluded with a home-andhome series with UM the 11th
and 12th.

/

Apartments available:

Chapman, 48, said he thought
Ohio officials were delaying too
long in selecting Burke's successor.

352-3551

nior captain George Roll said
BG head coach Jerry York is a
key reason for much of the success.
"Jerry deserves a lot of
credit," Roll said. "He's done a
good Job recruiting and coaching. Everybody thinks this is a
rebuilding year, but he doesn't
treat it like one."
York wants to keep the recent
success in perspective.
"We still want to get better as
a team," York said. "In this
league it's just as easy to go
from second to eighth as it is to
go from eighth to second."
THE SCHEDULE does not
get any easier for the Falcons
over winter break as they will
compete on Dec. 28 and 29 in the
Great Lakes Invitational at Joe
Louis Arena in Detroit. They are
scheduled to play MSU in the
first round and either Michigan
Tech or Michigan in the second

MEADOWV1EW COURT

Jim Chapman, Case Western
Reserve's head coach, withdrew
his name from consideration
Wednesday after being selected
as a finalist with Mason, Bryant
and Kelly.

FREE DELIVERY

10 times in the last five games
and are last in the CCHA scoring
with 50 eoals.
FSC head coach Dick Bertrand said he wants to put the
first half behind him and "not
dwell on hard times."
"WE HAVE TO think about
starting the second half of our
season like the first half, because we are definitely in a deep
hole and we're not scoring any
goals," Bertrand said. "We're
looking to sweep Bowling Green
again, even though they have a
talented team that's on a roll."
The Falcons are riding a fiveeame winning streak, dating
ack to the 4-3 win over CCHA
leader Michigan State. A streak
that has moved them from
eighth place to second.
They also moved into the top
10 in the WDOM Media Poll after
last week's sweep over the University of Illinois-Chicago. Se-

1

FOUNDERS

}

Food Operations Management and Full-time Staff wish the following Student Employees

Legal Expense Fund

frnnfrifrjcfc-JRr

In Support of
Dr. Patricia W. Remmington's

appeal of recent
tenure decision
Please Make Checks Payable to
Bowling Green Now

Joailajg

June Cart

TMSoue

Sanaa Vca*

BnaiPaUt

laScrmtanr,

Ortaii Jans

LnaPanw

SuamSMa

Caror/ioe
Sunn Warn

OaMJatraji

SuarwMsy

JaAntpot

KaiSaKroi

JosecrilttM

KantiJen

M«ciMcKa

KjranPWarj

GngSaioi
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SvkMagai

WfeaiMrol

Kay Son

Dan Warns

RomuMig

rhorarajfi

LrMsSmm

Box Warns

(Jrtar* Have*

Stan Spoor

Amyrtfeon

BbaMKRoctMl

Jerri Spv\g»

Dan* Wrrar

KjftynMar

Kalrffflrm

fara Skyer

T«Ma*uttt*n

Bet) Many

OaatSaMai

LuSruow

lain

KM* Man,

MtaaSutur.

Katryn Ic»rrj
-J Majajl

DawHiMD

So* Horn

Baa Mm

LaSdo
UrcySnt.

DsOenriSvOioa

Parraiaa

CM BM

Jmwaar

JuJ.Fr*

CMKBink

AngMGaui

CM Jaw

NnyAnMi

AinaCipan

LimQtnaa

OomBM
tit dm*

AmCotun

JaMGtaon

A»yCa*i
aWUH CriaasrJ

Aha GMi

snwawpr

Cam Gknr,

JotaBvnOBlu

Jerri Craw

LaGbmN

LMiumna
Saifl Ka/rnai

CrtBncfi

WktCn

MaoGajM

Canard Ku

JfcBrt

kfcMClM

May Sak

MMnKrJj

Sanaar

EHrtmi BMoVf

Lai cam

JamMakv

Cofcrn Kerbs*

»lrw

JsfWyOecW
Art* Cur*

TodJIarajio

EOartUtes

JiHsnrtaoa

«w*ai

Bsti Bm6n

-s****^

law* Mag
AngaMmal

jK»**Aft>S0l
WtoiAt*

baBoraai

(NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN)

Happy Holiday Season

Tamtam

Ameflec-tfxr

Kaarl

KaMaiLcag

MJI-NJQ,

TaiaSagan

MsrB Th3flrj6Cri

KM) Bonn

Bob* Fata

BataiUjci

A^NMoma

MaySdvhr

Scot TIM

CM) Mr

Jvry Raids

KjrMnlare

MM| laMM
Ian Lynch

BrarttoOnxiM

Mi Sow

Tracy Vamarjn

SEND TO: P.O. BOX 194 RUDOLPH, OH 43462
FOR MORE INFO CALL 372-2281

_J Pulsar Quartz])

BE A
Chruttnuu
Dream
Come Truei

Ladies' water resistant
watches from Pulsar.
Elegant and practical.

&

"'Christmas Gift Ideas
«o,Shop the Falcon House for Christmas^
o°0Gifts for the Active People on your list, o

These good looking watches are water
resistant. No need to worry about a splash
of water, your dependable Pulsar Quartz
watch will keep running smoothly. Come
in and see our Pulsar Quartz collection.

With a new
hairstyle
from Fiesta!

Mens and Womens
warm-up suits
Bassett Walker
leg. $32.45 Sale S24.95J
Mens and Womens
Sportswear
coordinate

Shampoo & Set 4.s
All of in at

Shampoo, Cut
& Blowdry $8

20* off

Fiesta would like to
wish you and your
families a safe and

Sweat Suits
Hooded Sweats $12.95
Crews
$10.95
Pants
$9.95
Assorted Colors

FREE BGSU
Aerobic Wear
transfer with
{
Danskin & Soft touch
I purchase of sweats j
25* off

happy holiday

Perms from 15."

BGSU Jackets
Brown or White
20% off

season!

I—with coupon —i

No Appointments - Just Walk In!
Duly 8-8; SuS-6
Sun. 10-6

832 S. Main

oO

352-9763
W.

UH,

Racommmd Ot Ratail

SREDKEN
MAIN FASHIONS

&dor. Pr«crip«ion Hair Product.

FALCON HOUSE

(SALE)

(Not to Lane Drugs)

JtWrLRY>TO*e

*a

HrrMooFri 10-8
S«t. 10-5
Son. 1-4:30

■Yaw Atalrttr Saw * Saart. Aaarri Hcaaaianrn a B.C.'
1« E. Waaaarr, B.C. MVXII

MOB.-

Holiday Shopping Hours
Fri. 1*4; Sat 9:3t-5:M; Sun. 1-5

^oV(^C^».%'c?«5W«^fefteSftg6 oWc
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Hard work pays dividends for Roil
line was on the ice for all five BG
goals.
YSEBEART, A freshman,
gives
his captain much of the
By no means is George Roll
the flashiest, or smoothest, credit for the line's success.
player on Bowling Green's
"George wants us to set an
hockey team. But he gets the job example," Ysebeart said. "You
done.
can really learn a lot from him."
BG head coach Jerry York
During last weekend's series
uses the senior captain ui more
against the University of Illifacets of the game than any
nois-Chicago, Roll gave a lesson
other Falcon icer. Roll can be
in playing with pain. In Friday's
found on penalty killing, power
game, he left in the third period
play and five-on-five situations.
with strained tendons in his
Roll, the onlv returning reguwrist. But he returned for Saturlar penalty killer from last day's game and responded with
fears squad, has helped the two assists.
alcons hold opponents to 20
"Since we were up 4-0 in the
ower play goals in 102 at- third rperiod, I came off (Fridav),' RoU said.
9a attributes the penalty killHowever, Saturday was a difing team's success to hard work, ferent story. "Win or lose, I
"when you're a man down it wanted to be out there."
makes you work that much
Being a native of Blue Island.
harder.''
01., a Chicago suburb, gave Roll
As a member of the power an extra reason for wanting to
play unit, Roll leads BG in play.
power play goals with eight.
"It got me going, playing
This is the first year Roll has against my hometown school
been a regular, and he has made that never recruited me," Roll
the most of it so far.
said. "It (not being recruited)
And when he and his line- upset me, and it gave me a little
mates, Jamie Wansbroueh and incentive."
In his career against the
Paul Ysebeart, are on a five-onfive, they possess the Falcons' Flames, he has recorded three
heaviest offensive threat. In a goals and 10 assists as part of his
recent 5-3 win over Miami, his revenge.
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

George Roll

BG News/Phil Masturzo

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302

UIC WAS not the only school
uninterested in Roll. In fact, the
only school interested was BG.
Roll said it was because of his
linemates on his junior B team
in Oshawa, Ont.
"I played with Smiley (ex-BG
icer John Samanski) my first
Sir and Allan Butler (one of
ke Superior's top scorers) in
my second year. I might have
been overshadowed by them.
Jerry just saw something in me
he liked."
"I don't think it was me,"
York said. "I think it was the
other coaches' mistake. He
played with a lot of good players
and I think coaches overlooked
him.
"I thought he was a player
who had a lot of potential," he
said. "He was a hard-nosed
player in juniors and didn't back
down from anyone. I lAe that
combination in a player."
Some of Roll's potential began to show offensively this
year. He ranks second on the
team with 10 goals and 13 assists, totaling 23 points. That
puts him IS points away from
last year's season best of 38.
His career total of 124 lists
him at 27th in BG career scoring. Although, it seems that the
point total has sneaked up on

some people.
At the beginning of the season, one member of the media
said he had no idea Roll had as
many points as he did (101). At
the current pace, Roll could
finish as high as 14th on the
career scoring list.
"ALL THREE years I've
played with good players," Roll
said. "My job was to set up
goals. I'm scoring more this
year because of my experience
of being in the league three
years."
The 6-2, 185 pounder credits
his playing experience in
Oshawa for coming to BG. He
took the advice of his brothers,
Steve and Brian, to go north and
gain the necessary experience to
play college hockey.
'It was tough at first," Roll
said. "I wasn't doing that well.
The physical part of the game
was a big adjustment. The first
game I played, I was knocked
unconscious. I was ready to
pack my bags and go home."
One thing is certain. Roll will
never be a flashy player like a
Samanski or a Butler, but he will
continue to be on penalty killing,
power play and five-and-five
situations and when he leaves
BG he will be one of Falcons' top
scorers.

••••••••••••••••a Anytime •••••••••••••••••
THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID ID

• Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
• Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
• Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
• On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
• All utilities paid except lights
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AT 7:30 A 9:30

MHttlwiM

Second Floor-Kaufman's
firsl show 8:30 p.m., Friday, December 14th
NO sales at the door

#

MID AM

#l

Food Operations Management and Fulltime
wish the following Student Employees <. 1

Jazz and Soul

•Dr. Bebop and the Maverick All Stars

limMv
Tia«mt
Hatteton
mticmv

Rock and Roll

'Joanie Whittaker and the Upsetters

H01CKCW

Magic

"Magician Owen Redwine

Adventure

•U.T. Poet, Joel Lipman

Mrj&ar*
KrifDm
MiMgnfc
DrnFn

FEATURING:

•B.C. Artist, Tim Seewer will

Last Available tickets At:
Currents Art Shop
Finders
The Greeting Exchange
Kaufman's
•Ml VIP passes from Little Otis & The Upsetters & Nick Beat
valid served on first come first basis.
Y//f«USMt/ZZZL

K«,F*SH

UlMnGakgW
OHIGUM

Kieryii HeMrtw
DmHmto
SmnHontin
DMIIUMI

KmnUNrty
MraUMy

taumrl
JoMloiM
L»MM»gn«
mmmnM
TvntMrti
BmfcyUm
GurNMml
IfcntfcWMti
JVWMMk

THIS COUPON ENTITLES HOLDER TO $1 OFF
ITEMS BELOW OR ANY OTHER REGULARLY PRICED
LP OR PRERECORDED TAPE IN STOCK.
Good thru Dec. 24, 1984
BAKKRA STREISAND
K MOTION
i.* i* t£T>«.»

am RE <LtB
VUKIM. I I'Wiril
lllf HIM M ON (IKK

'.Hi

.-.It'Of ' >«'• *H«"'"
M tIM* Ma I

5.

98
WITH COUPON

T^*^ See you next year! c^flfc,

1

PHI ETA SIGMA, freshman honor

UOiNlPKal
TMdPuMi
Maim
SMrPvM

society

President
Vice president
Secretary.
Treasurer.

(Mftff
jOHplMMt
MnSnadJr

1
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Jay Smith
Penny Mandos
Kim Epperly
Jackie Morris

jsntf-

(
\oV°due
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GYRO'S

Plus a variety of subs.
FREE DELIVERY

MOST ALBUMS
99

3

Crankers's
Eat's & Sweets
353-1890

Great Christmas Gifts

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

I Ho W.IW, •«••■**«
lmo>«r/nM>1 0»»ICr.»»«*H. W.

•MM*

fC 98

THE
GREETING
EXCHANGE

$10FF
"SALE

1 ^J ■ WITH COUPON

Expires 12/31/84

WISHING YOU THE BEST OF
LUCK ON FINALS AND A
HAPPY HOLIDA Y SEASON!

Staff

be displaying his works

liKtci;

Ctamtvk*.!.!..

iwaixwjmgwigi

A HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON

Two live bands and more - only 90 tickets available
Admission J2.00

SI MUM. Ml l.\
HOHN IN THB lUkA.

PSH

——M^—J«——«■

MOTOWN-60's-REGGAE-ORIGINALS

Downtown

13 In. On*
Item Pino.

NO
PASSES

NICK BEATS
ROCK AND ROLL PARTY

128 N. Main

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Open 4 p.m.
Additional li»mi JH »a

EVES - ADULTS $3.50
ONLY
WEDNESDAYS - STUDENTS $2.00

(next lo Sterling & Dorsey's)
-

$4.75

II SWA IANGI
SAM SHEPARD
1 WEEK ONLYI
AT 7:30 4 9:30

VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
505 Clough, Suite B15
-

WINTER SPECIAL

C 98

ij ■

WITH COUPON

When you're shopping for your new
apartment, call the professionals in
rental management.
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
Check these Advantages:
*Over 400 apartments & houses
from which to choose.
•Fully trained office personel.
•Skilled Maintenance team.
*24 hour service
*The personal Family Touch
"Avoid those cold snowy days of
apartment shopping." Call for
our free brochure NOW.
Newlove Management Services.

328 S. Main

352-5620

,

HELP!
UAO is looking for enthusiastic,
creative people.
Are You?
If so, apply today for

DIRECTOR OF CABARET
No previous directing experience necessary.
Sign up in UAO office by Dec. 14. Applications available in UAO office. Call 2-2343 for
more information.
^iigh

Classifieds
Dec 14. 1984

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
' AD CLUB •
Christmas Happy Hours
• l Ml lions
Friday. Dec. 14th, 5:00 pm
Celebrate In Stylet
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The Jewish Students Group conducts Srubbat
Services every Friday evening at 6 30 pm in
the Faculty Lounge ot the Student Union All
interested students & faculty are rtvited to
attend For k the' information on Jewish activities on campus, contact Prol David Weintoerg.
211 W*ama. 372-2940

TUCKER TYPING & WORD PROCESSING
All your typing needs
Nancy 352 0809

LOST & FOUND

Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Members
As a final break belore finals come to our free
happy hours at Uptown from 4 to 8 on December 14 You can bring one guest Remember to
bnng your November letter about the commit
tee meehng to get in
_____
Attention AMA Members'
The AMA Executive Board would eke to wish at
the club members a very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year1 Also we're hoping that
everyone en(oys their break from classes It is
wen deserved" Thanks lor an the hard work and
enthusiasm you put in the past semester

CANDLELIGHT CELEBRATION
11 30 p m Sat Dec 15
•A cclobrttton nf the Christ comingGrand Ballroom Union
Sponsored by St Thomas More
Carohng begins outside at 10 30 p m

Lost Levi leans jacket
Sizesmal 11-?H found
pkwse c- 372-4286
LOST One leather flight jackel left m Sam B s
$75 reward
Cal 372-4346. ask for Steve

Abortion pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

Bean. Earl. Jr . and Kevin.
I'm glad I can say your my brothers Best
srtehae for the future, tespeoawy getlmg a job)
and don t forgei the good ttmes Brffer

119-255-7769

Buy a carnation lor a friend and wish them good
fuck or buy a button and show how you realty
'eel about finals Come lo the Union Foyer Has
Wednesday thru Friday 9 30-4 30

TYRING SERVICES
15 yrs experience term papers, letters.
resumes 1-865-2240 Reasonable rales

Chi Os- Good luck on flnHa"
Have a super Christmas Vacation'

Found A pa* ol glasses In a burgundy case in
Iron! of BA Btdg Cal 372-3671.

LSAT Classes now forming
Slinloy H Kaplan Ed. Or.
3550 Secor Road Toledo
M4H701
Fouls Typing, excellent quality. S1 pege. DS
on c.mpui pick-up 4:30 pm MrF. Call Mtl.
Fats »»»2579.
RUTHIES SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS
Hemming new skirts a dresses Letters sewn
on Garments musl be clean 352-7268

Christmas Sale
Falcon Houae
open 1191 Sunday
140 E Woosler

SKI UTAH
Paft City ' Snowbird ■ Alta
On Sale Now"'
Regular Price 1369. Now only »310
Call Bretl at 3547217 or Leslie at 372-3112
Always at Sundance'!
Long Island Iced Tee
si .SO
Attention Alpha Lambda Delia IMan
As a final break belore finals come to our tree
happy hours at Uptown from 4 to 8 on December 14 You can bring one guest Remember lo
brtng your November letter about the commitleemooting lo gel In

Cindi.
Gel psyched for mtialion' Don'l forget those
dean wtiife undies" Love. Barb
Delta Sigma Pi would Ike to wiah al ol their
brothers a very Merry Christmas ft good tuck on
finals See you at Duanaa"'

Happy Holiday Season

*******
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Get someone a man for X-Mas. give the Men of
BQ Calender
T-SHIRTS '' T-SHIRTS • ' T-SHIRTS
FOR OORM. PARTIES, ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354 3096

Lar.
Hey handsome hope you find a person m the
future who cares as much as I do Such the
pervert you are Expensive but worth it? Always
keep Leroy m shape because you never know
how X-mas g-strings come m use1 Please
bekeve me when I say I wtl keep my memories
of you Merry Christmas Love, She!
u Knsten ReckGood kick on finals and have the Merriest
Christmas ever* Next semester writ be the best
can't wart M tomte' Love your B»Q?
Utte Nancy Watson
You are such a fantastic Mite I hope you have a
super X-mas and New Year' DZ love B*g
Wendy

COMMONS

JaaMKlaTrtaT

Freddie and Frieda wish everyone a very Merry
Christmas and super New Year See you In
85 "

Joey.
Just wanted lo wish you good lock on finals and
le* you how much I k>ve you Kathy

Food Operations Management and Full-time Staff wish the following Student Employees a
>flrSW»fc*-$«*-3»*

Dentse Cornelia
Congrsiuiationa on your internship and the Deal
ol hx* next semester We know youl do a
terrific -oo Get excited lor weekend v»*aand
our house next year G%: ready to "eve the
glamourous Me " Alpha Phi love and especially
ours. M-chete M. Valerie and M-cfteee

Hoiy RemenHey Woman, have a super 20th birthday this
Sunday We P have to go out and celebrate this
weekend'
.ienny

PERSONALS

FOUND One gold dog wearing a bright orange
collar Phone 352-2610

SERVICES OrFFRbD

ATTENTION: ALL FOUNDERS 3rd TREADWAV 11-12 RESIDENTS. THERE WILL BE A
REUNION SAT. DEC. 15th. MEET AT FOUNDERS LOBBYILOUNQE AT 7 00 PM. THEN ON
TO SUNDANCE FOR A PARTY, PARTY,
PARTY, TO SAY OUR LAST 000O-6VESIII
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LSJSCPBJ

losers Lisa. Mary 1 Dawn,
Christmas Day wi soon be here,
That means friendship S lots of cheer
I love you dearly. You re all so great1
But what I'd realty like lor Christmas
Is lo go out on (another1) date"
Merry Christmas ■ Loser Lmds
Michelle LasJo
I rust wanted to tel you how happy I am to have
you as my little' Have a great Christmas" Love.
Alison
Nick Beat's Private Rock i Roll Party 12.00
No ticket sales after 7pm. Call 352-6665 or at
Currents. Finders, Greeting Exchange. KaufPhi Mu would l*e lo wish everyone at BG good
luc*« as their exams and a w^ merry Christmas
PHI UPSILON OMICRON
welcomes its new initiates
Tracy Taylor
Tamra Thourot
Laura Jor don
Lone Forney
congratulations!
Russell BGSU sweats- orange, brown, new
purple • many others Gifts for the hokdays
Lake E'ie Sports open til 8
Scooter. I just want you to know that I reaty do
love you Good fuck on Imals I hope you have a
great X-mas11 can't wait to nng in the New Year
with you 2 love you Bubbles
Shern Sanders for Tma Tampon

/{3W^»-~

Dollars
Scholars
for

A Student Loan from
State Home Savings
is Your Smartest
Choice Today!

Better yet, call our student loan
department, toll free 1-800-282-1074
(3525226 in Bowling Qreen) or tear out
the coupon and we'll send you an
application and the facts about our
Guaranteed Government Student Loans.

If you or someone In your family Is
*
Please send me the facts and a Stuheading to college, graduate, technical ^
dent Loan Application.
or vocational school, higher eduction
«^
need not be a financial burden. A low
\ Name
cost student loan from State Home
Savings makes it easy during school and
after graduation. The annual percentage
rate is surprisingly low...much less than
conventional loan market rates.
To make it even easier, we have several
repayment plans tailored to your needs.
Our student loan program is open to
families of all income levels, without
exception.
So if you're planning to continue your
education, see us for a no-hassle, low
Interest student loan.

1

BOWLING QREEN • PERRYSBURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
GIBSONBURG • GLANDORF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LEIPSIC • F0ST0RIA

Male roommste needed lor 2nd semester to
share with 3 Heat paid A reasonable rent
Ctoee to campus 354 8690
M ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER REDUCED TO $100 MO FIELD MANOR
APTS MUST RENT CALL 3S4-B674
Wanted one or two women to share home on
Troupe Pets and smoking okay
Cal 354 8459
3 G*1e need roommate Corner of Fifth & Elm
for Spnng Semester Call us anytime 354
8383
Need 1 male to share apartmenl 2nd semester.
112 50 per month plus electric 3 race room
mates 2 bedrooms 2 baths cal 354-8184
Jan rent free
Roommate needed for Spring. Summer
Apt Corner of S College ft Napoleon,
near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don
or Damon 354-6141
MALE ROOMMATE: FOR $596 PLUS ELECTRICITY FOR SPRING SEM.. YOU CAN SUBLEASE A GREAT APARTMENT. CALL CHRIS
354-6013.
1 Rmte for Spnng Semester
DUPLEX • OWN ROOM
$150 mo everything included
354 7895
Male to sublease a Frazee Apt StOOmo Cal
Todd 354-7732
Nonsmoking male roommate needed for spring
semester Summer optional Rent is $80 plus
electnc Cal 354-7716
Mela Roommate needed
$400/ Spring semester plus electricity
Contact John 354-7696
Female roommate needed to sublease apart'
ment for soring semester Located very close
to Campus in nww building 354-7677
1 female roommate naaded lo ,h«re apt for
spring semester. $l00fmo plus electric.
Need Immediately! Call 354-7610.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUB
LEASE AND SHARE ONE BEDROOM APART
CLOSE TO CAMPUS UNBEATABLE PRICE
$100 MO PLUS UGHTS CALL 354-6669
Need one mate lo sublease apt for spring sem
Very close lo campus Call 354-2203

WANTED FOR REGGAE BAND
Reggae guitarists w lead capabilities
and keyboardists
Cal 354-2159. between 5-7 pm Mon-Fn
lor an appointment

Female roommate needed desperately Nice.
large apt with fireplace $375 sem Cal 3542133
One or two roommates needed immedeaiety for
E Woosler residency Female nonsmokers
Call now 354-1318
Desperately needed: 1 or 2 M roommates lor
spring semester. Deposit and all utilities
except electric paid. Call 353-4694

Ski bibs ear muffs, gloves down vests
• wide selection now at
Lake Erie Sports Open W 8

Female roommate needed to sublease apt
very nice apt., close to campus, $110 ■
month. Call 352-7671.

Slocking Stutters at the Falcon Houae Ear
Muffs, sweats. Ragwood gloves, scarfs & hats
Much more Open H 9 a Sunday

WANTED F room* lor apt m nice house
across from South Hal Si 50 mo u» included
352-4436

Sundance Presents"
1 '2 price appetizers
Every Sun-Thura iQpnvla

Male roommate needed lor spnng semettei
Large apartment dose to campus FREE heat
and cable TV Low ut*i-es Reasonable rent
Can Sieve al 352-2804

SUPER DANCE IS COMING'
SUPER DAi^E IS COMING'
SUPER DANCE 9 COMING1
To the Manican and Patches.
Hope you two have a great break Clood luck on
al your finals and I want to gel smashed with
you guys on New Years Love Chen ■ Chen

Housemate, no pref. Private room Greet
location- 100 yards Irom Library. 1204 E.
Wooster. 352-2731.
Pnvate room m house lor non-smok.ng male
Washer dryer Across from Frat row on Woos
ter $125 mo 352-2731 Ask lor J.m

To whoever took my lost keys to campus
security on Wednesday- Thank You"
Vanessa (wench)
Whaf A candle passing tonight-ugh-let s brush1
Wench panes When do I blow the pretty buf
Who blew it out9 Vanessa7 No way1 Congratulations lo you and Bill on your Alpha Gam Alpha
Slg laveaeriig P S Can you befceve Sue kepi
her mouth shut? Love Shari and Alison

HELP WANTED
Editorial typist needed for BG News. Must be
Iree 6am to 1pm Thursdays. Proficient typing
skills required, previous VDT experience
preferred, but not necessary. Apply al student Employiejgnt

SKI UTAH
PARK CITY ' SNOWBIRD • ALTA
ON SALE NOW III
REGULAR PRICE $369. NOW ONLY $310
CALL BRETT AT 354-7217 OR LESLIE AT 3723112.

Part-Time

Your source for sports introduces Eklelon's
new oversize racquetbal racquet Great new
gift idea1 Lake Ene Sports- Open til 6

Progressive company seehmg amMous indi
wJus, tor summer umploymenl Exceeenl experience for the business-minded individual
pursuing a business degree WOI involve me
coordrtation of outings and special events
Minimum of two years ot undergraduate study
and ftexWe hours a must Send personal
mlormation or resume to Geauga Lake Personnel Dept. 1060 Aurora Rd
Aurura, OH
44202

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,559-550 553 year
Now hiring Your area
Cal I 805-687-6000 E«t P 9849
ATTENTION SKIERS
2 seats available for Ski Club s
Trip to Utah REDUCED PRICE- must sett
Cal 372-1330 lor deiaas
PARTY IN DAYTONA OVER SPRING BREAK
campus marketing is back with
the lowest prices on campus1
$99 you dnve
$1 79 we drive
Cal Shan 354 8163 lor more mlo
• CHRISTMAS SHOPPING'" *
8UY A GREEKBUSTER T-SHIRT '
' ONLY $7.00 '
• CALL 354 8112 '
T-SHIRTS '' T-SHIRTS '' T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM, PARTIES ETC
FAST SERVICE QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS, 354 3098

$$$
Paying 15* a pound lor alum-num Pop and Beer
cans BG Jaycees Recycling Center Poe Rd
(By the Airport) Open Sat Dec 8 and 22
9 00-2 00 For additional info Cal 352-5446
Collect Cens and get cash.
EXAM SPECIAL- $17.95 PER NIGHT
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Sunday-Thursday (space avaU. basis)
Early checa4n ft late check-out
FREE COFFEE
Advance Reservations 3524671
REO VALID BO STUDENT 10 AT CK-IN

9 am-2 pm and 4 pm-9 pm
Earn extra cash now'
Pfeaunt offices for telemarketing work
Enthusiastic attitudes can earn over
$100 per week Apply 104 1 78 W Wooster

KEEP WARM AND KEEP 3 ROOMMATES
COMPANY! F
NEEDED FOR SPRING
106 25/mo (INCLUDES HEAT) MAY RENT
PAID! 354-6474.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE. Nordics Ski boots mens size 10
Very good cond Asking $80. Call Brett at
354-7217.
1 pair Nordtca Ski Boots model-Polaris St00
Call 354 8702
Foosbai table for sale Ex shape $200 Cal
Todd 354-7732
FOR SALE DRESSER. DESK CHAIR
$20 CALL 354-id29
ASK FOR SUSAN
Christian Witness T-Shirts
7-scrs#n. exclusively designed
For more mfo. cal 354-1412
79 Cemero 6 cyl cruise PS PB pood MPG.
tow mats, fust tuned, new p*m. no rust, needs
no work 352-9230
Uraque Christmas Grits Christian action ligures, andudng Jesus (10 00). Samson
(1000) Daw* A Goliath (15 00) Each comes
with cassette tape and story Cal 352-1279

FOR RENT
•" Space Saving Lolls ••
Are now being rented and sold
tor spring semester.
For information call 352-3636
The Loft Construction ft Storage Service

WANTED

State Home Savings

NEEDED Nonsmoking F roommate lor Spnng
Sem $500<eem plus elect (heat paid) Lisa B
354-8639

74 MG6 • GT. new paint and hres Besl otter
372-5123
Roommate needed for spring urmilar,
$115 mo. aft uN included, own room Cal
loday at 354-8973
Wanted One nonemolung female to share hvi
one bedroom furn-ahed apartment Spring
Semester $152 50 mo includes gea heat
water, trash pek up cable TV Cal
Carolyn 364-6952 lor more into.
DALLAS BOUND'
In deapenste need ol f roommate!
FANTASTIC APT on Ttmnttin
Ctoee to campus1 Rent neooeable

Were jusl QVING to meet you' 354-flBCO

EFFICIENCY APT TO SUBLET FURNISHED
SEPARATE LIVING ROOM AND BEDROOM
$225 MO ALL UTIUTCS INCLUDED CALL
354-8018
Large 1 Bedroom Apt Unkmited heat and al
utwties paid No security deposit Living Room.
Kitchen. Etc Close lo camp Solo $275mo 2
roommates $137 50mo For Spring Semester
calMf T now 354-7732
Nee 2 bdrm apt lor rent Spnng Semeeter New
carpet Close to campus S225/mo
LUXURIOUS EFFICIENCY APT FOR RENT
SPRING SEMESTER JUST ONE BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. $190 INCLUDES ALL UTKtTICS. SMALL, BUT PRIVATE. NEW FRIDGE
BUT NO STOVE. CAN USE HOT PtATE, Oil
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FURNISHED CORNER OF N. COLLEGE AND FRAZEE A LOB
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURTS. CALL 2-2601
AND ASK FOR MKE. IF CM NOT THERE
LEAVE NAME ANO HUMBER.
CHEAP APARTMENT
Femele needed Spring Semester $80 a month

ptua electnc Cal 354-6964
2 bedroom apartment aveasbte on 3rd Sweet
CM 3S2-43ftO

«PBJtI!

Classifieds
ceaUmed tram pte II

t^^oa**.*.

One female nefldM to eubleeae Vwp apt . lor
2nd Mm Own bedroom compl lumahed
UOUl induded Only 130'mo CM 354

7886
1 male roommate needed, private room.
three man eperlment. close to campus. 1135
pa* month plus pat, phono 354-TI79.
1 Female roommata naadad to sublease
houM «ith 2 girls. »1lOlmonth plus utilities.
Close to campus! own badraom. Calt Lynn or
Nancy. 3M-TI74
Vdege Groan Apartment! accepting assss lor
Spring ft Fal semesters Cal between 12.00
and 5:00 pm 354-3533
Apt to tubleasa 2 4 parson apt Campua
Manor Cal altar 5:30 pm 354-3134
luxuriously him. 2 badioom apt.
clooa to campua Is looking far a
roommata lor spring semester ONLY
lt2Srmo. Ca« 1S4-1M7.
Female roommala needed to sublaaaa apart
mont lor Spring Sem Own room with double
bed Cal 352 7961
3-4 people to nMsw apt
2 large bdrma, 1 lull bath plus extra sink
Pay lor phone and electric
rail 352-7401
Need 1 ft 2 lemale students to hi apta 2nd
semester near campua lor aft or more information Cal 352 7365
RENTING FOB 1915 » 6 YEAR
Two bdrm . turn. apt. Heel, water and cable
La, hook-up paid by owner. tSeOfpereonia
people. Good location! Cal 352-7112. Ask lor
Weft.
Apt. lor rent tha Spring Two bedroom, turn
apt Heat, water and cable t v paid tor Laundry
facBtaH. parking lot and b*e storage provided
$540 semester w 4 persons Cat 352-7182.
ask lor Rich
__
2/3 bdrm house for rent Immediately.
or 2nd sem Partial utaties
352-6992- Keep trying
Sleeping rooms aval Furn ft unlurn Aval 2nd
semester Neat ft dean Cal Newlove Mgml

352-5620
Thurstm apartments hat 1 apt. available lor
Spring gamester Cal 352-5435.
PRIVATE SLEEPING" ROOMS
SPRING SEMESTER
Private Entrance I Bath. All uinllies paid.
SEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA Across
tram Karshman- Can 352-4171
2 lemale roommates needed 2nd semester
Cable TV. Iree heat. Only S118 75/mo For
more tito cal 352-3986
Female roommala naadad to till vacancy In 2
bedroom, 3 pereon apt. Only 1100 par month
plus elect Leave massage at 352-2303 or In
OCMB Sill.

****#*****#*♦

CHRIS SANTOREUJ
-j»x >» JTe->>
COhlOFtATULATtONS ON A SUCCESSFUL
SEMESTER YOUVE BEEN A TERRIFIC
FRIEND I LUV Y A! DANEEN
CcvvjraluaBlons new DZ officers Maeaaa Frfzel, Jennie Anderson Debbie Kneuf. Dana
Johnson and Pern McRee What a way to show
thstOZpnde!
•»«•
Love. Your Dae Zee solars
«M «W

HOLLY ANO UNOA
JJ>
MUES CANNOT SEPARATE OUR BOND OF
FRIENOShtP. WHAT MORE CAN I ASK FOR
MY TWO CLOSEST FRIENDS THAN THE
BEST THAT THE WORLD HAS TO OFFER?
NEVER FORGET WHO LOVES YA BABY!"

CURL.
4>
YOU'RE THE GREATEST BIG THANKS FOR
EVERYTHING MERRY CHRISTMAS LOVE.
ULUSA
sb

Dan.
Thanks lor making thia past year very special
lor ma and lor always being there whenever I
naadad you I am so glad we get to be together
thai Christmas and am looking lorward to a New
Year's Eve as lun as last year Merry Christmas

HOLLY EBENHOUR. UNOA BOGOT. ANO
MAUREEN CASEY
WE'LL MISS YOU ALL SO MUCH GOOD
MtMb
LUCK IN ALL YOU DO ANOIJU5I
JUST REMEMBER
ARESTTAX
THAT YOUR SISTERS ARE
^TUL HERE
THINKING OF YOU
LOVE. THE AX S

^f"^*-^ ^* With love, Jute
DEAR AlPHA CHI OMEGA NEOPHYTES.
HANG IN THERE. VACATION IS NEAR STUDY
HARD. (ACTIVES TOO'I BEST OF LUCK ON
YOUR FINALS GIRLS- REMEMBER TO
SMILE TO0AY. YOU'RE AN ALPHA CH! HAVE
A GREAT BREAK AND BE READY FOR A
GREAT NEW YEAR'
tw, •Mwwke,
LOVE. YOUR ACTIVE SISTERS
Deer Chris:
Happy Holidays to you and your lamHy.
A month is s long time, but we can make ii
I know wa cant!
^
Law atetlye, Carl
Deer Donna"
aj£
Good luck on tmals this week I hope everything
works out at home, hang In there Have a
wonderful vacation and II mess you Al my love,
Steve
#

Hondo, Bob I Bryan
J/
Marry Christmas. Good Luck with Finals ~
Pooh last
HOWARD BOXLEY- I CAN'T THANK YOU
ENOUGH FOR ALL THAT YOU'VE DONE FOR
ME THIS PAST SEMESTER HAS DEFINITELY
BEEN THE BEST. THANKS TO YOU SPENDING CHRISTMAS WTTH YOU IS THE BEST
PRESENT I COULD ASK FOR MERRY
CHRISTMAS I LOVE YOU, MARIAN
ISA Rattle Prlia Winners

let-002526
2nd-003132
3rd- 093365
4 092719 11092692
5- 093196 12-093390
6-012676 13-002371
7- 093479 14-093409
»■ 0*2714 15- 002171
0- 093378 16- 013010
t0-0*31«e
11 you hate one ol these numbers call
officer to dahn your prise.

DEAR DSC,
GARLAND IS GOLD. SNOW IS WHITE,
YOU'RE THE ONE I'D LOVE TO HOLD ON
CHRISTMAS EVE NIGHT! WISHING YOU A
MERRY CHRISTMAS. WITH ALL MY LOVE
YOUR BEAR!

Jemean. Kathy. Patty, ft Teri ot 309 Mooney
Hope you have a Merry x-moo A a great New
Year' Thanks lor putting up with 'Natter hats
and my neatness I aura am gonna miea you al!
I love those KO's AGO'S. ft GDI's Love.
Annette

Dear Oscar. *p
Tl
«f
May your spirits be up during this holiday
season! I can't wal lor you to come and vtarl
over Christmas! Al my love. CCT

Janice ft Amy
I. a Happy tar
We wall you a Marry X-Mat.
Birthday.
reah Ajmee
Aimea
and luck in me New Year' Yeah
your
legalLove. Susan ft Michele.

leer SAE't
fe were not aware ol a Fal el-Sporti
Ihampionahlp "You might as wal entoy thi
take believe award what you can
raternelly the Thela Chli
hi Taut

*».

Ml

enctvalOear Santa. #
I want an Alpha Sig from Across the Border
Prefer one with BBS ll be good' Thanks LCET

LUXURIOUS efficiency available lor Spring.
Low rarrt. nice carpeting, modern kitchen.
Downtown convenient location. Call Mike
352-0751.

Dear Santa Please wish my TBS and KKPsi
bigs Mlchele Guchemand and Jeff Radar a vary
Merry Christmas and happy finals as wel1
Ll Paula

Houses ft Apartments
dose to campus lor 65-86
school year 1-267-3341

HO HO HO to the Peeping Toms ol BG
Becky Retchay may you have an nceetouous
affair with your brother a night wan Reggae
Onsortey. and a free tuition to the school tor
the severely obvioua Mady Cook- may you
receive the Gto-worm of your droanai and a
lleame supply ot Swedish meatbats Patty Mc
Lougran- may you get an rlakan to make al your
dreams come true You guys are a rare breed!*
good kick on Ethna Studies next semesler (I
gotanAI'l
*ia*r»
<lii"|in|
Love Poop

Cheryl, Jeneen a Vlekl,
Good Luck wrth your Hnals and hew a Marry
X-mae. Lota, Butts

Looking lor 2 non smoking
lemale roommates tor Spring Semester
For more «H0 cal 352-1130

I can't wait to get out ol hare for Christmas
break. I'm glad we wW be spending It
together thli year with both ol our famines.
Merry Christmas Sweetie!
I toe* you, Chriaty
Jennifer. Dabble. S Marian
Heve a great Chriatmas'
*■«. ^-tr !** >-*■ Ia.t4«aLovo. y» Koly
JENNY BLAINCONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING ALPHA
PHI'S NEXT PRESIDENT. WE ARE SO PROUD
OF YOU. TWO PRESIDENTS IN ONE FAMILY'
HUGS AND KISSES. YOUR ALPHA PHI FAMILY
^_

Dear Scott.
Merry Christmas' I can't wait lo
spend our 1st New Years together
I love you'
rve. Karen

OKTIUSCUSSREDS
Wendy Gafarsfcy. Laura Schnitzef and Lisa
■Davidson- Your DZ sisters are so proud ol you
lor becoming members ol Order ol Omega' Sloan Bentley- You make the best Order ol
OmegaPres<denr

1st ft 2nd Highs Chapman "Tenants"- You're
the bast' Thanks tor a great 1st Semesler
Good Luck on linen and Merry Christmas' I love
yOU a*

Karen

-«4L

Alpha Gam Pledges.
Finals are around the band. H In need, lust
call a Iriend. Study hard and long and true.
Count on ua causa we're counting on you.
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!!
LOVE. THE ACTIVES
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS
HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
e_
H^PPY NEW YEARi
v^
-j**
FROM YOUR OFFICERS
~>**
A Merry Chnstmat to Chi Omegas1 Have a
wonderful holiday and gal psyched lor a new
ANDREW KALMAR.
HEY LITTLE BROTHEFT-STUDY
HE* STUD HARD FOR
YOUR FINALS • MOM WILL BE PROUDi
WHEN ARE YOU COMING OVER FOR SPA
GHETTI?' SEE YA AT HOME' LOVE. CEUA
Angel.
The Christmas that wi be ours wal be my beat
Keep our Christmas wlah *i your heart. I rove
you V.T.B.
Ann, Carol, Karen, Lisa. Stacey Amy, Came,
Dee. and Donne Have a Merry Christmas and a
terrific break' Love. Amy
*BJ
Anne Bassler.
Have a greet 2nd semester
Wal mia* yai Keep up the
family name We the* you're
terrific1 Love. Sio ft Jackie

Oanne FerreraMerry Chriatmas you wonderful roomie you'
Ok 'man'- Why isn't that an extinct bird?
Thanks for being a friend! Hera's to next
semester- even If t am going to be 4 or so
blocks away- and watch out tor smiting
arw-Jco-JEa,
Mrjgela! Luv ya! Mary
DZ Betsy.
Thanks lor a great semester- from the FIJI
Islands to Tahiti- especially Thanksgiving I'l be
thinking of you over break and am looking
lorward to Spring Break Ware you surprised
last Thursday? Merry Chralmes Fiji Andy
Elan WHiams- What more ol a gift than to have
you as an aunt and a friend Love and Marry
Chrislmas Cheryl
*Ttas>T* *ll.li4.i«
Elvis and Luard
Thanks lor being great friends.
Merry Christmas' Happy New Year'
Lots ol Love. Madonna.

,*^
M
^W

EROTIC 419 Lowry,
a)
Make Christmas memorable I'm aura
e IKaren v
make history Marty, no mutt drying Shety.
those reteree's sure can gede. Love ya. Anglo
From one PUFFERBABY To another Wishing
you a vary Marry Chriatmas and a GREAT Now
Year Look out Florida al the Spring for these
two PUFFERBOOIES'" PUFF PUFF
<

JENNY UVMGSTON #
TO THE BEST DG BIG GOOD LUCK ON YOUR
FINALS AND HAPPY BELATED' YOUR LITTLE
MARIANNE
ajt
JILL JANES- HAPPY PRE 21st B—DAY'
GOOO LUCK ON FINALS ft HAVE A MERRr
X-MAS' WE LOVE YOU. C ft E
Jim- May your holidays be vary soecal Thanks
lor the beat memorree of my Me. Can't believe
you're graduating afeeedy I hope our paths can
cross agam someday.
Love ya Krulene
Judy and Barb.
It's bean a great semester and I'm looking
lorward to an even better spring semesler
Thanks lor being such great roomae" Merry
Chrabnaa! Love, Kym.
Juke. Al. Kate. Carolyn. Jane, ft Wendy
• You are al vary special to me.
JL
Merry Chriatmas- Housemates
I love you- Mary
Jute and Lynda.
You guys are THE GREATEST NEIGHBORS
EVER Good Luck on Finals- Eapeciety biology'
Merry Cltrialmat! We love yout trgnTry arto Anne
JULIE RIDER.
I OARE YOU!!

Annie.
You are THE GREATEST ROOMIE in the
WORLD' Let's keep on having the wad times
and aecond eemester' Merry Christmas'
Love arweya. Kathy
PS Keep your eyes open lor ANY FOXY
BROWN HAIRED GUYS'
ATTENTION JIM JAROS
Congrs'usshon* °° Y°ur uPOorhkiQ graduation.
We're so proud ol you! Just think. finely a real
accountant! Marry X-mas and goodajck at
Author Young' With love.
Your sailer Jackie and Jamas A dark (the
Account Exscutrw)
Tf ■ 11' TMatin I
Attention SHAKERS J P N Sue. Such-awoman and maaam- Part Is Parta. Fun la Fun
and Flesh a Flesh ah but Young Flesh'
Love, Sraluts*
ATTENTION YOUNG FLESH ASSN ft WHIPS 1
UPS- THANKS FOR A GREAT SEMESTER
ASVCTOPRES «VP IT WAS FUN WORKING
WITH YOU- TOO BAD ITS OVER SEE YOU
AT THE PARTY ZOOCH
^|
Big Dana ft LI Jan
Good Luck on finals ft have a lanteebc X-mae
break' I love my KD tamlly mega II be back to
party with el the KD't next semesler Love in
APT Annette
aJT,
BIG JIM
HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT CHRISTMAS AND
AN INCREDIBLE NEW YEARS EVE"
ULTBACY
t
t
BIG JUDY
HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT CHRISTMAS ANO
A HELL OF A NEW YEARS" UL TRACY

_^4-V -{K -v«»

Big Tammy.
YoutaauparljajlHaveaMariyOirtoWtaaianda
Happy New Year
Love your HHea Anne ft Suzy

■ok (MCI.

Thanks lor a lentastic year as President'
Gamma Ph. a the Greatest" Marry CnristmasAmy
OEO
Merry Christmas
You are the boat preeent
I could ask tor!
Lota. Ma

HAPPY BMTHOAY CAROLE JEAN BAMTA.
THE HO "20". NO LONGER A TEENAGER
LOVE YA. CAROL ft LAURA

£

HAPPY CHANNUKAH J.S.0.
SAM I KELLEY
PS- SORRY FOR THE FUNNY COLi

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
to the BG News Sales Stall'
You've been the BEST to work with- we've
reHy accomplished eomething thai semester
and I'm looking lorward to a proeparoua spring.
Have a good break ft get tome real- you
deserve II'
Jan
Happy Hoadays to al the RQ's and PR's'
HAPPY HOLIDAYS HEF 1 BETH
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING
UTB. 00 PLEDGES

A
BRENDAN
Mt Hate) a vary Marry Christmas
_
TtT- end big lun InnCetrlornli
Cetrlornla
afat.

PR..

Your lavorrte to eawa ~

Tr

Brooke
Thanks tor being euch a greet Big Brother!
Have a super hoedey' I hope that Santa s good
to you Love. Your HBe tie, Sury
Caroene and Jennrler.
Marry x-mee ft Happy New Year! Hope the ban
wi be eater lor al the young boys nest
eemester You cradle robbara! Have lun you
bad pirppato!! Love Coeeen

•*

#

•

Heidi,
Merry Christmas to my favorite twin!

AGO Unt, CoUten

•$■£_

NEY BATCMELDEH
«lh I1I0MS! ' JUST
WANTED TO SAY HI I 0000 LUCK ON
FINALS. THANX FOR EVERYTHING YOU'VE
DONE TO MAKE THIS SEMESTER FUN! HAVE
A GREAT BREAK BUT REST UP 'CUZ NEXT
SEMESTER'S GONNA BE EVEN BETTER
(I'M PLANNING A PARTRIDGE FAMILY CONCERT ANO A TRIP TO THE BOB EVANS
FARM!) LOVE YAI FRANKI
Hay Gang. Who could forget the tkaiee. whips.
sailors and He lovable Chuok? VCTO «• new
be the same' Wetchout Chicago. Hare wa

coma.
BCNU. "Fugbaf

What can l say lo the sweetaat guy I know?
Have a Marry Christmas and I hope to tea you
over break Love. Janrry P S Marry Chnalmaa
to John.Tom. ft Hick, loo!

£

Greek butter buttons
Greek butler button! ^. V, fl-, V,

JS

Hey Laurie. Anna, Pern, Bust ft Kim:
Wal. one down, live lo go Next rime we wM
Heve to bur • Infos box ol Frosted Flakes!
A new room tor Chucktoa. a harpoon, a anas
ax) 44 boo-boot for L.M.W. A BMW far me
and a bad tor the SAEI Baaiember, Bag
Brother la welching utKDo you thank ha
kneara who he It?) Oh Ratal Marry Christmas

"**•"«*

Jt»

Hey Randy howie thai ooMT Want to pair
taasthar etwaYsea asvea? M md Bttoey.
Am we latttaf fan yet?

A
JB
^C-

K0
It'a mat ame for
»
-*V
HO' HO' HO'
All
Aap
and Matleloe
H
V *r and presents for pretty glrtt'
Merry Chratmat

'

Love. CT

KD't!
Wow! What a lentastic date party It was the
parted way to top oft the semester' Do KD's
know how to party or what'?' A speael thanks
goes to Arms Dunne and the social committee
tor a great job' PS Only 57 deys 11 lormall
Kety Price and Mean* Greek Congratulations
on Gamma PM Prat and Alpha PM Vice Pret I
know youl both do a great |ob. Have a
wonderful Chratmat Love ya hunches Maran
Kevin Beehle. ■
Mary Christmas
Love. Merry
Klmbo,
We've enjoyed a groat two years together up
hare and Is with a touch of sadness that I wl
watch you graduate Saturday Congnri^aaons.
Marry Chralrras but most Important, al my

'-■

<g^g

K^n

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
_.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
D>>
"MERRY CHRISTMAS. i.O.S.U,
W
ANO A SAFE ANO HAPPY NEW YEARI"
ASSOCIATE WITH THI BESTI

LaaB AvaesbkT
MaTI 9
Are you aura you want to graduate? ina Roc
center rjat won! be the same without your
trivang face to aght it up Have a super X-mae I
hrjswyoustayawtlatjtooaCTuaolB. Irttoraatad.
LUbeth, I't bean a greet 1 1/2, but you know
what they tey. Go Greek loee a roommate'
I'm roaty going to mlaa you- with rue my heart a
laden! Peace. Love, and may your stocking be
■tod wan e-outl EM Skj Love and Mta. MA
Look tor Prairie Margies, BOSU'a Urraanjraduete Wereryfartt toumel, to bo on tele aoem
after Chrletmet Break. Prairie Margins reakee
aayaatuMMIdar pratami
sfc
Lort, ^ tJaasse- «Jli>ta«
Friends ttt not only together when they era
tlde-by-slde, oven one who Is far away It Mill
In our (noughts. You will always be In my
thoughts and prayers. Beet withes end good
lock at O.S.U., I'l mlai yal
Lota Max
LoriftehrI can't wal much longer- tonight wB be lerrrficHnaty II mas you to much over break. Love.
Scott
P.S. Sorry I couldn't go to your date party. II
make it up to you- somehow
4)HOW HUMMEL B
CHRISTMAS IS CCXvlNG. WON'T IT BE FUN
YOU'VE BEEN A PENCIL. BUT NOW YOU ARE
DONE PRESENTS FOR YOU BECAUSE
YOUVE BEEN GOOD YOU'VE BEEN THE
BEST BIG. LIKE I KNEW YOU WOULD THIS
SEMESTER'S BEEN FUN. BUT TM READY
ANO SET. FOR SECONO SEMESTER WILL BE
BETTER YETI
^SJTjICai.
LorlK.
Good Luck whh Finals. Mark, the neighbor,
the Lakelanders. etc. Merry Christmas.
Jen
LYNN ACUMS
THANK YOU FOR MAKING THIS SEMESTER
SO WONDEFUL THE TIMES WE HAVE
SPENT HAVE BEEN OREAT. AS YOU ARE
HOME. REMEMBER I'LL BE THINKING Of
YOU. GET PSYCHED FOR VISITING CRESTONI THANKS FOR OUR JWRO MONTH
TOGETHER. TODAY!
* *LOVE, TIM
Margaret.
You are the bait roomie! Have a Merry
Chnstmasl Aren't you surprised!
Maran Mmdy. ft Ealnl.
4 Marry Christmas to mo'
Greatest lamiry ever!
Love, Kety
MARK SMITH.
I HOPE YOU'LL HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS
ILL MISS YOU' GET PSYCHED TO GET
TOGETHER OVER BREAK, NEW YEARS EVE?
THANKS FOR MAKING THIS SEMESTER THE
BEST YETI
aaaatsssaBBaaaaaaaaBBBi
LOVE YA. SUSAN
aaaa—ae»

• •••LAWUV-- *
Can you beaeve wa made It thru a WHOLE
aemeeter?' (even with the cat) I'm so glad wa
got to be such good tnertda. Try' to study tor
your lxa« GOOD LUCK! I wah you a vary
Marry Chratmat and a 'Wad' Now Year, akto I
hope you have a super break (remember VB
Harts whan you gat Deck'll Ha. Ha!) But gat
ready lor rant semeelerlook out! Love, Crtaty
Laurie Mc GuioSo when ARE we going to go out?'
Have a good hoMay! Mary

A
^k
^T*

m

PASCHAL.
Ht
*~eloyoul!

*",

Barb
Psttyr,...JandHoaenlh
Wal gtrb, ham we are- 2 1/2 yre sttar! Who
wouU rave ever thought it would be aka tha
Shety the working woman. Holy al MaOaton,
Patty with an IntarraMp and ma al Bamel Good
Luck next spring to ths both of you and Happy
Hoadays Low. Bto
Pstty Graber V £•
What wl I do without you? It al started with
"Don't worry. I know how to work a card punch
reach it9 easy'" That led lo many deknoua kw
nights on the cokj comp. lab floor- "am wa
slowed to bring pBowt ki here?" Some beeaw
V people arrive In yeaow moon units- tha
neighborhood wB never bo the samel Old wa
order yet? Be sum to catch tha sequel- "Gum0a ft Porksy go to put n-bey (fjumbie takes a
dive- take two) But Patty, why are al the Green
M ft M'a « one bowl? By the way. Does your
dry haw a party-a>tha^parlr?...Catch the rembowa In We! Love. Loroon 4aS
^_^
PAUL HARRIS.
I hope you work everything out over Chriatmas.
Al you need a Urns and a friend. I'm always
here Merry Chrittrraat Low. Anna
PM Pal Matt T.
Thanka tor a artel aemeeter. B.O. won't be
the toato wrlhoart yeut I tow youl JOOtE
PiKAPS.
TIS THE SEMESTERS END ANO FOR THAT
I'M SAD. I CAN ONLY LOOK BACK ON THE
GREAT TIMES WE'VE HAD. HOWEVER. I
CAN'T HELP BUT SMILE ABOUT ALL THATS
AHEAD. NEXT SEMESTER WHEN WE RETURN ENOUGH BEIT SAIOi
"J*j
• HAVE A SAFE ANO HAPPY HOLBAY • ^
LOVE YA. JEFF
|V1S
PfNKERTON DAVIS
Tha welter wB del irately not
tame without you
I man you already1
Low, tha PARASITE'

both. .ur
VjXJs/

dyl

a/j?7

Poukey and Chugger Happy Anrthraraary M.
Low ya JW and Bttoey.
RACHEL BENDER- YOU'RE THE GREATEST!
THANKS FOR BEHG A SPECIAL FRIEND
HOPE CHRISTMAS 84 IS THE MERRIEST
LOVE.LM3A
RANDY MAGQAR0,
Was*.
HAVE A MERRY LITTLE X-MAS
"Hoi.**,
LOVE YA. DEBBIE

Rhrjnoo Frazfar.
Marry Chratmst and I wa tee you el Mark's
Low. Your Secret Santa

Merry Christmas
Trip* Ktla
Love, Sam ft Karley

Ron. Tom. BS. Chip.
You am the Baal Little Brothers anyone could
ask tor I hope you raw a Merry Chnstmat ft a
Happy New Year Good Luck on tlnata. Kappa
Sigma- "A Good Thing
'"*#>»<>
AEKDB Rudy
•Hol^,n

<fr

Merry Chfltl
l you party animals!
Thanks tor being the beat frianda a person
could have. I tova you to death! Happy
Holidays Julia. Debbie. Rachel, ft Denlte M
Let's Party!
*nYew'
Love, Deanne
Marry Christmas and Happy Birthday to my
little sister Chris Hope next semester Hods
you a man, a high OPA and a tot of lunTa

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL MY GIRLS AT THE
XI DELTA HOUSE.
LOVE. SMRIE

Many Chratmat to a) those wonderful "Stout
hearted men In Red" and the mat of Via cast
and craw of Little Mary Sunshine Have a
I
Low. Mabel
P S When's the next cstl party?!?
MERRY CHRISTMAS DG ACTIVES
YOUR PLEDGES LOVE YOU'

-^fc

Merry X-mea to my roomie. Cleaver.
Tha could only bo from me- Boomer.
They sad wa warn a package deal
I band m. you smother'rn (whal a steal)!
You put up wtlh ma when I was a sohtz.
i put up with you when you're so batzed1
Thanks for everything. Love Boomer.

if

Michele. you are a super greet big! I'm realy
going lo mlaa you Good luck In N.J.
.ft Low, your aWo
From RockJedge to the poece ticket! we've
been through a lot' I aura wB mats you'- Youl
do greet In N.J
aeafcasstessj
a
WWW
Low. Kim
Mike Daw. Ed. ft Rob.
It's true- this a your Chratmat porsonall Wel
man you over break, but gat psyched for
January' Good Luck on nrvsal Haw a wry
Marry Chratmat' Low. your former ft future
neighbor"

"Tatati

MIKE.
I HOPE THINGS START GOING BETTER FOR
US I WILL TRY HARDER LOVE YOU, CWOY

Monica Johnt
I'M as feed you're ham at 1.0. Jan an your
Hnals Your "Reel Big" -fcaMy Dearest Pal.
My deepest wanes ol low tha Chratmat
season and atweya Looking forward to tha
20th. and wB always hold on to tha hope thai
Via future ws bring us together Thank you so
much tor atweya being them-1 low you dearly

:—'"-i'rf--

—

My 310 Buddy lletthar K You're the beet
roommala ever' Hope you haw a Marry
Christmas' ll maty mat you over break Wal
meet n "The Fans
310 low and mme, Shot
Nancy and Joy. Thanks lor Vat low. aupport
and rnornorioe We w got a week to make some
more! Is irate you both. Low. Both
Nancy. Suato. Ben. Tart. Chria. Lory, ft Carol
Hooray tor the end ol the iimiatin Take com
and haw a great Chrietmae break!
_^
LOW)

.jrAfia

at,
Tom Sacks! (CM.)
-y
*
HAPPY 1MONTHSI
*>
A battled Thank You for making my Thanksgiving break to much tun. I'll miss you over
Christmas and will be looking forward at
party to your tentallw visit Writs me!
Law XXOO. Julie
Te My Dearest fto
THA ft DESIREE
This should be your Best ChrlstmeeYour spending It with Mall!
tin yt. Mush

PT

TO MY KAPPA StGMA BIGS
ANITA ANO BRIAN
GOOO LUCK ON FINALS1

UL DtBBII
To my KD Family Linda. Tammy, * Jeanne. I
hops you heve t Merry Christmas snd a greet
break. Low, Suasn
To my private gigolo.
Waetv
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
S/larWam
Special lent the word It tha is mat the begin
ning-l can't wait W we realy do something
stupid Hare't to next semester. Euchre and
-us" HAPPY NEW YEAR' Low. your penny
(over
To my wry specai triend. M>
I m glad you low me-it was worth the wal (2
years?'!) I wah we had more time MERRY
CHRISTMAS Low always. People
To my wonderful KD lamiry ft Mary Ann, Lrss
and Mary: Haw a fantastic Chratmst vacation
Low. Card
To Room 211 TreedweyCarit wsrt to party with you when we gel home!
Hew a Marry Chratmat! Low ya- Marie. Ruth.
and Marie
Ttatee' 'fAw^ars
To Sue, Cindy, and aoon to be graduated.
Lisa. M hot been a great semester despite a
tea mishaps Llaa good luck In ClevelandKnock em' dead- watt not totally dead, but
you know. Sue ft Cindy gat ready for next
lawieMar (party - party) and Merry Christmas
to ill end -1 lust coutdn'L Teresa. Jft
To Ins best Kappa Sigma BigLarry- Thanks lor bang such a great big
brother! Merry Chrietmae
.
Low. Your MBS aa Anne
*r
To tha boys ol 203 plus Daw
Whan threats ol studying and boredom loom
Fun in 203 a what we assume
When we had no beds
^.^ar"
You ratted our heads
*f*J
Safely in your buddy-fBed room
WX*Looking forward to next semester
'
Low, your Puddles Holy ft Wendy
To the greatest neighbors- 312 Lowry
Merry X-Mat Juke ft Laa> Hope you 2 haw a
maty nice hoedey season Wel mlaa you guys'
Lowry low and ours. Heather ft Sheas
To the men of Ground Mooney
Haw a Marry Christmas and a Happy New
Year' Be mady to PARTY next semesler'"
Low ya. Unoa, Coaaen. Jennifer and Caroline
To the selected lew ol (legit) Mac North 3rd
Ham's a massage you've not yet heard
. Chrawme a coming as a the Now Year
i
ssBut there's a final word I want you to hear: *
"I wa be with you- aa 'moms' afwayt are
Kids' Iks you are the best by tar'
Marry Merry Christmas! Love. Mother Pstty

Maureen
SHMAR8
JUST EIGHT MORE DAYS' I'M SO EXCITED
THAT WE'RE TAIWAN BOUND! GET PSYCHED FOR A "STRANGE EXPERIENCE "7!
Low ya, SHMAREN

TO THE 1st FLOOR ANDERSON SNOW
WRESTLERS (KEVIN. JIM ) MAY YOUR
CHRISTMAS BE SNOWFILLED' PREPARE
FOR ROUND TWO
NUTCRACKER. WEIGHTUFTER

Shorts,
You've added a lot to my Ha Low. Sweetpee

To Hah Korenda and Donna OFiore.
Marry Chnstmat to the Deal big and fcttle I could
ewr haw You're both terrific' Love, Jenny

SCOTT DUPES
DO YOU ACTUALLY
THINK YOU COULD GRADUATE WITHOUT
ONE PERSONAL FROM ME?' CONGRATULATIONS BABE. HERE'S ONE FOR YOUR
SCRAP BOOK! I LOVE YOU! KATH
Scott, aft
Thanks tor being such a great buddy I appmcate Hi Merry Critalmss' Uss «fr
toon,
Thanks lor the roses! (You awn signed the
card tMa lime ) I hope you're at excited tor
tonight as I am You're the greatest!
Low ys. Loti

Staters of AXO.
.
«
Haw a wrindartul Hoerjeyl!
-**-,*%Thanks for everything I am reeky going to mat
you all' Keep in touch Low. Holy E.
Stacey Merry Chnstmat! Good Luck at home! I
cant wall tor Urbane Low, Ten
Although hwige lawn t been the greatest n the
peat. I know the future holds happier times tor
ua Merry Chraematl Low, Bath
STEVE CARR, DOUG BICE. RAY JASKO. AND
ANY OTHER DEPARTING LAMBDA CHI: YOU
GUYS ARE THE GREATEST! THANKS FOR
ALL THE MOVIES (RAY). DRINKS ANO FREE
BABYSITTING' I'LL MISS YOU ALL
LOVE. THE OWL DOWN ANO UNDER IN TWO
Sue. Randy. Tracy ft Kety- You guys are the
best' Hew s Merry Chratmat ft a Kick" break'
Luv yaMay your low tor peace be
Snared ttvoughout the world

vsv
Low. Dan

Taapsaatt

I Karen Barley: Julia, haw a
3 weeks down In Florida- I'll mist you
total Karen. I'll bo thinking ol you as you
rtsasenl around Europe for 3 weeks. Hope
youl catch e gkrapeo of the 'BOY' 11 eipect
poetcerde from you both and serious rjrtrtkIng srfcaa yea return. Low, Anna

To the 3 Gamma Phi Men ol lha 8 v
We're going to haw a BIG TIME1" Realy. Mat?
Let's be Dart Cheerleaders' The world famous
John says. "Thank-you. Fan " Where's the property? Where s the Lemex? What's that blue
stuff on your sweeter? We can't mlaa tha bual
Beam me up Scorrte! Frying roe lights from the
batoomy What a sound system! 6 at a lime
coed bathroom (complete with interruptions)
"But, you guys. Its maty hairy! I own kHed an
ok) lady with «'" "GFB" and the ha moon Who
are those three? They're not OUR DATES! Ha!
T Mane, stop laughing! Yea' Yea! Vee! The
"Stroke ol Midnight" champagne tights "Mom
pictures'" Bui we're el wot'! TVso. cold water
and boxer shorts. What are you doing under
that sheep skin? Bondage, you kept the same
data' Whet aver happened to our egg Blest?
Amy's shower invasion. Wanna bandana lor a
paow? What about a sheapakin? No. thanks I'd
rather wear It' Bsssasah . "Where are you
going?" "To retnewrrry date'" Waking up in
rMrJ-aantonce whan everyone else a asleep
How about that Oamrris Ph't "Wheo-ek"
date party?
WB we ever lorgef? Never!
Low, your Goo Phoo Boo Deles

Shannon.
•••
Merry Chratmst Good Luck on I

**♦♦

Man. the tun. the tend, tha sunsets We'w
been North now i'l Una to go South! See you
In Florida I hope you enkry your Chratmat and
New Year Low B Long

_w8

^ lam wry batted lo be pert of you
Many Chrtalrnas. Love- Mora
Pern K. JoArm T. Carol O. Dab H. Thomas B.
Ssly S.Howard B. and lot! at the center-Hew
a groat Chnalmaa and a fantastic New Year's'
Take cam and aee you al in '85- with low,
JennHerC

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TOM * CAROL
LOVE. SAM B KELLEY

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE PROGRAM
AUMM SUPFORT FROM OUR FIRST
AND BEST ALUMNI iOARDI
ASSOCIATE WITH THE BESTI

LARRY CAMERON
Make Florida end Colorado the beat time ever
But be Good! Sea ya Jan 13 Marry X-Mat
Love. Angle

ONE YEAR FNOM TODAY
WB I be Mrs J M Rudm'?i
I DO want to!

RANDY
You say bumpkin. I can't take you anywhere'
And that Includes MkJng you to my house for
Chratmat
Boy would I ska to wake up
Chriatmas morning and and you In my stocking'
Haw a great Chnstmat break, and try to And
time to come up and aee me' Marry Christmas'
I low you. Angle

MMLananan.
Thanks lor a super-tantasttc time Mai Friday
night Do blondes maty haw mom tun? Only
tha pictures wB tee Good Luck with fkvaa.
Haw a groat Chratmat I'm going to irate you
dm Low. P J
♦

LARRY BLAKE
Have a mce hoedey
Even though youl be
masa-tg us.
Love, Me ft my feet

M

Oh Donny Dear. Oh Donrry Dear.
II mat you too. .
Oh Oortry Deer.
How -bout aneakm off to N J. wah me?
Santa won't tea Haw tha Baal Chrietmae ever
Low ya Iota, J.K

Mel-Have a great Christmas.
II reoty mas youl PS I love you
fcw-3»r> fc^fry
-NaT
Merry Chratmat Gamma PM'a!
You're the Greeteet
Love In PI Kappa Storm. Ptlcetao

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
JW STRAYTON
MARK LAIRANCHE
BROTHERS OF THt WEEK.
ASSOCIATE WITH THE BEST!

Ll Kan Syter I so glad you're my Mai
Have a great Chnearat break
real up tor i wad apring eernestorl Low, Kym.

#

Linda and CoaaanYou are the best friends anyone could ask tori
Have a Marry Christmas and be ready to party
when we get home!! Loveja^Oarollne. fV

YOUR ROOMIE

Lee Arrraswtjr> V> aTta- TMs wB be my merrael Chrietmae aver- kal
T
Of youl
Love.j

HEY— 4lh IJ3WRY.
HAVE THE BEST CHRISTMAS ANO
A HAPPY NEW YEAR! LETS GET
QRAZY! LOVE. CHtHYL

ULL0N.
#
WHAT MORE COULD I ASK FOR. YOU'VE
BEEN A TERRIFIC UL ANO I'M SO PROUO OF
YOU GOOD LUCK ON FINALS DZ LOVE. BtG
DANEEN 4aT

Kami lUrnsinger. Margaret Bshm. I Sheryl
Berger: Let's get psyched tor our Chratmat
getaway' to Florida! Wal have a great time!!
-Sue

Gamma Phis. *P*P*P U*P

ANN HAGS. # * #
HI BIG1 JUST A NOTE TO LET YOU KNOW I
THVIK YOU'RE TERRIFIC" GOOO LUCK ON
YOUR FINALS. SEE YA IN JANUARY' MERRY
CHRISTMAS' UTB. CEUA
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THE BROTHERS OF MOMA PHI EPHLON
WOULD LIKE TO CONORATUtATE THE NEW
OOLOENHEART ACTIVES ANO WISH ALL
THE OOLDENHEAATS A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS. GOOD LUCK ON FINALS ANO
WE'LL SEE YOU NEXT aWatSTEB.
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE "GOOD
LUCK DUMNG FINALS, ANO TO EXTEND
THBR HEART-FELT WISH FOR SOME VERY
MERRY HOUOAYS SEE YOU NEXT YEAR.
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA CM OMEGA WISH
EVERYONE THE BEST OF LUCK ON FINAL! I
The erstert of Kappa Delta wouM t\o to wish
everyone good kick on finale and a happy
hcftdeytewon' * «»
'"THE WOOBTER OANQ""
(Patty. Michele. Cryattt I Susanna!)
I want to wah al of you a wry Marry Christmas
and a HAPPY' New Year' I'm to glad I got to
know such s cmiy bunch""" Low. Cnary Thorn Kerka tad JMt Shelter with thek
brothert end Mends a Many Chrtitmet and a
Hoppy New Veer.
To al Athary riaaklanli:
A Very Merry ChnSfrras I Happy New Year
,
.
Pern ft Staff
^%-Scsr
To el the BG Neaeert I never expected to
Bad a eereonel M your mm newspaper did
yell haw a Merry Orttlaili tad a Happy
Near Year. Take N E-A-t-Y era) don't kid
yoaraaV about what year going Is fal state.

testate Moors ft Judy Fkao
Todd and Tha.
Happy Dec Birthdays and Merry Cnratmea to 2
I I can heap In any way- Let me know
arid roomae' We low you"
Smceraty, RK
SueftStaly
To Dorothy Arnold's RENEW group M St Tom's
No 72
I wan you si a Marry Christmas Hope to asa
Id he lo tackle you under my
youeosm Spring Serraeter.
elDW

«

\tk VT
TRACEY^he taal 2 1/2 montla haw t
fantaakc' Thank-you so much tor
everything Haw a great Christmas
snd don't gel used to not seeing
ma because I'l be around
I low you sweetheart. Kathy
-»»=fc-»»Vt->-a-A»-a
TRACY STEELE
GET PSYCHEO FOR INITIATION INTO PHI
LAMBDA SrGMAI LOVE. PATRICK. CAROLYN
ANO CHERYL
Trteh Agnew- Good Luck et OSU' You better
come back and vart! Wat miss you'
With tow. YourDZtielert
TURTLEIT SEEMS AS IF HALLOWEEN WAS JUST
HERE ANO NOW ITS CHRISTMAS ALREADY.
LETS MAKE THE BEST OF THIS LAST WEEK.
I HOPE YOUR CHRISTMAS IS A GREAT ONE.
fU BE TltlwtlNO OF YOU
jr_ «_
eat P.S. I WON'T FORGET
->**-*•%Congratulations on you AGO-Alpha Sig avaaering to "The Bat "Short and sweet It musl Do
low!
Low Your sisters of Alpha Gsmma Darts
VTTO.
Hera s tha personal I promaed you! Haw a
wonderful Chratmst snd s Happy New Year!!

S*_*
Wo aMh our Sig Ep brothers a wry Merry
Chratmaal Good Luck on ftnata and haw a
fantastic break' See you next year"
Love. The Gtjloenhsarta
We would are to wah the KAPPA SK3S good
luck on their firsts Hew a wonderful Chratmes
guys, and a wry Happy New Year too'
•*.
With tow. Ths Slardustars
^
WHITNEY
ITS BEEN FUN SO FAR»»•»LOOWNG FORWARD TO SEEING """let,
YOU ON THE SPRINGS SLOPES
OVER CHRISTMAS

LOVE. THE PIRATE
art Mke and Stew
Merry Chratmat"
Hugs and Mates
from your a aa s Patty ft Stacy
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Musical cards

Eddie Murphy in 'Cop'
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"WE GIVE YOU mOREf

Buy a large
16" Pizza
Get a
medium 13"
FREE

-The BG lews magazineTrying to buy goodness
A Christmas legend of a single mother coming to terms with all she
has contributed to life, while teaching her children well.

3

I

With iome number of Hen*
One Coupon Per Pino

It never falls. Over winter break, friends always try and finagle you
Into learning how to ski. And after you give In, they are no longer
friends.

Rubbing it in
Instead of making snowmen, journalism major Ben Morrison will be
making sandcastles.

Parental planning
Moms and dads always have their own Ideas on how their college
kids should spend breaks; college kids usually disagree. No need to
fly Into hysterics. Follow these tips on how to drop/add" the
schedule your parents plan for you.

Cartoon conspiracy

Huh tame number of Kemt
One Coupon Per Plua

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN 6.G.
203N.ma)n

No Delivery This Special
Pick Up or Dine n
Expires 12-31-84

Ski rookie

Buy a medium
13" Pizza
Get a
Small lO"
FREE

v^ = = = =

!* 352-5166

OPEN 4 p.m.

COUPONS

^
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December 14 ft 15
RAY FULLER
and the
Blues
Rochers

On the west side of town Is a houseyard of Whovllle, where
characters from "The Grlnch Who Stole Christmas" sing Christmas
carols with Lucy and Charlie Brown.

.6

210 N. Main

Metro manor
In Toledo, the administrative staff of the Lucas County Metropark
system has quite elegant quarters the former mansion of the
Champion Spark Plug Corp. founder.

The
Playwright-In-Residence
Program Presents

,6
-Com photo:. . . . See story, page 6. The
Van Vortiis house at 936 Conneaut Ave. in Bowling Green is outlined with red lights. In
front are large evergreens draped with lights from the tip to the lower branches.
Friday photo by Jim VouH

PLAYWRIGHT'S
FORUM

-FMM/TM 18 lews MHIZIMFlln uriiir

Edltir
Morcella Grande

Brumes Editer

Cirls Foran

Staged readings from
scripts in progess by:

Jim Youll

Friday magazine is a weekly publication ot The BG News, 106 University Hall. Bowling
Green State University. Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
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504 PEARL STREET
BOWLING CREEN. OHIO 43402
FRANK & BEV MAGRUM

lunthnitndit 9 b 50 p m
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Saturday 9 II 00 noon

No Cover

Allen Mahan
Jeff Babson
Alisa Vernon
Joel Murray

Monday, Dec. 17, 8 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theatre
FREE ADMISSION
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A relic from the 60s tries to buygoodness
by Shelly Trusty
She is one of the last true '60s flower
children. When Sas was 16, she ran
away to Haight-Ashbury with a Hell's
Angel named "Boots." Soon afterward she was returned home by the
police when her mother listed her as a
runaway. She spent the remainder of
high school protesting the Vietnam
war, dress codes and police brutality.
She went back to California every
once in a while, but decided to stay
where she was, and protest on home
8h0 MI thankful aha
stm MM * fraa spirit Stto
got a fob working for a travai
agant, ranted a tow-rant district apartment and had two
children, but aha hadn't hat
bar aanaa of freedom — bat
wraaponaKnm ion or aocta
aweaaaawB^—
soil in Carson City, Nev.
Now it was the '80s, and she felt her
fellow rebels had lost their spirit of
idealism - their wanderlust. They had
landed Jobs in chemical engineering,
computer science and law. She saw
them on the streets sometimes - they
were wrinkled, tired and worriedlooking. She was thankful she still was
a free spirit. She got a job working for
a travel agent, rented a low-rent district apartment and had two children,
but she hadn't lost her sense of freedom - her irresponsible love of societal revolt.
Sas didn't have a husband. Sheana,
her 8-year-old daughter was conceived at a party in Berkley and her
son. 8-year-old Sean, was a result of a
series of dates with married chemical
engineers, computer scientists and
lawyers. She tola her children it didn't
matter who their father was because
she was both their mother and their
father. Until they understood sex, that
explanation would do.
But Sas worried about her children.
They were capitalistic and shallow in
her eyes. Sheana was a good kid, but
she epitomized everything Sas fought
against. Sheana loved dresses. She got
ht "A's" in school. She was
r and beautiful and she loved to blonde hair, Sheana began to scream.
fads. Last Christmas she
"Oh brother!" Sas whispered under
whined and sniffled about wanting a her breath as Sheana stomped up the
Cabbage Patch doll - everyone else stairs with tear-stained cheeks and
was getting one. So Sas bought her a her once-carefully-combed blonde
Barbie doll.
pony tail pulled out of the rubber
Sean was quiet, shy, strawberry
blonde and small for his age. He didn t . "Mommy. Sean hit me and pulled
talk much. Instead he waited calmly my hair," she whined.
as his sister did the talking for him.
Sean came running closely after in
"Sean wants a glass of water. I will order to defend himself.
tie Sean's shoes for him, Mommy.
"I didn't pull her hair," he said with
Sean didn't do very well on his report a distict rise in the pitch of his voice
card ..." Sheana would blabber on.
that told Sas he was lying.
It was two days to Christinas. The
"What happened?" Sas said.
season had come around again, and as
"I told Sean I wanted a computer
Sas stood at the bathroom mirror one for Christinas and he said computers
morning trying to curl her straight
are stupid and hit me," Sheana
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whined as her eyes filled with tears.
"But she said I was stupid, and I
didn't know how to use a computer. I
don't want to use a stupid computer,"
Sean said.
"Why don't you go fix your hair
honey? I'll talk to Sean." said Sas.
Sheana immediately straightened up,
smiled and skipped off, stopping for a
split second to stick her tongue out at
Sean.
"I'm sorry, Mommy." Sean said as
he looked down at his feet.
Sas led Sean into her room and sat
down on the sofa-chair in the comer.
"Come here and sit on my lap," Sas
said.
The boy looked frightened and

edged slowly over to her, finally curling up on her lap.
"What is bothering you lately?" Sas
said as she stroked his hair.
"I don't like math. I don't like
computers. I don't want a G.I. Joe doll
for Christinas. I don't like Gremlins they scare me and I think they hide
under my bed at night ..." Sean
sobbed into his mother s clean blouse.
"What did kids do on Christmas
when you were little, Mommy? What
toys did you play with?"
"Well, that's a good question,
Sean," she said as she wiped a stray
tear away from her left eye. She
paused for a moment and thought
about Christmas when she was little.
"I had a favorite doll," she said. "I
saw it when I was a very little girl,
much smaller than you. It was the
most beautiful doll in the world. It was
made of china and satin and it had
beautiful brown curls all over its
bead. I used to see it every year. That
doll had everything with it; there was
a little bed, and everything ..." She
drifted off in thought.
Sean was excited, and his blue eyes
were dancing with curiosity. "Did
your mommy get you the doll?" he
asked.
Well, that doll was just too expensive for me," Sas said.
"Do you know where the doll is,
Mommy? Can we see it? Is it still in
the store where you saw it?" Sean
asked.
Sas thought for a moment. Maybe
she wasn't too old for a doll... "Let's
go see," she said.
She packed Sheana and Sean into
the car and drove across town to an
old, stone building. "Is this where you
saw the doll?" Sean asked. Sas
nodded.
Sas walked slowly up the aisle,
suddenly aware of the loudness of her
high heels on the marble floor as she
approached the display. The children
were quiet and wide-eyed.
"There's the doll," she whispered to
Sean as she held him up to see inside
the small crib. It was as beautiful as
she remembered - shining black
curls, wide blue eyes, satin... Everything was there.
"Is that the doll's mother?" Sheana
. pointing to a larger doll
Honed nearby. ''I've never seen a
I mother before."
"The little doll is supposed to represent a little baby named Jesus, and
that is his mother Mary," Sas said, as
tears came to her eyes and dropped to
the chapel floor.
"Well, why don't you just buy the
doll?" Sheana asked.
"Maybe I will..." Sas answered as
she hugged her children, "maybe I
will."
Shelly Trusty is a junior English
major from Reno, Nv.
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Wildwood Manor: A metro luxury
public domain. For example, the Visitor Center was formerly the stables.
Across the Ottawa River is a 40-acre
farm, which was part of the estate. A
plan has been presented by a citizens
study committee to develop this part
of Wildwood as a "turn of the century
operating demonstration farm,"
according to Weber.
For those who admire floral beauty,
there is an elaborate formal garden
with red brick walls and wrought iron
gazebos.
Inside Wildwood Manor, there are

by Lirvla rWrrian
Concealed within the Wildwood
Preserve Metropark, the Stranahan
manor in Toledo provides a wonderful
view of the winter forestland carpeted
with snow and inhabited by small
white-tailed deer, fox, squirrel and
birds. A wide front portico overlooking lawns and tree-covered knolls
screens the Wildwood Manor from
Central Avenue in Sylvania.
Visitors are welcomed through the

honey, while beside him, an old-fashioned cradle was filled with several
baby cubs dressed in bonnets and
M Christmas trees, each
I to fit the decor of the room,
were placed throughout the 22 rooms
available for tours. Every dining table
was set with either crystal or china
and most of the fireplaces contained
beautiful arrangements of red and
white poinsettias.
As visitors leave and walk back
along the red brick path, the beauty
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SO rooms, 22 of which are open to the
Cc for visiting and special activThe living room is a typical
Georgian room with mahogany doors,
heavy brass hardware, a large marble fireplace and an 18th century
brass chandelier. The remaining
rooms, which were domestic quarters
and household management areas,
have been remodeled and now are
occupied by the administrative staff
of the Metropark District. In addition
to the 50 rooms, the manor contains 17
bathrooms, a gymnasium and a snootavorite room for many visitors is
the solarium with its glassed arches,
slate floor and view of the woods and
formal garden. The master suite contains a pink marble fireplace, the
most elaborate of the 16 fireplaces in
the house.
For the Christinas season, amateur
designers embellished the rooms with
their own festive styles during Homespun Holidays which took place Dec. 2On the second floor a bedroom was
filled with teddy bears of all sizes and
dress. An antique train ran below a
Christmas tree that was decorated
with wooden and cloth bears. On a foot
stool was a bear stringing popcorn
around the tree. Chef Raymond, a
huge stuffed bear in a baker's hat,
was serving bear-shaped rolls with
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double front doors, which have beautiful leaded glass arches and matching
side panels. As the doors of the manor
open, a large foyer extends from the
entry to the back of the house. Suslanterns, heavy arches and
spiral designs on the main
stair complement the teakwood floor.
Completed in 1938, this stately
manor is an academic study in an 18th
century architectural style known as
Georgian Colonial. The original owners of the house, R.A. Stranahan, cofounder of Champion Spark Plug
Corp., and his wife, lived in the mansion from 1938 until 1968.
In November 1974 the taxpayers of
Lucas County approved a .5 mill levy
to purchase and maintain the former
private estate as part of the Metropolitan Park District. The manor was
empty when purchased, but furnishings nave been donated or purchased
with money from the manor's volunteer program only. No taxpaver
money has ever gone toward furnishings.
Mysteriously, little is known about
the Stranahan family history, said Art
Weber, Metropark public information
manager. The Stranahans are very
private people and do not wish to
share their past, he said.
But everything that was a private
part of their luxurious past has been
transformed to accommodate the

•'

The Stranahan Mansion in Toledo
(left) houses the administrative offices for the park system. The entrance foyer of the mansion (above)
extends to the back of the house.

and charm of the Wildwood Manor
just may beckon them back, as might
the Tower Brass Quintet which will
perform there on Sunday, Dec. 16.
The Wildwood Manor House is located within Wildwood Preserve Metropark at 5100 W. Central Ave. in
Toledo about 40 miles from Bowline
Green. From Bowling Green, take 1-75
north to the Central Ave. Exit. Make a
right, heading toward Toledo, and
continue down Central Avenue. The
Manor will be on the left.
Linda Hoffman is a senior journalism major from Eastiake, Ohio.

High tech Christmas
cards blink, talk, sing
CLEVELAND (AP) - Plenty of peo- duced in September 1983 with excelSe are willing to pay as much as $7.50 lent success," said Frank
r a computerized greeting card that Tamburello, greeting cards product
can talk, play music or blink, manager for American Greetings in
spokesmen said Wednesday.
Cleveland. "Original forecast estiWhen a special effects card is mates were exceeded by almost 300
opened, a voice, sound effect or music percent."
begins playing or lights begin blinkThe company then developed a secing.
"We've had a lot of call for the ones ond generation of high-technology
that are lighted," said Tom Puleo, cards to incorporate blinking lights
owner of Forever Yours Cards & with the music.
Gifts. "We ran out of those first. The
"With the success of its Melody
musicals have been around a little bit. Maker line, American Greetings bebut still a lot of people are fascinated gan looking in January 1984 to the
by them.
third generation of high-tech products
"We keep them up by the counter. - talking greeting cards." Ross BenSome people jerk when they open nett, consumer products manager,
them. Others close them quickly and said in a company statement.
walk away because they don't know
what they did."
General Instrument Corp. in New
Some companies have been devel- York was hired to develop speech
oping lines of greeting cards and Zithesis prototype chips to reproproducts that use computer chips and
ce voices and sound effects.
circuitry to make sounds.
The retail price for the American
"Our first generation of 12 musical Greetings talking card is $7.50, while
cards, Melody Makers, was intro- some musical cards cost about $4.
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by Debra Hoschouer
You know how it goes. Finals are
over and you're ready to party. You
go home and what do you and? Your
parents have planned your entire
Christmas break for you, and visiting
every relative tops the list.
Even though you love your family,
visiting third-cousin-by-marriagetwice-removed Wilbur isn't your idea
of a good time. What can you say?
What can you do?
Plenty.
But tread carefully. Blatant attempts at getting around doing things
your parents want you to do will get
you nowhere fast. You have to he
subtle and discreet in order to be
successful. In fact, you have to be
downright sneaky. The first thing you
must understand is that parents love
to show off their college-student children. Be tolerant. It's their way1 of
saying "my kid turned out great ' to

Parent survival tips for break:
Be 'downright sneaky'

or get laryngitis
you don't have to visit him. If they
object, bring up the fact that you've
helped around the house whenever
they've asked, so you deserve a little
break. And if that doesn't work, develop a sudden case of laryngitis and
insist that the cold December air
would be fatal.
The first weekend you're home,
you're a prime target for the
Christmas caroling group your
mother, father, little brother Joey,
little sister Suzy, second-cousin Earl,
uncle-by-marriage Vic, no-longer-

carousing.
If you don't have an especially high
grade point average - if in fact your
GPA looks more like the decimal
equivalent of small change - develop a
sudden case of laryngitis and go
straight to bed. Insist that everyone
go without you. You need your rest. If
you are convincing enough, no one will
have the heart to disturb you.

I»M

If you want to take a more practical
as well as honest approach, explain to
your parents that by going away to
college, you've gained more independence and maturity; therefore, they
should trust you in your decisions on
how to spend your Christmas break.
Getting out of your parents' plans
for your Christmas break is an art. If
you follow my suggestions, soon you
will be one of the masters. So if you
don't want to spend three of your
precious hours trapped in a room with
Wilbur, perfect these "brush off"
techniques that will enable you to do
what you want without being disowned - or worse.
Debra Hoschouer is a junior magazine journalism major from Brookville, Ohio.

The first thing you must understand Is that
parents love to show off their college-student
children. Be tolerant. It's their way of saying "my
kid turned out great" to all of those skeptical
relatives who swore, when you were growing up,
that you'd turn out to be a good-for-nothing slob.
all of those skeptical relatives who
swore, when you were growing up,
that you'd turn out to be a good-fornothing slob.
Try to stay on your parents' good
side. Dont be belligerent when they
ask you to do a few chores. Usually
your parents are so happy to see you
that they don't ask much in the way of
menial labor. So don't worry. It won't
be too much of a hardship. Cooperation gives you a little ammunition for
compromise when the subject of Wilbur comes up. Say you'll visit the
relatives you genuinely want to see if

aunt-by-marriage Lavonna, and drugaddict-turn ed-Born-Again-Christiancousin Milo belong to. Most likely, this
is another attempt to get you together
with relatives you'd rather not see.
Also, it is probably an attempt to
prevent you from seeing the friends
you got into beer-drinking, rabblerousing trouble with in high school. In
this case, it's advantageous to have a
high grade point average to prove to
your parents that you've settled down,
and to convince them that just because you don't want to go caroling
doesn't mean you don't want to go
FRIOAV/Oon
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While we moan, he'll be doused In Coppertone
by Benlamin Morrison
Like many college students, I am
looking forward to Christmas break
and spending time with my family and
friends. The majority of the students
at the University will be heading to
the Cleveland or Toledo areas.
Enjoy trie snow and cold - I'm going
home to Florida.
It is true that there are a relatively
large number of things to do around
here, but I have something nearby
that few students do - the beach.
My home is in Wintersprings, Florida - just 35 miles from Daytona
Beach. The 24-mile stretch of beach is
one of the most travelled-to beaches in
the nation.
Some speculate that the reason
Daytona is so popular among Ohioians
because it is the closest of Florida's
major beaches. Although this claim is
geographically correct, the credit of

Daytona's popularity must be
awarded to the area itself. One only
has to experience a day on Daytona to
appreciate one of Mother Nature's
masterpieces. And what a masterpiece it is.
While lying on the hot, golden sand,
I can feel the sun's warmth penetrating my oiled skin. The heat is cutting
through me, forcing total relaxation.
I can hear voices and splashing.
There are so many people on the
beach. Everywhere I look, there is a
gleaming, oiled body. And as Coppertone is oiling them on the outside, ice
cold beer is saucing them on the
inside.
Sitting up, I see people running
everywhere. To my right, I see a guy
sprinting across the burning sand,
yelping with each stride. Each time he
lands and his foot is swallowed by the
sand, his face cringes. He didn't make
it back to his blanket, and was

"forced" to make a pit stop on a lovely and makes a common mistake - she
licks her lips. With the swishing of her
girl's blanket.
The girl was startled and lifted up tongue, she frowns, acknowledging
quickly, forgetting she had untied the the water's saltiness.
straps of her skimpy bathing suit. The
K" 1 shrieked and flattened herself to
The taste of the water is the only
blanket. The young man's face
unpleasant about the area. If
turned beet-red. No one knew who was thing
one can relax, rub suntan lotion and
more embarrassed.
beer, one can enjoy Daytona.
Turning my focus to the left, I see a drinkkick
back, and take in the best
blonde co-ed jogging for the Just
has to offer - sapphire blue
ocean.The sun has bronzed her sha- Daytona
water, golden white sand, and people,
pely body and she is ready to enjoy the thousands
of people.
Atlantic.
She hesitates at first because of the
water's coolness. She lifts up on her
tip-toes trying to avoid that final
Ill think of all you people when
plunge into the depths.
you're snowbound and I m buried in
As she goes under, the beauty of the the sand.
water overtakes her. The water is a
deep, sapphire blue. With the poundBen Marrison is a senior news/ediing of each wave comes a cool, unstirtorial journalism major from Winterringmist.
She lifts her head out of the water springs, Florida.
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The front yard of the Lord residence displays several cartoon characters like these. From left to right are The Gingerbread Man. Piglet, Mickey and Minnie Mouse
and Tigger the Tiger.

Decor grows yearly at the House of Lords
by Marcella Grande
As cars approach the 900 block of
Conneaut Avenue, traffic becomes
bumper to bumper. Motorists suddenly are distracted by a front yard
filled with familiar cartoon characters celebrating Christmas.
Plywood figures of the Grinch,
Cindy Lou Who and Max gather in a
cluster to sing Christmas carols. Behind them are the clan from "The
Nutcracker." In various clusters
around the yard are other plywood
characters such as Winnie the Pooh,
Piglet, Tigger and Eeh Ohr along with
Walt Disney's Mickey and Minnie and
the Peanuts characters.
Inside the house of the "celebrity
CI" at 920 Conneaut live Dr. and
. William Lord and their family.

Dr. and Mrs. William and Eileen Locd

"We keep adding characters every
year," said Eileen Lord, mother of the
10 Lord children who designed their
first Christmas lawn ornament of a
large Santa Glaus 20 years ago.
Every year, the ground in front of
the house gets more holes, as Dr. Lord
can attest.
Sandy Lord, a senior drama major
at the University, is further convincing as she disguises herself as Santa
Cla us and runs out to the children who
stop by to see the display.
"Then Sandy disappears in the pine
trees in the backyard," Mrs. Lord
said.
The Lord children sketch the characters on cardboard and transform
them on plywood, do the painting and
then cut them out.
"When we were little, we would

look through our coloring books and
blow up the figures," Sandy said.
'It takes us a weekend to do. Everybody helps out," Mrs. Lord said.
Although the Lords haven't won any
awards for the decorations, (Bowling
Green doesn't have decorating contests), they did win a prize when they
lived in Fostoria several years ago.
This year, the newest addition is a
rocking horse and jack-in-the-box, but

"it's still in the basement," Mrs. Lord
said. And now that the family is growing, many of the 16 grandchildren
continue the custom.
The attraction of the Lords' display
is extended to the neighboring Van
Vorhis residence at 936 Conneaut. A
boom truck is need to decorate the
giant front-yard evergreens which
complement the house outlined in red

Learning the slopes? Beware,
Ski with caution and care
by Undo Hoffman
Over break - if we get snow -several people will learn to ski.
WARNING: The first time is more
of an agonizing confrontation with the
slopes than an exciting sport. The cost
of skiing is a high price to pay for
quite a lesson, as I learned.
Seventy dollars and 70 bruises
later, I had single-handedly caused
panic on a Brighton ski slope. Some
friends of mine had talked me into
spending a weekend in Brighton,
Mich., to go skiing. However, there
was one minor problem: I ha a never
skied before. But ... I am always
willing to try anything once. Too bad
the ski patrol did not agree.
My first ski lesson consisted of a
gallon of hot chocolate with peppermint schnapps to calm the tremors.
After what seemed like lwurs, we
finally reached the top of the slope. I
was so pumped up that I eagerly took
my first step down the hill.As I did it
dawned on me that I didn't have a clue
about what I was doing. However, it
was a tad too late at this point, since I
was already heading down the slope. I

was forced to take a do-it-yourself
crash course in skiing. On my first run
alone I took out a man practicing ski
ballet, a little girl and a ski patrolman
retrieving a lost ski.
On top of all this, I had never
learned how to snow plow. I went
down the slope like a rocket: straight
at 90mph.
. As I was nearing the bottom of the
slope I realized that I didn't know how
to stop. Therefore, my skis took me off
the hill I was on and up the side of
another. Finally, gravity won out and
I began skiing backwards down the
hill I had just skied up. Things weren't
looking real good. But a nice man who
happened to be in my path saved me
from the pendulum I was on by breaking my fall.
I still had one minor problem,
though. I didn't know how to get back
up on my skis once I had fallen. Well,
the patrolman that I had met rather
biiefly on the slope helped me up. As I
was walking to the ski lift to try my
luck again, the nice man who broke
my fall pushed me down and told me
to stay there until be was safely in the
lodge.
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Shop is ideal eastbound pitsfop

by Tracey Botdorf
With finals running until Dec. 21,
most students have little time to
Christmas shop. But those who must
travel to the East for break will run
into Strickfaden's, Ohio's largest
year-round Christmas and craft shop
at 318 Bell Ave. in Sandusky.

cut) trees for Christmas then plant
them in the spring," said Ehrhardt.
Fresh pinebranches can be decorated
"while you wait," or supplies are
available for those who want to decorate their own.
"One of the hottest items right now
are the hand-made giant candy
canes," said Ehrhardt, referring to

The Christmas tree lighting display room at Strickfaden's twinkles with bright rays
as customers browse among the merchandise.

Today, the shop is a family-owned and
operated business under founder Joseph Strickfaden. Through the years,
the shop has grown quite large.
"We occupy 35,000 square feet,"
said Dona Ehrhardt, Strickfaden's
daughter, who mentioned the store's
spacious quarters.
When it opened in 1945, Strickfaden's was a nursery. The nursery
department of the store still remains
as customers can choose their own
freshly cut or artificial Christmas
trees ranging from 1 to 12 feet in
y people like to purchase (un-

the candy which comes in such flavors
as peanut butter, rootbeer, peppermint, and strawberry daiquiri.
"The most popular is pina colada,"
she said.
No Chistmas shop is complete without mechanical displays such as a
talking Santa Claus from Germany
that's been with the company for
three years. His accomplice is a Santa
that blows bubbles. The most spectacular part of the display is the East
Germany-based LGB Compnay's
train that choo-choos on four different
levels of tracks.
In the country corner of the store.

there are mostly hand-made wooden
novelties from Tennessee such as
fireplace screens and miniature
wooden sleighs. A rainbow of ribbons
makes up 300 different styles of custom-made bows and gift wrap ties.
Strickfaden's has an electrical room
that looks as though it is filled with
sparkling diamonds. The room highlights the newest advancements in
Christmas decoration technology.
"One of the newer items are the
tube lights," Ehrhardt said, referring
to many different colors of light that
give the illusion of "following" each
other in a strip of clear tubing. The
tube lights are adjacent lights contained in a tube and resemble disco
lights in that they follow each other as
they blink on and off.
In the electrical room is also an
extravaganza of decorated Christmas
trees, each with its own motif. "Kid's
Stuff," is decorated with miniature
drums and teddy bears. The "Western" tree is garnished with rope that
complements the tiny, dangling cowboy boots and rocking horses. Other
motifs for Christmas trees include
"Walt Disney," "Victorian-style,"
"Clowns" and "Ted E. Bears." The
"AD American" tree, swirled in red,
white and blue ribbons was the center
for the July 4 and Election Day exhibits.
But the tree that stole the spotlight
was the "Old World," a musical tree
that spins and sparkles while playing
"Jingle Bells." As it rotates. It casts
rays of Jewels with its 910 lights, 278
German glass ornaments and 80 candles.
Stuck on what to buy Dad for
Christmas? He is probably growing
tired of Old Spice. But he might express interest in a nutcracker bar
stool crafted by German artists Christian Ulbricht or Steinbach, for 1475.
The seat of the stool is the cap of the
nutcracker while the underseat is the
face and the legs compose the body of
the nutcracher.
Little girls would be enchanted with
life-like dolls sculptured in Germany

Ted E. Bears hang on the Ted E. Bear
tree in the room with various tree
motifs.

or Spain. The baby dolls look so authentic that they resemble human
children.
Most of Strickfaden's ornaments
and novelties come from the IngeGlas company, otherwise known as
"Santa's Choice." The company of
glassblowers is from East Germany
and it specializes in iridescent balloon-like ornaments and mouthblown, hand-painted ornaments.
Other ornaments come from Austria,
Italy, England and Russia.
Strickfaden's is open through
Christmas Eve, Monday through Saturday. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

No silly love songs for techno-pop band
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The Fixx, a British foursome that is carving out a
reputation as a thinking man's techno-pop band, takes its lyrically complex
music seriously.
"I don't see music as being disposable, which is what it seems to be
becoming," says drummer Adam Woods. "I know if I buy an album, it
becomes part of my life. People that like us, I don't want them to think in two
week's time, ah, it's trash. I want it to have meaning."
And so there have been no silly love songs for The Fixx. Instead, lyricist and
lead singer Cy Cumin has dealt with such weighty matters as war and
alienation in three albums' worth of songs couched in sparse, rhythmic but
highly textured settings: "Red Skies," "Stand or Fall/' "Saved by Zero,"
"One Thing Leads to Another" and, most recently, "Are We Ourselves?"
Paced by the latter tune, the band's latest LP, "Phantoms," has had little

Fixx's producer, Rupert Hine.
Theo-fledgling MTV - Music Television - took a liking to the anti-war song's
clip, which was banned in Britain because it showed a horse collapsing on a
battlefield.

Woods, an outspoken fellow who looks like a blond Tom Cruise, doesn't give
MTV entire credit for the band's U.S. success.
"The people who are responsible for us making it anywhere are us," he said,
basking with keyboards player Rupert Greenall in the fall sunshine outside the
Hollywood hilltop.home of the group's UJ3. manager. "MTV were just
instrumental. They were just doing the right thing, which is their job."
But even Woods admits the extensive exposure on the popular rock video
cable service did lay the foundation for a small but well-received U.S. visit in
late 1982, at a time when the band's record label, MCA, barely seemed to know
the group existed. The record company has since had a complete management
At the time the band had lust taken off in England after several years of
struggle there. Woods and Cumin, then a high-school student in a London
suburb, formed the group in the mid-1970s when Woods was attending drama
school with Cumin's older sister, who is now Woods' ex-wife. Greenall, a
former art student, and guitarist Jamie West-Cram, the only band member
with any formal music training, joined up by the end of the decade.
Finally, in 1981, the band caught Hine's attention with a single they recorded
themselves.
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Murphy joins forces with the law in 'Cop'
by Chris Fcxan
Making a movie designed to show
off the hottest talent in Tinseltown is
kind of like betting your whole paycheck the Cleveland Indians to win the
Pennant. There's always a chance
they can pull it off, but only if the team
falls into a miraculous lucky streak.
"Beverly Hills Cop." the new police
comedy starring Eddie Murphy, is
like that. Even with Murphy's talent,
is not enough without some positive
direction and a strong team effort.
Murphy is Axel Foley, a Detroit cop
with a penchant for maverick behavior and a tendency to screw up. His
best friend, a no-talent ex-con working
for a Beverly Hills art gallery, is
executed as soon as Foley gets to
Detroit. Seeking revenge, he decides
to take his vacation out West.
True to form, Foley gets himself in
hot water as soon as he gets to Beverly
Hills. Tracking down the gallery
owner, (Steven Berkoff) a hissing Dr.
No-ish type, the Detroit cop is convinced he has his man. His only problem is locale: It seems thai the
Beverly Hills police force, (under the
guidance of Lt. Bogomill, (Ronny
Cox) goes by the book.
You'd expect Murphy to be funny in
a situation like this. He is. But, unlike
"48-Hours," he's the only one. After a
few of Murphy's best lines drop into

oblivion, you really have to ask yourself if there are really that many
straight men on Wilshire Boulevard?
The tragedy is that the cast list of
"Beverly Hills Cop" is peppered with
fine supporting talent. For one, Cox
has developed into one of the most indemand actors in Hollywood. Here,
he's reduced to a cardboard cutout.
Several other potentially useful supporting actors are wasted in "Beverly
Hills Cop," particularly Judge Re-

inhold as a bumbling detective and
Lisa Eilbacher as Foley's chic childhood friend.
The guilty finger points to director
Martin Brest, scriptwriter Dan Petrie
Jr. In attempting to keep the dynamic
Murphy in the limelight, they succeed
only in blocking out much of the glow
that could and should be there.
Chris Foran is a graduate student in
popular culture from Milwaukee.

The Charts: Billboard Magazine's Top Tens
by The Associated Press
HOT SINGLES
l."Like A Virgin" Madonna (Warner
Bros.)
2."The Wild Boys" Duran Duran (Capitol)
3."Out of Touch" Oaryl Hall & John
Oates (RCA)
4."Sea of Love" Honeydrlppers
(ATCO)
5."Cool It Now" New Edition (MCA)
6."We Belong" Pat Benatar (Chrysalis)
7."I /ell For You" Chaka Khan
(Warner Bros.)
8."No More Lonely Nights" Paul McCartney (Columbia)

9."All I Need" Jack Wagner (Warner
Bros.)
10."Valotte" Julian Lennon (Atlantic)
TOPLP'S
l."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revolution (Warner Bros.)
2."Born In The U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia)
3."Like A Virgin" Madonna (Warner
Bros.)
4."Private Dancer" Tina Turner (Capitol)
5."Arena" Duran Duran (Capitol)
6."Big Bam Boom" Daryl Hall & John
Oates (RCA)
7."Volume One" Honeydrippers (Atlantic)
8."The Woman In Red Soundtrack"

Stevte Wander (Motown)
9."17" Chicago (Warner Bros.)
10."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie
(Motown)
BLACK SINGLES
1."Operator" Midnight Star
2."Solid" Aihford & Simpson
3."Show Me" Glenn Jones
4."Treat Her Like A Lady" The
Temptations
5. "Gotta Get You Home Tonight"
Eugene Wilde
6. "Friends-Five Minutes Of Funk"
Whodhu
7."Tears" The Force MD's
8. "I Feel For You" Chaka Khan
9."Cool It Now" New Edition
10."Contagious" The Whispers

Adams' album is reckless success
by Greg Corner
Every once in a solar eclipse, music listeners are treated to an album that
seems to have very little wrong with it. It Just so happens that Bryan Adams'
new LP Reckless is such an album. With this, his fourth record, Adams firmly
establishes himself as one of today's premier songwriters and an above
average musician.
Bob Clearmountain once again returns to the helm in charge of production
duties. He does a brilliant job of capturing and displaying the best that Bryan
Adams has to offer.
If one word had to be chosen to characterize Reckless, it would have to be
"energetic." Right from the start this album takes off with a raw, powerful
energy that commands until the last note of the last song.
Using gutsy, razor-like chord progressions and changes, Adams rocks on
Reckless in a style that lies somewhere between pop and a hint of heavy metal.
Perhaps Adams' best attribute is his songwnting ability. With the help of
percussionist Jim Vallance, the two come up with songs people can identify
easily with. Combine these meaningful lyrics with catchy rhythms and the
result is an attention-catcher LP.
Adams' genuine asset is his ability to "move" a listener through many
different emotional moods throughout his songs. He effectively writes of love,
broken love, sadness, optimism and just having a good time.
On Reckless, there is a variety of musical styles. There are all-out rocker
songs such as "Somebody" and "Kids Wanna Rock." There is fine slow
material found in "Heaven." Adams even does a duet with Tina Turner on "It's
only Love" on which he offers advice to those of us who have broken up with a
girlfriend or boyfriend.
When your heart has been broken,
Hard words have been spoken;
It ain't easy, but it's only love.
And If your life ain't worth livin'
and you 're ready to give in:
Just remember that it's only love
And that's all.
Another beat-buster tune is "She's only Happy when she's Dancin." The song
makes the listener want to do just that - dance!
This song strongly influences the band's tight, clean style as indicated by the
emotional "up" that the album radiates. From listening to the record, it is
evident that Bryan Adams and company had a great time producing their
masterpiece.
The stand-out talent is guitarist Keith Scott who provides some hot rhythm
and lead work. He isn't as exceptionally fast on the fret-board as. say, an Eddie

Van Halen, but he proves the axiom that states, "less is more." What he lacks
in quickness he makes up for in feel and phrasing. Scott invents some very
melodic guitar lines.
To complement Scott's guitar is Adams' voice, which is tailor-made for his
own lyrics. With that raspy, slightly strained quality, Adams turns in a superb
vocal performance. His Run to You," video Is a prime example of the quality
of the album.
Overall, Reckless is a fine effort for Bryan Adams and is highly recommended. His style will surely keep him on the leading edge of the music
industry for many years to come.
Reckless will please many different types of listeners and on a scale from
one to five, it rates a four and a half.
Greg Corner is a junior Radio-Television-Film major from Brunswick, Ohio.
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• MOVTE **',
Tha F-ah
Thai Savad Putibutgh
f '979)
AAut C'vmg Stockad Channsng
A 12 yoar old boy and an a»troK>
gat put logaihar ■ xinmng baa
■ atbaa taam out ol playara -vho
wara al born uorto> tha t»gn ol
PNOM IRI
• TONIGHT Hot!
Johnny
Carton Schadutad Don NovaMo
If at now Gvdo SartkaEOl
• • LATENIGHT AMERICA Schadutad
author
Patar
Navatro I Tha Poacy Gama I.
Arbarl Myatl on adsjatmg to
lei'amant
O SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORT8CENTCR
11:46
(TMO MOVIE **
National
lamooon a Vacation
(19B3I
Chavy Chaaa. Bawady D Angaio A
wacataonsng famth/ ancountar ■ ona
(*t-»ata> aftw anothar *h*a vaual«g R q

fSs90
• MOV* +*'■>
Scraam
And Sc/aam Agam (19701 Vtncant Piica Chrmophar LH
SNEWS
THflEE STOOGES
■SPNI SFORTSLOOK (R)
12:30
• FRIOAY NIGHT VIDEOS
Pnvata Raal Mgmant with Tata
Tumor v-Joc* by Bruca Spnnga
wan | Born In Tha USA 'I.
Waa-d Al Yankowc I Th* la Tha

She tstfwumgement
Proudly Presents
Laurie Ann Picket
Studying hair for over 4 yrs.
'Trained under one of most successful stylists, Kenneth Anders.
Traveled doing work for Kenneth
Inc. 6 mo out of the year.
"Well educated in current & traditional hair styling.
Specializes in perming, haircoloring, & weaving.

Laurie Ann invites you to receive 20*71 off
on your choice of her services.

• AGELESS AUTO
• PET ACTION LINE
11:00
i CORONATION STREET
KIDD VrOCO
SCARY SCOOSY FUNN*S
»MOTORWEEK
SQUARE FOOT GAR
DCNING
11:JO
• • PRYOR-S PLACE
• CORONATION STREET
• LITTLES Q
•
MATINEE
AT THE
BIJOU
• PAINTING CERAMICS
CSPN) NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK (Rl

ITMC) MOVIE * * # St.aVt
t.m.
II97BI Ouaim Hoffman
GatyBuaay

11:30

• TAXI

Redken
KMS
352-4101 or 352-4143
8-5:30
352-7212

l*t I. Madonna t LAa A Va
am ]. Wham! I f.Mii Wtva
pat I
■ ABC NEWS NM3HTLINE
CSPN) NFL GAME Of THE
WEEK (R)

9:30
• • DUNGEONS ANO
DRAGONS
• TURBO TEEN
• LORNE GREENE S NEW
WILDERNESS
• EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTING PROFILE
10:00
8 POLE POSITION
WHAT'S NEWT
I GREAT SPACE COASTER
• DRAGON' S LAIR
• VOYAGE OF THE MIMI
Tha craw mahaa a aotar anil io
provtda or-King naiar. a look at
•water a ph,o«cai p>c«9aruaa. poaut-jnandraaturalpuriTxation Q
• MOV* **'.
Cow ado
Tart.tory
(19491 Jo* McC-M
Vagm-aMayo
• NEW TECH TIMES
(ESPN) WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL NCAA Orywoon II Champ.
orvahtp ftom Portland. Or* (Rl
(TMC)
MOVIE
* • '.
Tha
Eatthkng
(i960) W-Mm Hoi
dan RBUyScnrodor
10:30
• ■ SATURDAY SUPERCADE

OMR MICROCHIP
• ALV1N AND THE CHIPMUNKS
• SCOOSY-OOO MYSTER.«S

AFTERtVOON
12:00
• • NFL TODAY
« WRESTLING
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN
/ INCREDIBLE HULK
• ABC WEEKEND
Honry
Harnsrion Graduata Ghoai
Tha
ghoai of a young Cry* War ao*r>a>
laachai a modarn lamaly to hold
IMI IO tha* vokaa (Part 2 of 31
• A CHRISTMAS CAROL
An arwnaiad «araaon of Charlaa
DarAana dame about tha moMrty
Ebonatar Scrooga
• QUILTING
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER
(TMO MOVIE *
Two Ol A
Kmd (I9B3I John Travolta. Ok
vrtNawton-John
12:90
• • NFL FOOTBALL Naw
(fciaan. Samia at Naw York
Cant.
• AMAZING SPIDER-MAN
/ INCREDIBLE HULK
•
AMERICAN
BANDSTAND
faeiurad
Ewaly"
Champagna Ksrsg ("Juat lor iha
Nsght
and
Out of Control*'!
Msthaal Ftaiong ( Twoltearla'l
• GREAT CHEFS OF NEW
ORLEANS
CSPN) ROAD RACING D>
Schoi a Pro Comfort 10K Run
1:O0
TENNIS
J KIOSWORLO
m O FRUGAL GOURMET
Jaff Srnrth proparoa a Mnoty of
Oman OWhM av;luCong Cuban black
baana. black •yad paaa and cold
Manaateda
CSPN) AUTO RACING World
Endwanca Sandown 1000 hom
Mofcourna. Auabaka IRI

s;

s

Ir-SO

I DATELINE: ONTARIO
HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ
Dahanca va Ottawa H#a
• THE LITTLEST ANGEL M
ordar to aarn hat wingo a vary
m»»<t««avoua fettta artgal « aani
back to Earth to do a good daad
• • THIS OLD HOUSE
Now to bu« aiteNw and catrtata. and how io hang a door. Q
• MOV* ** Tarror In Tha
Crypt
(1960) Owiaiophar Lao
Aubray Ambar
(TMO MOV* ***
Mairv
Chrialmaa. Mr. Lawranca"
119S3I David BOMW. Tom ComS.
2:00
i • ONTARIO 20u

STUDENTS!
STOP IN AND SEE
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY!
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•ART SUPPLIES
♦ PARTY GOODS
* GREETING CARDS
♦ GIFTS
ETC.

Smiths
HALLMARK AND
OFFICE SUPPLY

14.11
• New FACES IN COUNTRY MUSIC Sootfeght* iocn
new Star* Of Country musst M
Atlanta, i ■"• and Bandana m per
•ormence
with program hoau
Jans 'nee*. Eddra Reborn and
TG Sheopard
0 0 ALPINE SKI SCHOOL
Buich Fmderaen and Kathy Wood
demonstrate paraM Bhang that
prowdee control and creativity (R)
UPN) GOLF Chrysler Taam
inv.ivional thwd round, live from
BocaRaiwt fia

2 Of 4) (Rl
I STAR SEARCH
MAKING OF A CONTV
NENT A study of CeWornra a
geotogK- hattory. which bued* a
ceae tor ecknowfedgng tha den
get feeing ita ra*»dent* g
B:30
0 PAINTING CERAMICS

EVENeMO
6:00
Q0 NEWS

BlSO
QWID WORLD
0
0
WOOOWHIOUT-S
SHOP How lo make a wooden
weather neburnent
3O0
O
BPORTSWEEKENO
Scheduled Man a and Woman a
Work) Cup DownMI Skiing from
Santa Catereva ttaty
SFFSH
HrSTOP.Y OF THE FOflWAMO PASS A loc* at the hra
lory of college and i*ofoe»onol
tag**
O CONSTITUTION
THAT
DELICATE
BALANCE
An
eiptoreMyn of tha shafting relation
ehsp between tha federal govern
mant and tha nates Q
O MOVIE **'
fkppar
11963) Choc* Connor a Luke Mat
MR
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Seyger and eongwritar Dot lie
Waal partorma Would You Hold
It Agamet Ma' and ' Mara Coma*
My Baby
and pranrai Floyd
Cramar plays
'Sen Antomo
ROM and Stood Up
3:30
I NFL 64
CALIFORNIA
PREVIEW

pendant black htm evduetry (Part

IOWI

MS
9 COLLEOE BASKETBALL
Regronel roverege of DaFauf at
Georgetown or lutva at Ariansea
0 COLLEOE BASKETBALL
OaPaut at Georgetown
4:00
0 NFL FOOTBALL Dan*a■roncoa at SMtHa Seahawke
0 CALIFORNIA BOWL F-om
Fresno Cafrf
0
MA N UK K AH Ed Aanor
aiplana tha arajnrhcence of tha
lekgroue hot-ley
0 HAWAIIAN SPECTRUM
(ESPN) CALIFORNIA BOWL
N*»*d* les Vega* va
Toledo
homfreeno Cefcf
(TMC) MOVIE * * 'i
rl.ce.av
And Bogga 09721 B* Cosby
Robert Cutp
4; 30
0 THE FALL OF FREDDIE
THE LEAF Lao Buatagha eeam
■MM tha dehcate balance between
Ma and death with passages from
hra beet eefang book
0 CREATIVITY WITH BILL
MOYERS National Cantar For
Atmospheric
Research
B>n
Moyara looki at aomo creetive
wcya the NCAR ia d"Kova«a*g to
maka reel leH whore rt •■ needed
IRIQ
6:00
0 TONV BROWN'S JOURNAL Biat» Hoaywood The Way
It Wee ' An eaarfenamn of Hollywood a early Hack stereotype*
and the development of the rnde-

O CSC NEWS
0 NATURE A beee to-pmnecte
•iploranon of the cemetic tone*
and ecofcogxel habitats of Kenya a
Mount RAmeneRO Q
0 STAR TREK
0
MATINEE
AT
THE
BIJOU Featured
Tha Devi
Bat
with Beta Lugo* 11940)
cartoon Wmfcy the Watchman
119451 ahorta
Deveed Mem
11936) and Sound* Between
the Dave end the Deep Blue Sea
119441 chepier 8 of The Phen
torn Creeps 119391
(TMC) MOVIE * *
To Be Or
Not To Be 119631 Mel Brooki
Anne Bancroft A theater group in
occuprad Waraew aavea iiaeM and
the r*c*»h underground hom the
Nam by impersoneling SS offi
car.

PG Q

6:30
«0 CSS NEWS
THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
7:00
0MUPPETS
0 JUDGE MumphreM ia a wit
nees lor the Crown at the Iriel o'
*>•
* . "VI
an accuaad
araorMi Q
0HEE
MEE HAW
0DIV(
DIVORCE COURT
SOLID GOLD
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
The Baicheefer Chroni
do* A beitte oi weia devolopa
when Stop* promieea the weidan
she? to Hatdng whea the 6>*hop a
wrfe promraee the poet to Quiver
•ui (Part Sol 'IO
730
0MUPPETS
0 DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE Gueet Shewn o Suftven
8 WEEKEND MAGAZINE
NEWTON'S APPLE A look
at tharmography espienetions oi
the human voice end yawning a
wart with e ptcnghorn Q
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER
BflOO
0 MOVIE * * *
The Greet
Muppet Cape> (19611 The Muppata Chertee Grodn Tha Moppet* travel to London, where
reporters Kermn end Foiiw
become caught up m a arwel rob
bery end Mm Piggy * romanced
by a dashing con man
0 NHL HOCKEY Pittsburgh
Pangueis at Toronto Maple Leafs
0 TO BE ANNOUNCED
0
DIFF RENT
STROKES
Arnold * forced to eak Carnveae
for help ei fwttng a cekabnty for
tha school a chanty fund-reraer
0 T.J. HOOKER An Episcopal
pneet refuaee to testify egemet
tha men who tNutaBy raped her
because ehe heard hra conleaaion
but he* vowed to 'emein aeani

Q

0
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
Tne Bercbeeter Chroni
dee Aa the Dean naers death
aepeevg succaesori fockay tar
posiiKtn at the Squee'e erwwel
garden party (Part 6 of " Q
0 PAT ALBERT CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
0
MOVIE
Moei Frecema
Tleng In Ida
119341 Jean
Arthur Donald Cook An aristoci atic young man ia revealed to be
i he son ol a cftarwomsn
(ISPNI
INDEPENDENCE
BOWL Aa Fore* rt Vegrrue
Tech hom Shreveport La
(TMC) MOVIE
The H aim us
Game
M9B4t Danny OaVno
Rhee ferlman
A meei smari
New Jareey trucking magnate end
rws gaUrwnd a tekxmuon latmga
aerwee emp«oyee use TV eaecu
trvas own lukn ■> Ihee plan to
become HoHywood producers Q
6 30
0 0 COLLEGE BASKETBALL Kentucky el Lou*was
0 DOUBLE TROUBLE Kate
lands a ireveang sob wth J i o *
itar and then snuggle* *••"•
miaed fmuion over hemng lo
leave AJhson behmd
6:00
0 GIMME A BREAK \. ■
nan to brmg the fermry cloaer by
forcing them lo give up ielevi>on
for a whole evervng
0 LOVE BOAT A ipeciei
Chirstmaa curse hnds truae Sen
■ as
(Ray Waision
Ava'v
ScNe*w
Scaiman Ouihera'
aboard the ship en out of favor
com a dim lecennng a new lease
on Ma end a young passenger
aaktftg Ace to pose es her fience
m r ettempi to enpreea her
rnother CJ
0
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
Tne earctyeater Chroni
cats Alter the Bishop prorrwaee
the Oeen a poei to Oumerful a
nawspapei lepori
of Slope s
appOrntmenl lo the POSilK n

PHONE

^m£+i*

353 1045

Q
11:O0
O000NEWS
Q NATIONAL Q
tS TWU.IGMT ZONE
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Borne Ram amge Green Light
and songs hom her album
Tongue In Groove
The LeRcBrothers perform Rockm Dad
dy and 6<g Tmve Operator
11:20

11:30
0 MOVIE ***
Lawrence
Of Arabui 11962> Peiet 0 Toote
Alec Guinness A memDer of the
British generel ita« leads the
Arabs m a levoh agsmst the Turks
■esuiimg m the b«tn of the Aiabi
an kingdom
0 MOVIE * *
Tne Stwrit is
Wehng 1196 '• S-l Ceese. Ve-a
Mwn A couple ieni a sees>de
houee end rMcovar .t .» haunted
by thren ghosts
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
Mosi Fdrke Murphy Guesis Ihe
MonevO>ipperi win Robert Ptem
( See Of Love I
■SPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVTE S*"l
M<*ey
And Bogga
D9'2i B.- Cosby
Robert Cu»p Two aging pnvate
investigator* fmd them*e"ve»
•nvolved <n tne !**i maror ceae of
thee careers PG
11:36
0 STAR SEARCH
11:46
0 MOVIE * * ">
Uncartny
119771 Pater Cusreng Ray Ma
land in an aitompt to sed hra pub
tens* on las iheorwa of lakno
malevolence e writer 'elate* three
buerre siorets about vengelo"
houee cats comm-nmg premadi
tated murder

B:30
0 SPENCER When Spencer s
imf* «.*ie. ia ->vned to tne ttnvem Dy rws h*»nd Wayne
big
brother becomes protectrre
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Neat
Gabtar and Jertray Lyons rewew
City Meet and Dune

12:00
0 TWILIGHT ZONE
(ESPN)
HORSE
RACINO
Champion Of Champions Quer
terhoraa Race
*va from los
Aiarmtoa. Calrl

10OO
0 LARRY OATUN ANO
THE
OATLIN
BROTHERS
BAND The Gat tins perform thee
country music and are *>ned by
Dotue Weet Johnny Cash and
Roger Meier

12:30
0
TALES
FROM
CTARKSsOE

SenFrancMKO
0
PERRY
COMO'S
CHRISTMAS IN ENGLAND
The popular singer is aMned by
Ann Margin at thrt caNbratron of
the hoeday m Men* Ode England g
0
MOVTE
**1
'aslfml
Night
Lonely Night
(1969)
Lloyd Bridge* Shekry Jones A
pae of atrangare seek comfort
from each other as they undergo
peraonel crises on Chnetmaa Eve
0 FRONTLNC A report on tha
history and present etltua of the

16. 1664

Momma
11:00
I HtRITAOt
I COMMENT
WOBSMIP FOR SMUT
INS
MS
I KIDS INCOHPORAT*0
I HUMAN RACE
IWRESTUNO
■ TONY BROWNS JOUR-

THIS WEEK
WITH
DAVID BRINKLEY
0 INTERNATIONAL EDITION
AfTERrsOON

12:00
0 PHYLLIS
O MEETING PLACE Tha Per.
George C Vara and the Rev
Edward C H-r»s conduct servce*
hom Weatwood Presbyienen
Church m Wmrwpeg
SWK.0 KINGDOM
MEET THE PRESS
0 NEW TECH TIMES A-Mve
computer* smart TVs hand-he»d
calulai phone*

"*■■
..30
• •FACT THE NATION

0 NOVA A revww of the latent
lesearch on aod (*n focuses on
deckmng toreals damaged atone
it.mture* end pofuted lake* g
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:30
0 0 NFL TOO AY
0 NFL '64
SON LOCATION
NEWTON'S APPLE A look
at tnermogiaphy eipfenetione of
the humen vorce and yawning a
VT*I| with a pronghorn g
«6PN) NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK (Rt
1:00
0 0 NFL FOOTBALL St
lout Carrknars at Washington
Redaken
0 COUNTRY CANADA San
o\ Cuahon etammes why Canetfe
tn consumption of Mel he*
dropped dramatically and ways
the beet mduahy can leeorve the
problem
0 NFL FOOTBALL liataonal
coverage ol New York Jet* at
Tampa Bay Buccaneers indWjnep
on Ccat* at New England Patriot* Buffalo Beta at Cincinnati
Bengasi or Cleveland Browne at
Mou*ion Dear*
(COMMUNITY CLOSE UP
0
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
0 MOVIE * * Mow To Steef
A Meson iDollari And Live Mepp-ry Ever Afteri
(16661 Audrev
Mepourn Peter 0 Trjota
CBPNI
SUPERSOUTS
OP
THE
70S Muhammad Ah va
Kan Norton iMarch 1973 ay San
Chago) (R)
rTTeKlMOVfl *## The Man
With Two B-a-is (1963) Steve
Martrn Kattaaen Turner
1:30
0 HYMN SING Selections
include Comfort V* My People.
Come
Thou long Eapected
Jeeua
'Gabrrafa Manage.
Mary a Magr-Acat and Lot AM
Mortal Flesh Keec S*ence
I TO BE ANNOUNCED
0 WALL STREET WEEK
Guest Band Meaty, VK* preeidant
and auto anafyst Dreael Burnham Lambert kre
2^)0
0 REARVIEW MIRROR A
1958 edrtiort of Aoou Canada
Hit Parade'
with Pet Boone
nrghkghta of the 1974 Mm Maura
Citnen Bar one**
yeteeh
face* the career of Rueeien-born
Baroness Maura Budberg end her

eventual beyndaiyp wnh Maaan
Gorki, escarpis from tha 19B6
cunent afaet earat* Th* Hour
Ha* Seven Day*
0 MOVTE IT Came Upon The
Midnight Ckser
I IBM) M«*ey
Rooney Scott Gnmee
0 MOVIE *#)
Wrftaa.
Meatmg
U94B) Bette Cewa
JanDavra
0 MOVTE ***
Son. Of
The Desert 119341 Stan Laurel
Okver Hardy
CSPN) GOLF ChryHe- Teem
Invitational hnal round kv* from
Boca Raton. Fla

Chorue are featured m a apyoua
and eyapeational celebretion of the
urevereel goodwia of the hoeday
ICBS NEWS
fBfI FAME
■! VICTORY OARDE N
STAR TREK
ON THE MONEY Featured
ta* deduct** vacatame eyvento
rysng houee contents
ttpt on
tmancmg en education g
(TMC) MOVTE **
Race For
The Yankee Zephyr (19611 Ken
WaN.
George Papperd
Tero
larme-* locate ihe wreckage of a
World War II plane m the mountasty* of New Zealand and compel* with others for its valuable
cargo PG

ii

2:30

3:00
0 MOVTE **>
legend Of
The Loaf 11957) John Wayne
Sopl-a Lor en

6:30
I CBS NEWS

: HOTLINE

3:06
0 MOVIE ***
Sap* At
Sea "9401 Stan Laurel Oever
Hardy

ADAM
SMITH'S
MONEY WORLD Gueet Henry
Keutmen asecutive deed or of
Scaomon Brother*
(E6PN)
HANG
GLIDING
AROUND THE WORLD (Rl

4:00
0 MOVIE EfsVH Don t Make
Wave*
(19671 Tony Curt.*
O EUREKA. EH? Cana<Mn
invention* and mventcr* »• the
*ubBKi of thra 1960 George Rob
art son documentary
0 NFL FOOTBALL Reg-one)
coverage of Pittebwrgh Steeiara at
loa Angela a Ra«*ara or Kansea
City Chejf* at San Deygo Chergers
0 FACE OF THE 60S Aape
mg leslvon model* compete tar a
lop agency contract e> pee epec>M
cohoeted by Lee Matore and
Morgan Bnttany Guest* Christ*
B-inkiev Chary T*ga Morgan
Faeched and Andy G*#
0 CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
0 MOVIE**'' Pardon U*
119311 Sian Laurel Carver Merdy
ffSPW TENNIS
Oava Cup
Feyafa U S va Sweden n best
srngle* match A or B
hom
C«fhenburg Sweden IR)
4:30
S STAR TREK
CONGRESS:
PEOPLE

WE

THE

6:00
! CSC NEWS
FRONTLINE A report on the
hratory and present atatue of ttte
Sowat Union a five ye* battle m
Afghanratan. end a took at the
U S •ntereet « ryasgrvbonng Pakistan g
0 LIFESTYLES OP THE
RICH AND FAMOUS
0 FIRING LINE The CathoK
Church. Abortion And Poetic*''
Gueet Archbiehop of New York
John J O'Connor
6: JO
0 SONS AND DAUGHTERS A young gel's fondest
deeesj n to know a secret that wnfl
way hat the frejndeha) of the other
chedren m town, g
0
NFL
SYMFUNNY A
nunyarous look at pro footbak is
set to deencei mosrc

EVENfNG

MO

7:00
O 0 60 MINUTES
0 FRAOOLE ROCK Moke,
and Red become loommatae but
have tioubfe ehereyg apace Q
0 SILVER SPOONS When
Alfonso kserna he can I spend
Chrisirnee with hra parents every
on* era* to cheer hen up.
0 RIPLEY S BELIEVE IT OR
NOT!

0

0

WONDERWORKS

The Bo. Of Dekghia Beeed on
John Maaefwtd a Chrwtmaa lantaay Kay Marker e Br.t.eh echoof
boy eavefcng homa c
has an unespected megscel &•*
nay
Stara Paenck Troughton
Robert Ssaphena and 0*v*> Stan
fratd (Part I of 3i g
0FAME
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 HOCKEY NIGHT A teen
egad g*i IMegen FOIIOWBI moves
to a email town announce* plans
to try out for tha boy • ice hockey
team and * named rta goafee much lo tha dismay of the team a
I some of her Iryanakl
0 PUNKY BRCWSTER Henry hopes opera wel put Punky to
•keep Punky krae* a com that a
rneant to heap her laoa a booater
ahot
BM»
0
0
MUROER,
SHE
WROTE Jeeeaca croaaaa Better*
wth » KGB agent (WrfUem Conrad) when she becomee mvotved
with a da*acsng Sovset beeet
dencer eccueed of murder
0 MR. T AND EMMANUEL
LEWIS IN A CHRISTMAS
DREAM Mannetten locations
provide the aemng tar thra tale of
' a cyrecal latchkey kid and a asdewaA Santa whoa* effort* to cheer
hen up are aided by *>v*»onrat
Oewd Ccppertraid and the Redko
City Muec Had Rookaita* g
0 MOVIE
***.'.
Ihe
Stmg
(19731 Paul Newman
Robert Radio, d kn 1930a Chcago. a veteran con ertatt teem a up
with a thra* who hast atcean the
mob's bankroll and tooMher they

GIFT IDEAS
from

Jeans N Things
^W^rdC-

352-7031

O CHRISTMAS WORLD Tn.
Mormon Youth Symphony and

fTMO MOVIE *>**'7
Bany
Lyndon
(19751 Ryan 0 Meet
Manse Berenson

12953 KRAMER RD.
- l.G. —

428 E. Wooster

WE HAVE MISTLETOE!!

I AROUND TOWN
I SUNDAY MASS

IS YOUR IMPORT PEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CUMII

-

Friendship Bouquets
$4.00
cash $ carry

THE

SUNDAY

0 PARTNERS IN CRIME
Carole and Syd search for a atrengktr who * tanorufng smght
wcenen m the fwgh-rent oVstrKt of

s;

OFAME

ONEWS
0 ABC NEVV5Q

enrages Mr* Proudw fan 7 pj

"Welcome Back
From Your Campus Florist"
V- ^

Soviet Union a hve year battle M
Algt.er-.tan and a look al the
US eytereat « ne^hi»->g Pafci*ien Q
fTMCl MOVIE •>
Two 0* A
Kind 11963) John Travolta Owa Newton-John A sert *ty<eo
•nventor and a bank teftsr are chosen by the Supreme 6emg lo
prove manktfvj a worthmaaa F*G

/VAw'Odr
531 RM§* St.

Sweaters
Sweatwear
Blouses
Long Underwear
Pants
Jeans
Mittens-Hats
Jean Jackets
Socks
Mugs
Belts
Casual Wear
Purses—Pins—Key Chains
Christmas Cards—Stickers
Novelties—Frames—Leg Warmers
Chrltlmas Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6

Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-5

FrWiif

plan an M«>ociM hoae to awtndkt
another
ludf-maBon from the
croofca (ft) g
• • NATURE An esjmsnabon of the Oenube oAi on the
Black Saa. where atduatnahuwin
rhr aatana tha araa wddfafe Q
• PUTT1N ON THE HITS
■SPRI COLLSOE
SOCCfft
NCAA Omon I Ch«rr«Honah().
two from Saatila
fTlaO MOW ****
Ai
Tha fnwdanta Man' ll»7»l
Robarl ftodtotd. Ouatsn Hoffman
flaaad on lha book by Carl ■am■lam and Sob Woodward Two
Waanaigton Post raponata aapananoa constant eesbecka what
uncovering tha icangatoua facia
bafvnd tha Watergate break*.
FG

MO
• THIS WEEK'S MUSIC
SfOO
• • JEFFERSOMS Ftar
anoa'a ferih >• shaken when her
church'a new meiretar misap
propnaiaa
lha
congregation i
funda p
O SrNOIN- AND OANCIN'
TONIGHT A tribute 10 lha sever
anrmaraary of tha Charlottetown
Feei-val escfudae parformanoaa by
tha 198* caat of rha hri muscat.
Songa
i ■ Sa Down To Gal You
In A Tax.
Whan My Saby
Smaan At Ma
Boo Moo and
mora
• VO-MO-HOPE S
36TM
JOLLY CHftlSTMAS HOUR
Bob Hops a guest* •' hse annual
cafabration mduda actraaa Shelev
Jonas. Otympc gold madaaai
Mary Lou Ration and tha Aseocieted Prsaa *■ Amer-can footbal
Mam Q
• • MASTEhTIECC THEATRE
Tha Jaws' tn Ths
Down'
Adaptad from Pawl
Scott • four novel aerate The "ai
Quartet
MI during lha laal yeara
of British tula of IndM A young
Indian auapsctad of aubosraaon by
a recast potNS aupsoniandant
da,atop I doae bstndefep with
an Crtgkeh nurse Siara Susan
Wootdr>dgs Art Mat* and Ten
Pigott Smith (Part I of nig

Md
• • ALICE Afcoa. Vata and
Joams try to 'ascuo Msl horn a
Ma of cr-me whan ihsy aaauma
ha'a at cahoots wrth a gang of
ilwnsa *i K> aafl atofan msM Q
• MONEY - HOW TO
MAKE IT A ckacuaswn of rsal
asiais tnvsaimsnt and how it
ollan
opportunities
entrepreneurs n praasntsd

'or

10:00
• • TTtAPKR
JOHN,
M.O JT bsasvss dial a vampa*
inhabits tha old mansion whars
ha'a Mmporaray housa anting
O BACK STRETCH A group of
ruffian* sa.irtak.oi tha aanror en
isna canMr prompting an advisory to doas ths raoavaoh
fat CHRISTMAS IN WASHINGTON That Votai-da gala aura
Hal Carter
Donrw and Mane
Osmond.
Msiropoliian Opsra
msuo-aoprano Credence von
Stede
Hal Lmdan and ths
*rOamnnd Brothers Also tsatursd
ars ttM U.S. Naval Academy Otae
CM>. ths US Army HaraM Trunv
pats and lha Sheoh Baptist
Church cho»

• rrs

YOUR BUSINESS

■TSPN)
SUFEftftOUTS
OF
THE '70S Muhammad Ab va
Kan Norton tSapt IB73 »n Now
York, (R>

2:30
■
C«3
MKJHTWATCM

NEWS

MO
BVN SPOBTtCINTlR

10:30
• KENNETH COREIANO
(TMC) MOVIE # # iurplana ll
The Sequel I1982I Roban Hay*
Juke Hagarty
A corwmarcMl

nno

apsca-shuttla company atumpta
to kaap a pdot (ram rsvsskng ths
problama with rta fwai aafl bsfora
rt takee off on rta mawlan faghi
■Pff

Inwutton* Imal rouod horn loci
Raloo ft* (Bl

11:O0

I •••NEWS

Rutta.
1197(1
HKlkWIM

11:20
O NEWSFINAL
• ABC NEWStg
11:30
SAT THE MOVIES
MOVIE **
Tha Spe-it *
VVehng M967I SMI Caasar. Vsra
Mass A coupM rani a aaasuJa
houos and (kscovsr n ■■ hauniad
by thtss ghosia
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK FsMurad Oucaay Moora
Shrlay Madams

• PON MY PEOPLE
11:3S
• AT THE MOVIES
11:4S
• SPORTS
THE
WORD

FINAL

12:00
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Faaiurad Oudkyy Moore
Shalav Madana
• 700 CLUB SchaduMd lha
Rambos a country gospel ftngng
famdy
(ESFN)
INDEPENDENCE
BOWL A- (ores v* Vagna
Tech from Shrauapori La (R)
fTMC) MOVIE * * * "Tha Man
W.ih Two Srama H983I Slavs
Mart.n KathMsn Turner
12 OS
•
MOVIE
**
Mutdar
Metal' 11975) Robyn MiWn
Derek Franc*
12:15
O MOVIE **■!
Aooo.nt
msnl Wlh A Kekw' 119 75) Joanns PstMt. Snan »
12:90
• TAXING AOVANTAOE
1:00
I TAKING ADVANTAGE
NEWS
CHLOREN
RUNNING
OUT OF TIME

I

1:90
I MAWAH FIVE-0
1:9S
(TMC) MOVIE ***
R-chs.drtyw
Live tnConcsri H979I
2:O0
• CHILDREN
RUNNING
OUT OF TIME
• WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT

COME SEE OUR

Menu

PWi

im

OOLT CNW*

4:1*
(TMCI MOVK »*
Rao fa
Th* VaMM Zachy. 119011 «•"
WIN. GaVfla) Raooard
MONOAV
0€CtM«R 17. 1M4

6:00

aoatetNEws
A) SIOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNt
■ MACNEL /
LEHBER
NEWSHOUR
IDIEE RENT STROKES
AOAM SMITH'S MONEY
WORLD GUMI Mat-y Kaufman
aiaruttva daaCIIR ol Soagmon
Bfoihars
■SPHI AMERICAN KENNEL
CLUB CENTENNIAL DOG
SHOWIR)
(TMCI MOVIE **
Tha far
■0n«*a
119821 B# Scnopparl
Katan landr* A man a/ho** wila
daaattad htnt anwa tha amgla Ma
and placal a parietal ad at a
rtawapaoat RG
SlSS
O ■ CSS NEWS
■ NSC NEWS
■I ABC NEWSQ
■ HA! ty DAYS AOAIN
S BUSINESS REPORT
BJBJBa 8K3RTSLOOK
7:00
O ■ ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Eaaiutad
Matilu

i

SHELLEY
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARO
BUSINESS REPORT
8M-A»S*H
MACNEH.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTIR
7:90
• P.M. MAGAZINE An -msVMW with MSM Amsnca Slsarlena
WstH an «Mrv-tw wilh George
C Scotl. arioohng eepsrt MAS
Blackburn, e look at how TV
eaVM are cast
{ROSIN'S NEST
FAM4.Y FEUD
PEOPLE S COURT
WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
• MONEY - HOW TO
MAKE IT A detcijaaun of -a*
asUM srrvssurs»r>t and how tt
ode's
opporlumt.ee
lor
enveprsnsurs « prassntad.
(ESPN)
NPL'S
ORSATIBT
MOMENTS A rav-sw of tha
yssr 1981 IR)

MO
•
•
A
CHRISTMAS
CAROL George C Scott aura OB
Ebensnr Scrooge *n true vSfeaan

-Christmas Trs*$
'Roping
•Botvs
•WrfWJths

Klotz
Flower
Farms
HOURS
Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun 12 p.m.-4 p.m.

-r>»

4:00

arm

NATIONAL (Natron e Busnesa foaows ths nsws I g
• MYSTERY) Agatha CM*
M>a Partners In Crime" Tommy
and Tuppsncs Barasford tnvssiigsM fhs Ttuidar ol a maaksd
woman during a Wwi randaivous at a r-ghtctub Q
• MONTY PYTHON 8 PLYING emeus
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER

***

MOVW

of Charles Dickens hoaday aiory
about a mstarty buemeeiman who
acoffe at lha |oya of the Christ
maa sssson Fsaturad are Oawd
Warnar ae Bob CratoM and
Susannah York aa Mrs Cratchn
• THE RACCOONS AND
THS LOST STAR An-nated
Rich Lit rta narratss the t ate o*
Mahaaa San and Ralph Raccoon
ae they neve* to a faraway planet
to thwart the awl Impanel Commander Cy>" Snssre plan to
corsquar Earth IRI Q
• TVS BLOOPERS AND
PRACTICAL JOKES PraciKal
■okas are played on Caren Kays
and Steven Kenary comedy from
Dutch ta4evt**x>
Rdbart Kltvn
ukes a IwnorouB look at New
Jar aay
• CALL TO GLORY Semac
prassdas ovst court martvel procasdtnga involving s Soviet dafscior YVeikii -s introduced to lha
potential horrors of nuclsar war
whan ha toend* a night m a 'all
out shsltai
■ ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL
O MOVIE ***
Agetha
119791 Ouaim Hoffman Venaeia
Redgrave tn London m 1920 an
American newspaper 'sooner
msets and bscomss invohfsd with
lamed mysiery wnisr Agatha
Chnehe who has Mt her .-la-th
lullVaisband
• WONDERWORKS
The
Bo> Of Oefcghu *>» Harkar con
tsrvues his lantaaK advsniura n
spita of e contfoniation with
Abnar B'own iPan 2 of 31Q
(ESPN)
MONDAY
NIGHT
MATCHUP A preview of
tomghi ■ game between the DP
lee Cowboys and Miami Dosphm ■
(TMO MOVIE * * 'i
KIM Me
Goodbye
M9S2I Saay '-Md
Jamss Caen A widow who >s
about lo remarry >S waned by hsr
■ate hueber-d » ghoei PG
8:30
(ESPN) NFL SUPERSTARS
Featured
profess of
Deacon
Jones and Clan. Hs-Ale

BOO
8 JAZZ UNLIMITED
MOVIE LrtileHouasOnThe
P.a—t Bless Al Ths Dear Ch,i
drsn IPtsmssrs) Maksaa Ijebort
Dean Butlsr Crvnimss bscomss
a nightmare for Laura and Alrnenio as ihev comb ths s- 'm e
deranged nwghbot who haa k»dnappsd ths- bsby g
• NFL FOOTBALL Dee*.
Cowboy* at Miem. Dosphine
• • AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE
Tomorrow
Robsri
Ouval and Cage BeAn tier ei Horion Fooie I 1972 Mm adaptatson
of Wekam Faufknsr a story about
the tove that davasope bstwsan an
siMil«ulaM BVJwmrS) watchman
and an abendonsd pragnani
woman Q
■BPN) TENNIS
Davis Cup
Fsnala U S vs Sweden *i doubtaa. bom Gothenburg Sweden
ffl)

MO

• REACH FOR THE TOP
Sarrea St. Cla* vs Tacumaah
ICnOO
• • CAONEY A LACEV
Mary Beth •rassusdas an apparent
ly
succsssfvl l>uasnssjswoman
horn laapsng to hsr dasffh from ■

hsgn-rsM buSdtng. than «SM to
dweovsr tha reasons bansnd hsr
act
• NATIONAL / JOURNAL
• AFRICA: CONTINENT IN
CRISIS
(TMO MOVIE #*■»
Those
LsjM. Those Eyss (1BS0) Frank
lar*ge»ta Glynnss O Connor A
fWjmboyani aummsr slock actor
who dreams of Broadway its.
dom dafsnda tn s-<ompssant
stage-strut* prop boy and promotes has rornanoa with a chorua
gel

R
11:00

• •••NEWS
• MONTY PYTHON'S PLYING CIRCUS
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI
0 BURNS AND ALLEN A
psvchMlrisi needs trestmsnt aftsr
a Msason with Gracis
11:90
8 TAXI
MOVIE ** 'i
The Hea
With Hsroes I »96BI Rod Taytor
Claudte Cardmais A parr of orfots
gai mtO trouble wrth tha authoriiK-t whsn thsy bscoms invorved
M the black market
• SIMON S SIMON A J and
P-sck are heed by a psychsc who a
had a vision of herself as the nest
vKtan MI a mulispsa murder case
IR)
• BEST OF CARSON Moet
Johnny Carson Guests Garnet
the Megnrf-csnt Set Cosby Vctotm Jackson Chuck Mangtone IRI
• • LATENK3HT AMERICA SclMduled Mtronomar Carl
Sagan tftscussss Star Wars and
nuclaar delenM divorce lawysr
Marvm Mitcne-son [Rl
• MONEY - HOW TO
MAKE IT A ckscusnon of real
estate mvsstmant and how it
offers
opportunities
'or
entrepreneurs is presented
■BPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:00
•
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
• NEWS
• LAUREL ANO HARDY
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
(TMC) MOVIE **
Bud. stone
County Prison
119711
Earl
Owensby Don Red'' Barry
12:90
•
LATE
NfflHT WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Schsduktd Mm critic "age* Ebsrt
corrwdssrine £<fcs McClurg
• ABC NEWS NIQHTLINE
■SPN) PKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE Best Kicks of 19S4
(HI
12:40
• MCMILLAN A WIFE The
McMslans suspect loul play whan
they compote *> a aports car raay
that's plagued by pranka and
freak acodenta IRI
IrOO
{HAWAII FIVE-0
JIMMY SWAOOART
MOVIE *** i
Oaud>e
(1943) Dorothy McGusrs. Robert
Young
1:90

• NEWS

MO
•

CBS

NK3HTWATCH
• NEWS

NEWS

(ESPN)
AEROBATICS 19S3
MasiarB Tournament from Mesa
Am IR)
2:10
(TMC) MOVIE •*
Forbrdden
World 119821 Jesse Vmt June
ChadwKS
2:90
•
CBS
NEWS
NtGHTWATCH
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
3:00
■SPNI AUTO RACING SCCA
Budwsvaar Trans Am from Fort
Worth Teas* IRI
9:90
■SPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Kansas Slate at Marquelle
(Rl
9.40
(TMO li-IOVIE # * »
Best
Friends
11982) Burl Reynolds
GoldMHawn
TUESDAY
IXCEMBER II. IBM

6:00
• •••NEWS
• SIOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
•
MACNEH.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
SOIFFRENT STROKES
SPACES: THE ARCHITECTURE
OF
PAUL
RUDOLPH Narrated by Ckfl
Robertson
this,
documentary
aBamnea tha caraer of contemporary architect Paul Rudolph IR) g
(TMC) MOVIE * * * le Trtvt
ate (19B2I Teresa Straiae Pksci
do Oomwigo The tragK love of a
conmmpiivaj courtesan is racaded
-> this version of Verdi i opera
C
S:90
• • CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
• ABC NEWStg
X HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORT*?.OOK

7:00
•

•

ENTERTAINMENT

TONIGHT
Moore

Featured

Roger

• WHEEL OF FORTUNE
• DUKES OF tsAe^ArlO
• BUSINESS REPORT
• M*A*8*H
•
MACNEfL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

7.SO
• P.M. MAGAZINE Winter
surfmg off Newport R I. a man
who adopted two boys from San
Salvador a look at a FsBsKwood
CeuVaac that <* used as a luel -efi
CMnt rurnace a 60-year-old com
pstmve grandfather
^ GEORGE t MILDRED
| FAMILY FEUD
OPLE'S COURT
I WsVO. WILD WORLO OF
ANIMALS
• THREE'S COMPANY
(CSPNI TENNIS
Daws Cup
Fsnats ' US vs Sweden m beat
imgtos match C or D
from
Gotlvanburg. Sweden. (II

SCO
• • YOGI BEARS ALLSTAR
COMEDY
CHRISTMAS CAPER Arwnatad Yogi
Bear Boo Boo and thee pan
errsbark on an urMspectad hokday
adventure srtvolvsng mistaften Santa CMua identitsM and a lonery kltiar-chgrl IR)
O THE FIFTH ESTATE Bob
McKeown profess former Csnac.
an cyckst Jocolyn lovs* and
reports on her attempts to overcoma the .r.M-»e that have left
her e quadrsplag-c
• A-TEAM HanneMl davtaee
an eiabarBte escape plan when
B A and Irfurdook ere bamed for
robbery and sentsneed to chav
gang duty.
• THREE'S A CROWD Jack
and Vicky worry that Mr Brad
lord i wrw-rnr-3 aflaw w.th a
youngar woman we> leave ham
wrth a broken heart Q
• • NOVA This profes of
psaeoniotogut- author Stephen Jay
Gould uacas lha sources ol ".»
■'twssi wt ewOfuMorujry theory and
espsoree the range of hsa BCstntrhc
concerns Q
• MOVIE ***
K^vg Of
Kings (Part 1 of 2) 119*21 Jeffrey Hunier Robarl Ryan The
convng of Jesus and the events of
hsa Me gave bsrth lo a now rekg•on
(TMCI
MOV*
***
My
Bodyguard
(1979) Chris
Makepeace Adam Baldwin lha
new ..,1 at a Chicago hag*, school
makas hssnde with the school
ouicaat and together they stand
up to the cruel gang that had per
secuied them both PG
B:90
• • AFTERMASH Wtvie
wading for wcisma of a flood to
arrive the petssnis and staff at
Gen PerBhsng Ml up a h-gh
tiatas poker game
• WHO'S THE BOSS? Mona
ssvarns that Tony'B frsoordtghtBrig.
but hsr sssumpton about who*
ojettrng the money puts htm m an
embenaeasr^pcejrDon g

BOO
• • MOVIE
He I Feed.
Shea H-ad
iPrerrvarai Wayne
Rogera
Karen
Valannna
Atiamp'mg lo preserve Ifsstr wee
iMeted Westyia an out -of -won. ad
esecutive gets rHa snasparssnoBd
wde a cppyvwitsrig tab on Ma*
aonAvanua
• WAYNE ANO SHUSTER
• RaPTlOE The boys come IO
tha art of a aesnt Mm star -nvosuntareV snshtutionaUad for 60
veatB. who cis«m, aha MMB the
dead 10 a mutt. m*on OOBar mar.
na eompM.
• GLITTER When the medao
espial a young rvowtiaM a bsAaf
that a rnrscU has occurred Sam
and KBM become asistminasty
nyDtvsc y
8 FRONTLINE
FRONTLINE A study of the
struggle to salvage the acadsmsc
program at Chacago'B Marahai
High School, where the MttJe to
upgrade atandardB reflects a
nabonaf concern about smprovsng
pubhc schools g

B90
• REACH FOR THE

Mick Payne

B.G. DRIVE-THRU

Singing At

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR PARTY NEEDS'
Beer

M-sat8-i2

' ^jpg

Sunday 8-11

' Tobacco
' Munchies
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc.
Icxalad lot
6S lapmobl*
yoors crt ln# end of

7S0 S. Collag*

S.ColNag*-

352 9151

1 MI

Thursday I Friday

DiBenedetto's

TOP

14.11
10:00
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER It. 1BB4

m
REMINGTON
STEELE
Laura and Remington mvaedgete
a Si rnehon ember jtement from
tha Myatary Writ ere erf Amanca a
treasury and tha euddan death of
■ 0u*d member
WPAPER DOLLSQ
©
BALLAD
OF
AN
UNSUNG HERO A portrail of
88 yw oM Pedro J Goruokw
cover-ig h* early day* arrth Pan
cho vote) rvi rarao caraar and fa*
<mpr>eonment m San Ouanim
tNCWS
CONSTITUTION: THAT
DELICATE
BALANCE
An
enptoration of Iha etufTmg IMIKXI
•h<> between rha federal govern
msnt and ina atatee Q
■ SPN)
SUPCrlBOUTS
OF
THE
SOS Manralout Man*
Hagrar va Hobario Ouren (Nov
iW3mLee Vegee) mi
(TMO MOV* ****
Lanny
II9'4) Ouaim Hoffman
Valerie Perrme Celebrated comadun and acoal commaniaioi Lanny Bruce tnee to apeak freely
•tithm iha innitramt* of Iha
1950* and 60« laQH tyttam R
10:90
•
A
DOOMSDAY
SCENARIO: BANKING AT
THE BRINK A look at Iha cruoal
effect* of Th-d World debt on
Waaiarn banking maiitution* Ifll

• OOOCOLI II
11:00

OOBSSNEWS
0 MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
ffi) WKRP IN CINCINNATI
O BURNS ANO ALLEN Gre
cia i» hoetee* to a basketball teem
that a coachad by ana of hai 'o>
ma» boyfrwnda
ftSRNI COLLEOC FOOTBALL
BOWL PREVIEW
11:30
8 TAXI
MOVIE **
»ha L ova
God'
(19691 Don Knout
Edmond 0 Bram Tha adrlor of a
natwra xiaganne return* from a
i"*> to hnd hemearf Iha object of
maesrve affection and two law
MM
• FALL OUV Cot and Howl
attempt to track down an •■
Graan Ba>at wantad on a weep
one charge Ml
• TONIGHT

Hoai

Johnny

l\

r

f ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE
I LATENIOHT AMERICA Schadulad Juns Cofksr prea•dani of National indued** tnc
(kebetee Robert Dunn of Gaorga
Waarangton Univaraity on an
import tea nut'ihomtt D> John
McDougeB IR)
EjE) MONEY - HOW TO
MAKE IT A cbecueeion of <eei
aatata mveeiment and how n
offer a
opportunities
for
entrepreneur a t presented
CSPNI SRORTSCENTER
12:O0
O
STREETS
Of
SAN
FRANCISCO
OSJ/LOBO
• LAUREL AND HARDY
(ESPN) fJPORTSLOOK (R)
fTMC) MOVIE ***
Marry
Chn
M(1983>Dev«d8owno Tom Conti

thay ahara m traditional Chreimaa
praparationi
• MOV* ***
King Of
■taiga (Part 2 Of 21 I19B2) Jaf
ftay Huntat Roban Ryan Tha
eommg of Jaaua and tha avanta of
rwt Ma gava bath to a now rakg-

C9 HOTEL Biky maata h.a
(alhar whom ha haan t aaan at
aigh' raart an aiiomay >aaa <n
•ova with a gal who popa out of a
caka at raa atag party Mra
Cabot a naphaw awooni ovar
Chr.ttina g
Ct
MARK
RUSSELL Tha
batartiaan tataitt pokaa fun at
poktKiana and buraaucati
(TWO MOV* ***
Wat
Gamaa (1983) Matthaw Brodar«* Dabnay Coksman A taw aga
computar wh« inadvariantry gaa*>t
acoaaa 10 tha Paniagon a atrataOM oomputar ayatam and naarry
twgma Wortd War III PG g

■n.
eoo
OOtlONEWS
(D S1O0.0OO NAME THAT
TUNE
0 MACNER.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ffi DIF F RENT STROKES
W
BALLAD
OF
AN
UNSUNG HERO A portran of
80 VM old Padro J GontekM
lOveung rue early davi wnh Pancho Vita hai laeko caraar and n.»
•mpcaonmant m San Quenlin
S:30
I CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
ASC
ABC NEWS g
HARPY DAYS AGAIN
i BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
(TMC) MOVIE *
Two 0> A
Kmd M9S3I John Travolta OV
v>a Nawion John A eeS atyted
mvantor and a bank teaer ara cho
aan by fha Suprarra Bsmg to
prove mar*md a worttwnaaa PG

Sf»«

3:

7:00
O
0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT faaturad Lauren Hut
ion
I NEVER THE TWAIN
Si WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ftC OUKES OF HAZZARO
S BUSINESS REPORT
M-A-S#H
S
MACNEH.
/ LEHRFR
NEWSHOUR
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
7:30
O P M MAGAZINE S*gr-*d
and Roy a rare whrta tiger* a look
mwda Nopara
onaofthatran
dani A LA Swattah Art<at<
Cyckng champion Marcini MatcN
a vivt with Mnaaa ponaa* Bonnw
Piwdan
X ROBIN S NEST
FAMIY FEUD
B PEOPLE S COURT
© WHO. WHO WORLD OF
ANIMALS
CD THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) AUTO RACING R A C
Rafly from Graai Bmar) IRI
S:00
9 CHARLES IN CHAROE
O NATURE OF THINGS
Dawl Suiuki tahaa a look at how
Iha onca-plant if ul Pacrhc aalmon
.» now thraatanad with aattncbon
■ IN GOOO HEALTH Guam
Dr Kannalh Cropt and Dr. Thomat Garaooti with a ntwir ouaahonandanawar dMKuaaton
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
In tha Onatmaa apart Jonathan
and Mark harp a waad car daatjr
changa aipanaion pama that
would harm a local orpharvjga g
9 FALL GUY Con baoomaa a
manior to a youngatar (Joaon
Kmgalay) w<ih Down a Syndroma
who ra m Loa Angafaa to part>coata in tha SpacuM Ctympica Q
O ■ * CHRISTMAS MEMORY Thra auiotMograprMcal atory
writtan and narratad by Truman
Capot* porwaya tha friandarap
batwaan a kxwN old woman (Qar■kkna Papal and a atWa boy aa

(TMC)
MOVIE * * -,
Tha
Evthang
119601 Wriham Hotdan. fi.cky Schrodar
A world
aavaiar taachaa a voung orphan
Iha wayt of aurwvat *\ tha Auatrakan wadarnaaa PG
6 JO
• •E/R

(ESPNI

NFL'S

GREATEST

MOMENTS H^hfcghia of tha
1973 Mwm. Dotph-t and 1974

10:30
C9 THE SAILOR'S RETURN
Baaad on iha noval by David Gar
natt th»« vagrc h»w> aiory about a
Britrah aaa captain who man«a an

PittabwghSiaatara IRI
BOO
O 9 MOVIE * * *
Povaia
Baniamm 119801 Gokfta Hawn
iaaan Brannan
A wad to-do
young woman putt tha Army lol
lowwig iha daath of liar naw Sut
band on iha* wadOVtg n*ght and
toon Imda it t "oi what aha
atpactad IRIQ
O RICH LITTLE AND JIM
CARREY IN NEW ORLEANS
Tha Nykjnt Honaymoon Svta
and Oarwjaa Bcaaboa (C— tha
come duo on a waoky tour tH tha
Craacant C<iy that mcludoa a rioa
aboard Iha itraatcar
n»mad
Dar-ra and a auf concart on Bom
bon Suaai
• FACTS OF LIFE M.» Gar
•ait and tha g»i* pkm to aiaga a
Chriaimai ahow at an orphanaga
but dracovar ihay ra atpactad at a
pfton maiaad Q
0 OYNASTY Tha Carrmgton
dan aneya a famay rauruon fillad
nrrth VukHMM Chaar unl* A«M
arrival with mtantiona of wh>aking
Amanda away Biaaa contuJwt
purchaamg a racahoraa from pow
artul antrapranaur OanaM Raaca
iRockHudaonl g
m SYMBOLS OF AN AGE
Tha mliuanca of tachnorogy on
20th cant my art aa parcamad by
hva natonaHy ranownad Kulp-

Afi^an pfmcaaa and br*iga hat
homa to hi* yAaga tiara Tom Sad
and Nigartan actraat Shopa
Sodanda :;
11:00
O O Ct Bl CD NEWS
B MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
B BURNS ANO ALLEN ...
cw and Gaorga a kfa atory wai r»t
iha big acraan and avaryona
axludNtg tha Morton* and tha
butehar a daughtar warn* to bo
mrt
11:30

• TAXI
B MOVIE *
Smart M-acla
119731 V.ttotK> Om S<a Raf Vat
km* Baaad on a atory by Paul
Galicu An orphanad Hakan boy
rakaa on hi* larih M Si franc.* of
Aiaf a* ha aaaka a eura 'or hm
aamgdonkay
B MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum
gats atwjrvaO m mtamationai pofc
l« wf»an an aaaaaain a maaiar
otdraguta wnt* Honolulu IRi
B TONIGHT Hoai
Johnny
Car ton
B ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
B 8 LATENIOHT AMERICA SchwkAtd Dawd Schoan
brun author of
Amanca Mfada
Out
Mngar Conma Francia
author of tha book Who * Sorry
Now' (Rl
(ESPN) SRORTSCENTER

SV
MARK
RUSSELL Tha
beariitan tawrat pokaa fun at
poat-ciana and buraauaata
9 JO
0 IT'S YOUR MOVE Norman
"■at to teach traditional OWN
mat valuaa to Iha Burton a but
thay d rathar go bowling maiaad
• HANUKKAH Ed Am
aapuana tha a^ruhcanca of ma
rahfaoua hofcday

12:00
B
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
SSJ/LOBO
LAUREL ANO HARDY
C8PNI 8PORT8LOOK IR)
(TMC1 MOVIE * *
To Ba Or
Not To Ba 119631 Mai Brook*
Anna Banooft

CD
NBA
BASKETBALL
Oavori Pittoni at Danvar Nuggata
CB THE SAILOR'S RETURN
Baaad on tha nova) by Dawd Gar
natt. thai naoK lova aiory about a
BritaVi aaa c apt am who marraM an
African princaat and brmga har
homa to rut vwaga alara Tom 6a*
and N.gwia" atnata Shopa
Sodwnda Q
(ESPN) COLLEOE BASKET■ALL UCLA at Bngham Young
10:00
B NATIONAL / JOURNAL

12:30
B
LATE
NIGHT
WITH
0AVK> LETTERMAN Schadulad apacial Chrtatmaa adrtion
(ESPN)
HORSE
RACING'
WEEKLY
12:40
B MOVIE **
Our Famay
Buanaaa
(19BII Tad Danaon
Sam Wanamafcar
1:0O
B HAWAII FIVE-0
S JIMMY SWAOOART
MOVIE * * ',
Down To
Tha Saa In Shtpa' 11949) Rchard
W*narti. l«nal Barrymora
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS
Irving Crana .« U J Puckatt IRl
130

Cft ST. ELSEWHERE A wortdfamoua phyaioan viarta hoi old
framd Auachiandar and aaaka a
. hidnay Oonor for an African boy
I Craa) and Ehrkch by to ramova *n
• aaploarva buBat from a woundad

• NEWS

gruff
*tmgy 1930* booka* • Nfa >a
turnad around whan ho accapt * a
6-ywar-oM moppaf aa a coaataral
tar a racing bat

DECEMBER 20. IBM

MO

BOBBNEWS
B S10O OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
B MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
tOIFF RENT STROKES
A
DOOMSOAY
SCENARIO: BANKING AT
THE BRINK A look at tha crucial
afiacu ot Th-d World Oabt on
Waaiarn banhavg ««tilutK)na (Rl
(TMC l MOVIE
Tha Ratmga
Gam*
119941 Danny OaVrtO
Rhaa Parknan A itraat-tmari
Maw Jaraaf Iruckaig magnata and
■u* gaWiMnd a tafavawin ratmga
aorwea amptoyaa wao TV aaacwtnraa own ruta* m ffwaa plan to
bacoma hVjavwood producara Q
6 30
B • CBS NEWS
B NBC NEWS
B ABC NEWS rg
B HAPPY OAYS AGAIN
B BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
7:00
B
B ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT 'aaturad Oca Van
Dyka
B KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY
8 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARO
C9 BUSINESS REPORT
CD M'A-S-H
B MACNEH.
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
•ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
B P.M. MAGAZINE An miar
naw with comady vataran S-d
Cawiar. a wart with Bay VAaga
(hgh School othktta Bob Padan
romantic grit idaa*
B ONLY WHEN I LAUGH
B FAMK.Y FEUO
B PEOPLE'S COURT
B WKD WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
B THREE S COMPANY
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING
Man a Grant Slalom from Kraniaka
Gora Yugoalavui
SHM
BB MAGNUM P.I.
8 THE NUTCRACKER: A
FANTASY ON ICE 'orrrw
gold madakm Dorothy Ham* and
Rot-n Couama panYjrm at tha claaa-: hokday uk» of a MUa fjal who
faaa aakatp during a Chnatmaa
Eva party and upon wakmg datcovara that har fawyita doaa hava
coma to ah» through tha magx of
a nutcrackar pmca
B
COSSY
SHOW Ci<ff
ancouragaa IM cMdran to carafutiy con now tha grit* rhay plan on
buying lam for " tthar * Day
B
TRUE
SOUND* OF
CI^ISTMAS Tha Smgrng Nuna
of St Cacaa perform Chnatmaa
mua*c with Tony Sandbar
B THIS OLD HOUSE Bob
VM •ntioduca* idaaa about craat
avg a baaamani lamdy antartam■
nvant oantar and dan Q
B MOVIE • * *
Lntfca Ma*
Markar 119801 WaNar Matthau
Juao Andraaaa- Baaad on tha

ATTENTION
.*

Damon Runyon atory

THURSOAY

B SNEAK PREVIEWS Naai
Gabtw and Jaffray Lyona look at
Hodywooda naw aaa lymboia
including Rob Lowa
Dabra
Wmgar
Kaia Capahaw and
Pr«*ca IR)
(TMC) MOVIE * * '»
Pamtan
taary (1980) Laon ktaac Karmady. Thommy Pad aid A young
black uaaa h*a bo»*g at** to wr
wvawipnaon R

MO
B FAMKV TIES Tha ao».i of
Chnttma* viarta Ah» m a draam
•a ghoai* raaambkng Janndar and
Mahory ravaaf tha paat and lutura
IR)
B B ON THE MONEY Faaturad
good and bad bonda
"ivaatayg abroad: bmtm—g prapanng tor rataamant Q

MO
B B SIMON B SIMON R«k
and »J at fwad by a young
aaacultva whoaa kfa a) andan
Bad by a morbid prank alar
CHEERS Aftar Fraaaar a paychuttr-ai-manior haa an naiant
romanca with Carla
ah*
announcaa aha * pragnant with
har *»th chwj
B WHY MUST THE CHB,ORENCRV7
B MYSTERYI Agatha CMa>
baa Partnara ki Cnma Tommy
and Tuppanca Baraaford hafp a
clargyman a
daughtar
whoaa
ma a par bvakhood n thraatanad by
atranga avanta aa har country
boardmghouaa g
B MYSTERYI Agatha C-v,»
t*t a Partnara In Cr-na Tommy
and Tuppanca Baraaford mvaati
gata tha murder of • maeked
woman dunng a lovara randacvoue at a nightclub g
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
live from laa Vagaa. Nav
9:30
B
FRONT PAGE
CHALLENGE
B NIGHT COURT An old man
cunm-ny to ba Santa Clave aurpn*#* thf *>dge I ekepucei ataff
with an uncanny ability IR)

meager hvakhood <t threatened by
•Hangs avanta at har country
boarckng house (J
(TMCJ MOVIE *
Tha LonwJy
Lady H963I Pia Zedora Lloyd
O" j
Blul
program
•
•cfeenwriier teaa tha ahockmg
atory of how aha reached lama
■R10:30
BSOLO

iirOO

BBBBBNEWS
B MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
WKRP IN CINCINNATI
Sw.
IURN8 ANO ALLEN In an
BU
attampt to dean up oty hai Ore
n for political off11:26
B GOOO ROCKIN TONITE
11:30
(TAXI
NEWHART OVk rafcjctantty
hasa a atand-up com< to parform
m hi* Ohnmg room (Rl
B TONIGHT Hoai
Johnny
Caraon Schadulad new producta
demon*tration John Denver
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
B LATENIOHT AMERICA Schadulad Ma Anad Sheets
apokeawoman for guru 6hegwan
Shree Rapaaah and Datroti Free
Press ataff writer Roddy Ray tfta
cues tha Ray tea hour am Commu
rety Bob Greene Chcago Tra>uns
cokjmraai and author of Amen
can Beat
IRI
B SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SRORTSCENTER
11:46
(TMC)
MOVIE
* *
Tha
Wand
(i960) Mehset Cams
Oayid Warner Whas inveehgatig
a rsah of alwp okaappaarancea m
the Bermuda Triangle a >ournaket
dracovar* an laoujied 400 year
ok) colony of pestsa. R
12:00
B
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
,
IBJ/LOBO
LAUREL ANO HARDY
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)

IMO
B MOVIE * D-eryCn A'een
Ago MitchnAer 119791 Da> Van
Patlen Chertene Taaon.

10:00
B B KNOTS LANDING
Vafa anatic bahawor prevents
■uthoritwa from hmkng har. Gary
ahuna Karen a advice and aaaka •
•trongar buameaa ralationarva)
wrmGarvaaton g
B NATIONAL / JOURNAL

12:30
B LATE
NKJHT
WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Scnsd"Jed comsdMn M*thssi Kaoton.

B HILL STREET BLUES
Cruet Daraale davraaa a achama to
upetege rival mayoral cantkdata
0u» Cleveland a ■Oman (AMre
Woodard) muat coma to grip*
with tha reekietKin that har ton
waa maUakaMy k**d by a Hal
Street pokaatman |R|
I 20/ 30 rg

1:00
B HAWAII FIVC-O
B MOVIE * * Vt Tha M-acte
Of Tha Bats 11946) Fred MacMurray Aado Vt*
IJkMMY SWAGGART
Fkght To
MOW **H
11963) Joan Fontaine.

Atan mvsmor Nolan Buahnel
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING
From Las Vagaa Nav IRI

SNEAK PREVIEWS Neat
Gabfar and Jaffray Lyona took at
HoEvwooaTa new aaa eymbola
inciudrng Rob Lowa.
Dabra
Wmgar
Kate Capahaw and
Punce (Rl
SNCWS
MYSTERYI Agatha Chnaba't Parinera In Cnma' Tommy
and Tuppence Baraaford help a
, clergyman a daughter
whoaa

Looking For Something
Fun To Do?

THE BULLPEN
is buying & selling baseball and
football cards, album's, sheets,
etc. Come and see us for your

EXPERT HAIR STYLING
FOR
MEN & WOMEN

*m

needs.

THE BULLPEN
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 '
Phone (419) 352-0276

334-1477
Gary

OKN 12 8 MenSay-Salureey
434 I WOOSTH

AK>Vt MVUS OAIHV QUEEN

Rent A VCR
For any 3 days with 4
movies of your choice for
only $30.00

VIDEO SPECTRUM
128 W. Wooster St.

352-4171

